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1.. Application of a three-term symmetrical Strang splitting to pure, au-
tonomous,, initial-value problems of the ADR-type leads to no splitting 
errorr between advection, diffusion and chemistry, when, with exact in-
tegrationn of the intermediate steps in the Strang splitting, the chemistry 
R(c)R(c) is linear in c, and the wind field u, the diffusion coefficient ma-
trixx K and the chemistry R are independent of the spatial variable x. 
(Chapterr 2) 
2.. The Shallow Water Equations (SWEs) can be written in conservation 
formm and can therefore be conveniently discretized in space with a finite 
volumee method exploiting the hyperbolic character of the equations. 
(Chapterr 3) 
3.. The stepsize restriction for an explicit time integration method for solv-
ingg a semi-discrete system of the global SWEs is significantly allevi-
atedd when this system is derived on a combined reduced latitudinal-
longitudinall (lat-lon) and stereographic grid instead of on a common 
uniformm or reduced lat-lon grid of similar resolution. (Chapter 3) 
4.. The third-order A-stable Rosenbrock method maintains its A-stability 
whenn applied with approximate matrix factorization. (Chapter 4) 
5.. As integration method for the semi-discrete SWEs on a global uniform 
lat-lonn grid, Ros3 with AMF is far more efficient than the explicit time 
integrationn method RK3. Its superiority is unaffected even when the 
latterr is applied to the semi-discrete SWEs on a reduced lat-lon and 
stereographicc grid of similar resolution. (Chapter 4) 
6.. Een cabaretier met een gedegen wiskundeopleiding zou verder komen 
dann grappen over Maxima en minima. 
7.. Lopend onderzoek is net als een rijdende trein, 
jee weet nooit wanneer het stagneert. 
8.. Indien de kwaliteit van de bolletjes net zo slecht zou zijn als het ar-
restatiebeleidd voor hun slikkers, zou het cellentekort op Schiphol binnen 
no-timee zijn opgelost. 
9.. Vrouwen kunnen maar een ding tegelijk, mannen doen alles half. 
10.. De meest persoonlijke stellingen zijn degenen die ontbreken. 
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Chapterr 1 
Introduction n 
1.11 Circulation models 
Thee weather affects everyone. It is among the most discussed topics around the 
world,, although its context might differ significantly. Consider, for instance, people 
inn Africa who struggle with drought, whereas we wonder whether it is necessary to 
bringg an umbrella to work; or thousands of people who are being evacuated because 
theirr home town is hit by a tornado, whereas others try to decide whether Corsica 
orr Cyprus would be a better location to spend the holidays when it comes to hours 
off sunshine; or an Egyptian farmer who happily overlooks the Nile flooding and 
fertilizingg its surrounding banks, whereas a Limburger hopes that the heavy rainfall 
willl stop, so the Maas will not burst its banks. For a multitude of reasons, the 
abilityy to predict the weather and climate has fascinated people for centuries. 
Inn 1922. Richardson was the first to use numerical modeling as a tool in weather 
prediction.. He acknowledged that to complete a numerical weather prediction an 
enormouss number of calculations had to be made very rapidly. He estimated that 
aa typical global prediction would require a factory of 64.000 people equipped with 
calculators,, see [60]. Consequently, the idea of numerical weather prediction (NWP) 
wass discarded and it was not until the late 1940s that NWP flourished when Von 
Neumannn used one of the first electronic computers (ENIAC) to perform these 
calculations. . 
Today.. wreather and climate prediction rely on so-called global circulation mod-
els,, i.e., a numerical model for describing the evolution of the state of the atmosphere 
onn a global scale. A circulation model numerically solves a set of equations which 
representt this evolution. It consists of three main interacting parts. These are data 
assimilation,, numerical dynamics, and physical parametrization; 
 Data assimilation involves the incorporation of data from observations into 
1 1 
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thee model. At the beginning of a forecast an initial guess of the current state 
off the atmosphere is required. Observations obtained over a certain period 
off time and at different locations, for instance, from ships, weather stations, 
radiosondess etc.. must be quality controlled and combined to produce this 
initiall condition. In addition, data assimilation is used to correct the global 
circulationn model during or after a forecast simulation. 
 The dynamical component is concerned with the numerical solution of the 
so-calledd primitive equations of the hydrodynamics in the atmosphere. These 
equationss are the equations of momentum, the continuity equation, an energy 
equationn and an equation of state. 
 Physical parametrization is used to incorporate other important physical pro-
cessess occurring in the atmosphere, for instance, radiation, cumulus convec-
tion,, large-scale precipitation, and turbulence. Most of these processes occur 
onn scales too small to be directly resolved by the numerical model and can 
differr significantly in their representation. In addition, each circulation model 
includess a different parametrization scheme depending on the accuracy re-
quiredd and the computational capacity available to solve the problem. 
Figuree 1.1 visualizes the components of 
pattern. . 
circulationn model and their interaction 
Dataa Assimilation 
Circulationn Model 
Parametrization n 
Figuree 1.1: Schematic representation of the components in a circulation model. 
1.1.11 Horizontal dynamics 
Inn this thesis, we focus on the dynamical part of a circulation model. In particular, 
wee investigate numerical methods to efficiently solve the shallow water equations 
(SWEs)) in spherical geometry. These equations serve as a first prototype of the 
horizontall dynamics in a global circulation model. 
Thee SWEs can easily be derived from the primitive equations of hydrodynamics. 
Thesee primitive equations are the classic Navier Stokes equations of fluid mechanics 
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withh the exception that atmospheric motion evolves in a rotating reference system, 
whichh introduces an additional force, the Coriolis force. This force is particularly 
importantt in large scale atmospheric motion. For a thorough derivation of the 
primitivee and shallow water equations, we refer to [32,55]. The numerical solution 
off the SWEs is discussed in Chapter 3 5. 
1.22 Numerical methods in circulation models 
Weatherr prediction demands results which are as accurate as possible over a time pe-
riodd of a couple of days calculated within given time, say, a couple of hours. Climate 
simulation,, on the other hand, demands that the results remain accurate over a time 
periodd which is as long as possible, e.g., several years, decades or even centuries. 
Thee accuracy of the prediction depends on the numerical method, the resolution of 
thee space-time grid, the incorporated data and the physical parametrization scheme. 
Sincee the computations are known to be very time-consuming, much interest is di-
rectedd at the development of efficient numerical methods on high-resolution grids. 
Onn these grids, the requirements of the numerical scheme for weather and climate 
predictionn practically coincide. In Section 1.3, we summarize our achievements in 
thatt direction. First, we discuss typical considerations necessary to obtain an effi-
cientt numerical method for solving the horizontal dynamics in spherical geometry. 
1.2.11 Spatial discretization schemes 
AA wide variety of numerical methods underlie the currently operational global 
circulationn models. In particular, there is discussion about which spatial dis-
cretizationn scheme is best to discretize the horizontal dynamics. For instance, 
thee Integrated Forecast System (IFS)-model of ECMWF and the Community Cli-
matee Model (CCM)-model operational at NCAR incorporate a spectral transform 
method,, whereas the Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM)-model of the Cana-
diann Meteorological Centre applies a variable-resolution cell-integrated finite ele-
mentt scheme. The GME model of the German Weather Service (DWD) and the 
Hirlamm model developed by a consortium of several European weather services in-
cludingg the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) adopt a central 
finite-differencefinite-difference scheme. For a description of the various operational circulation 
models,, we refer to [9-11,40,49,50,89]. 
Forr several decades, the spectral transform method has been most popular. 
However,, over the years, its disadvantages have become more apparent. With in-
creasingg grid resolution, its computational costs increase much faster than those 
off a finite difference or finite element method. Second, the method suffers from 
Gibbs'' phenomenon which occurs for strongly varying variables, such as the con-
centrationn of water vapor [59,91]. Third, the method is non-conservative. In view of 
thee aforementioned disadvantages and with the trend toward high-resolution grids, 
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alternativee methods are being explored. We investigate a finite volume method, 
viz.,, Oshers finite volume method with a (K — |)-scheme for the constant state 
interpolation,, see Section 1.3.1 and Chapter 3. 
Figuree 1.2: A uniform latitudinal-longitudinal grid over the sphere. 
1.2.22 The pole problem 
AA common prejudice against finite difference and finite volume methods concerns 
theirr inefficiency due to a severe step size restriction when applied on a standard uni-
formm latitudinal-longitudinal (lat-lon) grid with an explicit time integration method 
too solve the resulting semi-discrete system. A standard uniform lat-lon grid uses grid 
liness of constant latitude (parallels) and longitude (meridians), see Figure 1.2. The 
inefficiencyy has to do with the pole problem, which includes all problems related to 
thee non-existence of the longitudinal unit vector in the poles and the convergence of 
thee meridians when approaching them. The pole problem can be resolved in several 
ways:: (1) by a filter suppressing irrelevant high-frequency waves, (2) by a different 
gridd distribution and/or a different coordinate system, or (3) by the application 
off an implicit time integration method. The first and second approach have been 
investigatedd extensively. A detailed discussion of various filters is presented in, for 
instance,, [57,70]. For a description of several grid types, we refer to [3,41,86] for the 
reducedd grid, to [27,28,64,84] for the icosahedral or geodesic grid and to [58,62,63] 
forr the cubic grid. These different grid types are displayed in Figure 1.3. They all 
aimm at a redistribution of the grid cells over the sphere to obtain a quasi-uniform 
celll distribution to alleviate the step size restriction. In addition, they remove the 
singularityy at the poles by introducing a non-singular coordinate system, which is 
necessarilyy composite or non-conformal. 
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(a)) Icosahedral grid (b) Conformal cubed grid 
(c)) Reduced grid 
Figuree 1.3: Various grid distributions on the sphere. 
Thee third remedy, the use of an implicit time integration method, has so far 
onlyy been applied efficiently in a semi-Lagrangian semi-implicit method. Its basic 
principlee is explained below. The shallow water equations exhibit two different types 
off wave-like solutions. These are the slowly varying advective wave propagating 
withh the wind velocity and the much faster low-amplitude gravity waves. The 
latterr low energy waves have no significant role in atmospheric circulation patterns. 
Unfortunately,, these fast waves dictate the admissible step size in explicit time 
integrationn methods. In the semi-Lagrangian semi-implicit method, the governing 
equationss are integrated along the characteristic corresponding to the advective 
wave,, whereas the gravity waves are solved with an implicit time integration method. 
Forr a thorough review of the semi-Lagrangian method, we refer to [71]. 
Wee investigate two possible remedies for the pole problem: (1) a combined 
lat-lonn reduced grid with two stereocaps in the polar region and (2) a linearly-
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implicitt Rosenbrock time integration method (Ros3) combined with approximate 
matrixx factorization (AMF) applied to the full Eulerian form of the shallow water 
equationss on a uniform lat-lon grid. The application of a fully implicit scheme is 
commonlyy assumed to be too expensive. We will, however, refute this assumption. 
1.33 Efficient numerical methods 
Inn this section, we briefly introduce the various components of the numerical meth-
odss discussed in this thesis. 
1.3.11 Osher's scheme 
Thee continuous SWEs can be presented in conservation form. In this formulation, 
thee dependent variables describing the state of the atmosphere, are directly derived 
fromm the underlying physical conservation laws, i.e., conservation of mass, momen-
tumm and energy. To guarantee the conservation of these quantities in the numerical 
approximation,, we apply a finite volume method to spatially discretize the SWEs. 
Inn a finite volume method the sphere is divided into a number of grid cells, fi-
nitee volumes, over which the conservation form of the SWEs is integrated in space. 
Thiss gives the more natural integral form of the conservation laws applied to each 
finitee volume. To discretize the resulting integrals, we apply an upwind scheme. 
Ann upwind scheme is favored, because it incorporates information about the char-
acteristicc waves of the shallow water problem into the numerical solution process. 
Furthermore,, an upwind scheme can be combined with a so-called limiter to ensure 
aa smooth capturing of variables with large gradients, which makes this combination 
preferablee to a spectral transform method. 
Wee have chosen Osher's approximate Riemann solver for evaluating the flux be-
tweenn volumes. Our motivation for this choice is as follows. First, Osher's scheme is 
robustt and second-order accurate when combined with a proper state interpolation. 
Second.. Osher's scheme has an excellent boundary treatment, which makes Osher's 
solverr preferable to, for instance, Roe's solver. This property might seem irrelevant 
forr the SWEs, because they describe a pure initial value problem. However, it is 
valuablee for the information exchange at the interface between different subgrids in 
aa composite grid. Finally, Osher's scheme is an upwind scheme of flux difference 
splittingg (FDS) type. Flux vector splitting (FVS) schemes are not applicable in 
thiss case, since the necessary homogeneity condition of the flux is not fulfilled. For 
aa thorough discussion on upwind schemes we refer to [31,82]. Osher's scheme is 
extensivelyy studied in Chapter 3 when applied to the SWEs. 
1.3.22 The combined grid 
Inn addition to the standard uniform lat-lon grid, we consider a combined grid com-
posedd of a stereographic grid at the two polar caps and a reduced lat-lon grid in 
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thee intermediate region, see Figure 1.4. Similar to other alternative grid distribu-
tions,, this combined grid redistributes the grid cells over the sphere to alleviate the 
stepp size restriction for explicit time integration methods. In addition, this grid 
distributionn has no singular points. Each of the coordinate systems is conformal, 
whichh means that the metric coefficient associated with the coordinate transforma-
tionn only depends on the spatial variable and not on its direction. Consequently, 
thee flux evaluations on the aforementioned grids are straightforward. 
Figuree 1.4: A combined grid consisting of a reduced lat-lon grid away from the poles and 
aa stereographic grid at the two polar caps. 
Thee idea of the combined grid originates from earlier attempts by Phillips, who 
suggestedd to cover the sphere with three different coordinate systems, viz., the mer-
catorr and two stereographic projections [56]. Unfortunately, his spatial discretiza-
tionn scheme required the interpolation of grid points in neighboring grids whenever 
aa variable outside the current grid part was needed. These interpolations could lead 
too a loss of mass as was shown by Stoker [74]. In our case, such complications are 
avoidedd because of the mass conservation properties of the Osher's scheme and its 
consistentt boundary treatment. 
1.3.33 A third-order Rosenbrock method with approximate 
matrixx factorization 
Too avoid a severe step size restriction when calculating on a uniform lat-lon grid, 
wee also propose a third-order Rosenbrock method (Ros3) to integrate the semi-
discretee SWEs in time. A Rosenbrock method is a linearly-implicit Runge-Kutta 
methodd which solves general non-linear ODE systems, w = F(w), see, e.g., [13,25]. 
Thiss method is called linearly implicit since per time step it requires the solution of 
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linearr systems rather than non-linear ones. In this sense, the method is intermediate 
betweenn an explicit and implicit Runge-Kutta method. The linear system solves 
aree expensive, but can be simplified significantly to reduce the computational costs. 
Forr that purpose, approximate matrix factorization (AMF) is applied, see, e.g.. [2. 
14,34,54]. . 
Thee combination of Ros3 with AMF leads to an efficient time integration method, 
whilee preserving the important properties of A-stability and third-order accuracy 
off the original Ros3 method. The A-stability property suggests that large step sizes 
aree admissible in the numerical approximation of the evolution in the shallow water 
system.. Ros3 with AMF is studied in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
1.44 Air quality models 
Anotherr important group of atmospheric models consists of air quality (or transport-
chemistry)) models, which are used to describe the chemical composition of the 
atmosphere.. These models are used to study the effects of air pollution. The 
chemicall composition of the atmosphere is altered by chemical reactions, advection. 
diffusion,, emissions and depositions, which are all included in the model. Advection 
iss the transport of a species by a given wind field. Diffusion represents the turbulent 
mixingg of the species. 
Globall circulation and air quality models are sometimes connected. In so-called 
on-linee air quality models the transported species are treated as additional variables 
inn a complete circulation model. As a consequence, their concentration is directly 
affectedd by the calculated wind field. A simpler approach is provided by a so-called 
off-linee model. In these models, the transported species are advected by a given wind 
fieldfield from a meteorological database. In that case, there is no direct interaction with 
resultss from a circulation model. In Chapter 2, we investigate a specific numerical 
technique,, viz. operator splitting, and its effects when applied in air quality models. 
Forr further reading on air quality models, we refer to [20,67,80,86]. 
1.55 Operator Splitting 
AA numerical technique often applied in circulation and air quality modeling is op-
eratorr splitting. This technique subdivides the full problem in a number of sub-
processes,, which can then be solved with different numerical techniques and step 
sizess suitable to the specific subprocess. An air quality model is commonly subdi-
vided,, e.g.. in the advection. the diffusion, and the chemistry part. The solution 
off the chemistry part requires a numerical method adapted to efficiently solve stiff 
problems,, whereas the advection part requires a numerical advection scheme which 
respectss the underlying mass-conservation laws and avoids the generation of over- or 
undershoots.. Undershoots can lead to nonphysical negative concentrations, which 
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severelyy lowers the robustness of the solution process, as they can introduce insta-
bility.. A global circulation model incorporates operator splitting at various levels. 
Forr instance, most models separately treat the physical parametrization and dy-
namicall part. The first part is very time-consuming, requiring an efficient solution 
methodd which permits large step sizes, whereas the dynamical part requires a more 
frequentt update. Other splittings concern the subdivision of the horizontal and ver-
ticall dynamics or the subdivision of the horizontal dynamics in the longitudinal and 
latitudinall direction. These splittings are often referred to as dimensional splittings, 
sincee the operators are subdivided along a specific direction of movement. Finally, 
wee mention the subdivision of the horizontal dynamics in the advection part, and 
thee Coriolis and pressure gradient forces. 
1.5.11 The splitting error 
Operatorr splitting significantly simplifies the numerical solution process. Unfor-
tunately,, this simplification has one disadvantage. The separate treatment of the 
variouss subprocesses creates a splitting error. The magnitude of this error must 
bee controlled and may not lead to an unstable solution process. In Chapter 2, we 
investigatee this error for a Strang splitting method [75] which adopts a symmetri-
call order of reappearance to solve the different subprocesses. This splitting error 
iss known to be of second-order. We focus on pure initial value problems. An ex-
pressionn for this error is derived by the application of the Lie operator formalism 
whichh facilitates the analysis of the splitting error for a coupled non-linear system of 
partiall differential equations. The error expressions are investigated in more detail 
forr advection-diffusion-reaction equations as used in air quality modeling. 
1.5.22 Approximate matrix factorization vs Strang splitting 
Likee operator splitting, approximate matrix factorization (AMF) is used to simplify 
aa numerical solution process and to make this process cost effective. In Chapter 5, 
wee compare both techniques when applied to the SWEs. We investigate Ros3 
withh AMF and Strang splitting combined with a third-order Rosenbrock method 
too integrate the subprocesses in time. We are interested in the local error and the 
numericall dispersion relations. The numerical dispersion relations demonstrate the 
influencee of the numerical method on the characteristic waves of the shallow water 
problem.. The advective (or Rossby) wave must be represented accurately, because 
itt describes an important part of atmospheric dynamics. 
Inn meteorological practice, operator splitting techniques are considered inappro-
priatee for solving the primitive equations when they split the advective and Coriolis 
terms.. Together, these terms generate the Rossby waves. The separate treatment 
off the advection and Coriolis terms appears to jeopardize a correct representation 
off these waves and therefore apparently obstructs a correct representation of the 
atmosphericc tendency to geostrophic balance. Ros3 with AMF on the other hand. 
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accuratelyy resolves these waves, see Chapter 5. 
1.66 A future perspective 
Thiss thesis investigates efficient numerical solution methods for solving the 2D shal-
loww water equations in spherical geometry. Our ultimate objective is to extend and 
applyy these methods to more realistic 3D models simulating global atmospheric 
circulation.. This extension however, requires some precaution. For instance, theo-
reticall results from Hundsdorfer [36.37] predict that Ros3 with AMF factorized in 
threee dimensions is no longer A-stable. This indicates that in 3D practice, it is no 
longerr possible to take large step sizes, while maintaining a stable solution process. 
Iff necessary, these deficiencies can be resolved, for instance, by the application of 
aa dimensional splitting method solving the horizontal and vertical dynamics, sepa-
rately. . 
Too investigate these matters and possible solutions, a 3D test case is required. 
Forr testing new numerical methods to be used in circulation models. Williamson 
etet al developed a standard 2D SWEs test set [88]. Such a standard test set is not 
availablee for 3D applications, although the dynamical intercomparison project [15] 
providess an alternative. This test case includes a 3D dynamical part extended with 
twoo simple forcing terms simulating the effects of radiation and vertical turbulence. 
Heldd and Suarez [29], Boer and Denis [5], Williamson et al [90] all proposed a simple 
physicall parametrization scheme for these processes. Unfortunately, a standard 
referencee solution is not provided for the dynamical core test case. Therefore, we 
aree currently investigating a 3D instationary variant of the Ekman boundary layer. 
Resultss are not presented in this thesis. 
1.77 Outline of this thesis 
Thiss thesis is organized as follows. 
InIn chapter 2. we focus on the Strang splitting method applied to arbitrary au-
tonomouss systems of differential equations. An expression is derived for the Strang 
splittingg error using the Lie operator formalism, the concept of commutators for 
non-linearr problems, the modified problem and the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff for-
mula.. The error is analyzed in greater detail for the advection-diffusion-reaction 
equations,, resulting in a theorem which shows under which conditions advection, 
diffusionn and reaction commute. When all processes commute, no splitting error is 
found. . 
Thee next two chapters are closely related. Both chapters discuss efficient nu-
mericall methods for solving the SWEs in spherical geometry and for avoiding the 
pole-problem.. Their perspectives are different. 
Chapterr 3 focuses on the spatial discretization of the SWEs. A combined lat-
lonn reduced grid with two stereocaps is proposed. Special attention is paid to 
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thee connection problem at the grid interface between the stereocaps and the lat-lon 
reducedd grid. Osher's scheme is chosen to spatially discretize the SWEs. In addition 
too its favorable properties inherent to a finite volume method, Osher's scheme easily 
resolvess this connection problem. Numerical results for Test 2 of the SWEs test set 
supportt these qualities of Osher's scheme and the combined grid. 
Inn Chapter 4, the linearly-implicit A-stable Ros3 time integration method is 
discussed.. The SWEs are linearized to investigate stability for the combination 
off Ros3 with approximate matrix factorization. Calculations are performed on a 
uniformm lat-lon grid. This combination proves to be cost-effective, while maintaining 
thee favorable properties of the original Ros3 method. Its efficiency is demonstrated 
byy a comparison to the third-order explicit Runge-Kutta method applied on the 
combinedd grid proposed in Chapter 3. Again, numerical results are given for the 
SWEss test set. 
Inn Chapter 5, Ros3 with AMF is further explored. Its local error and numerical 
dispersionn relations are studied for the SWEs in spherical geometry. A comparison is 
madee between this method and an alternative method for simplifying the numerical 
solutionn process, viz. Strang splitting. Theoretical and numerical results are derived. 
Thee analysis shows that Ros3 with AMF makes a good candidate to efficiently solve 
thee semi-discrete SWEs on a global fine resolution uniform lat-lon grid. Strang 
splittingg on the other hand, is inadequate in view of its inefficiency due to a large 
locall error in the polar region. 

Chapterr 2 
Analysiss of Operator Splitting for 
Advection-Diffusion-Reaction n 
Problemss from Air Pollution 
Modeling g 
Summary y 
Operatorr or time splitting is often used in the numerical solution of initial 
boundaryy value problems for differential equations. It is, for example, stan-
dardd practice in computational air pollution modeling where we encounter 
systemss of three-dimensional, time-dependent partial differential equations of 
thee advect ion-diffusion-react ion type. For such systems little attention has 
beenn devoted to the analysis of splitting and to the question why splitting 
cann work so well. From the theoretical point of view, the success of splitting 
iss primarily determined by the splitting error. This paper presents an anal-
ysiss of operator splitting aimed at providing insight into the splitting error. 
Usingg the Lie operator formalism, a general expression is derived for a three-
termm Strang splitting in the pure initial value case. For a class of advection-
diffusion-reactionn problems the splitting error is analyzed in greater detail. 
AA special case is discussed in which the splitting error can be reduced. Also 
somee attention is paid to the use of operator splitting in initial boundary value 
problems. . 
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2.11 Introduction 
Virtuallyy all processes modeled by time-dependent partial differential equations 
(PDEs)) split additively in subprocesses for which simpler PDEs exist. This greater 
simplicityy also carries over to their numerical counterparts, which already a long 
timee ago has led to the use of operator splitting or time splitting. Within operator 
splittingg subprocesses are treated on their own in numerical time-stepping while 
adoptingg a certain order of reappearance. An early influential paper is Strang [75], 
wheree a symmetrical order of reappearance was proposed, which formally yields 
2nd-orderr consistency. 
Inn this paper we focus on this form of symmetrical Strang splitting for systems 
off advection-diffusion-reaction equations. 
dc dc 
—— +V-(uc) = V-(KVc)+R{c), c = c{xA), xeJR3. (2.1) 
Althoughh our findings do have a wider scope, our motivating application is atmo-
sphericc air quality modeling where PDE systems like (2.1) lie at the heart of compli-
catedd models employed in studies on the chemical composition of the atmosphere. 
Thee societal motivation for these studies concerns air pollution. Throughout we 
supposee that the velocity vector u and the diffusion coefficient matrix K are given. 
Hencee the problem is linear with respect to advection and diffusion, but nonlinear 
inn the chemical reaction term R. The dependent variable c represents a vector of 
chemicall species concentrations, which evolve in time due to advection, diffusion, 
chemicall interactions, emissions, and depositions, the latter three are all contained 
inn R. 
Too the best of our knowledge, one of the first influential papers on computational 
airr quality modeling discussing splitting is McRae, Goodin and Seinfeld [20]. More 
referencess specifically concerning air quality modeling can be found in Zlatev [92]. 
Nowadayss operator splitting is standard practice in this field. However, for PDE 
systemss like (2.1). in the literature very little attention has been devoted to the 
analysiss of splitting and to the question why splitting can work so well. From the 
theoreticall point of view, the success of splitting is primarily determined by the 
splittingg error, which is introduced by solving subproblems one after another in 
aa completely decoupled manner. In general this splitting error always exists, also 
whenn all subproblems are solved exactly. The aim of this paper is to present an 
analysiss of operator splitting and to provide insight into the splitting error. 
Inn Section 2.2 we derive an expression for the Strang splitting error for arbitrary 
autonomouss systems of differential equations using the Lie operator formalism, in-
cludingg the notion of commutators for nonlinear problems, the notion of the modi-
fiedd problem and the celebrated Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. Here we have 
madee fruitful use of material from Sanz-Serna [65] and Sanz-Serna and Calvo [66]. 
Sectionn 2.3 focuses on the advection-diffusion-reaction problem (2.1). The body of 
thiss section consists of a theorem, which shows under which circumstances advec-
tion,, diffusion and reaction commute with one another, assuming exact integration. 
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Thiss commutativity is of great importance, because when all processes commute, 
wee have a zero splitting error. In Section 2.4 the splitting error is discussed in 
greaterr detail for a number of simplified test models. Simplifications cannot be 
avoidedd since for the general problem class (2.1) the error expressions are much too 
longg to handle. Further we discuss ways to reduce the splitting error and address 
thee subject of inconsistencies, which can occur if Strang splitting is used in case of 
initiall boundary value problems. The final Section 2.5 summarizes our findings and 
containss a number of general remarks. 
2.22 Strang splitting and the Lie operator formal-
ism m 
Inn this section we will derive an expression for the Strang splitting error for the 
general,, nonlinear, autonomous system of differential equations, 
dd = / ( _ , c ) = / i (_ , c ) + / 2 (_ ,c ) + / 3 ( _ , c ) . te [t0,T], x£lRd. c ( _ ?* 0 )=co (_ ) . 
(2.2) ) 
Thee solution c (_, t) is supposed to be vector-valued in IRm and ƒ and its parts 
/i)) f2 and ƒ3 can represent a nonlinear vector function in lRm or some spatial 
derivativee operator. In our notation we will mostly, just for convenience, suppress 
thee dependence on the spatial variable _ = (x, y. z). The spatial dimension d is not 
yett fixed. To derive the splitting error expression, at this stage we merely consider 
ann abstract initial value problem (2.2) in the function space S of real, sufficiently 
oftenn differentiate vector-valued functions c on IRd x [i0, T\. In addition we assume 
thatt all operators encountered in our derivations, are sufficiently differentiable in all 
theirr variables. Our starting problem (2.1) provides a particular example for (2.2). 
2.2.11 Strang splitting 
Lett S (T) denote the solution (semigroup) operator for (2.2), that is 
c(tc(t + T) = S(r)c(t), 
andd Sk (r) the solution operator for the subproblem ct = fk (c). Let Sk (T) denote 
aa consistent, numerical approximation to Sk (r), for example defined by a Runge-
Kuttaa type method. For the abstract initial value problem (2.2), we then compactly 
representt the celebrated Strang splitting scheme [75] by 
c(tc(t + T) = S(r)c ( i) , S (r) = & ) S2 (\r) S3 (r) S2 (£r) & ( £T ) . (2.3) 
Thee solution c(t + r) denotes the approximation to c (t + r) resulting from approx-
imatelyy solving the subproblems ct = fk (c) in the given sequential order. The 
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solutionn operator S is the resulting splitting approximation to S. Note that Sk 
iss still thought to be space continuous, that is without spatial discretization. In 
ourr derivation we will not specify Sk. but instead we assume that with Sk we may 
associatee the modified problem f65,66]1. 
ctct = Fk(c)=fk(c) + TPkEk(c). (2.4) 
wheree TPkEk(c) represents the local truncation error of the integration method 
definingg Sk. The integer pk is the order of consistency. By definition, as the local 
errorr of integration schemes is normally an infinite series expansion in r . Ek itself 
mayy still depend on the step size r . The modified problem concept is very convenient 
whenn it is combined with the Lie operator formalism introduced below. Adopting 
thee modified problem concept means that we act as if we apply Strang splitting to 
thee modified problem. 
cctt = F(c) = Fx (c) + F2 (c) + F 3 (c) . (2.5) 
whilee solving the subproblems ct = Fk (c) exactly. Trivially, with Sk one may 
associatee the exact solution operator Sk. in which case the original subproblems 
CtCt — fk (<") are supposed to be solved exactly, that is without time integration error. 
2.2.22 The Lie operator formalism 
Strangg splitting always leads to a second-order approximation, at least in a formal 
sense.. We are interested in the structure of the splitting error. Albeit tedious, 
locall splitting errors can always be obtained by straightforward Taylor expansions 
(seee for example [46,75]). This, however, leads to an expression which does not 
reveall in a clear way the structure of the error. For its derivation we therefore 
adoptt the Lie operator formalism. This formalism will enable use of the celebrated 
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorfff formula. The BCH formula yields a lot of insight in 
thee particular structure of splitting errors. The authors learned the Lie operator 
formalismm from [65,66]. For selfcontainedness we here repeat the material from [65. 
66]] needed for our purpose. We also made fruitful use of a brief unpublished note 
off our colleague W. Hundsdorfer, who also refers to [66]. A nice introduction to Lie 
operatorss can also be found in [23]. 
Considerr the general differential equation (2.5). With each given operator F. 
aa Lie operator is associated, which we denote by T. This Lie operator is a linear 
operatorr acting on the space of operators defined on S. f maps each operator G 
intoo the new operator TG, such that for any element c 6 S. 
{?G)(c){?G)(c) = G'(c)F(c). (2.6) 
11
 Throughout we use c€ S to denote the solution of any differential equation. From the context 
itt will be clear to which equation we are referring, for example our original problem (2.2) or a 
differentt problem such as (2.4). Likewise, c can denote an arbitrary element in S. 
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( '' denotes differentiation with respect to c). For the solution c(t) of (2.5) it easily 
followss that 
(fG)(c(t))(fG)(c(t)) = ^G(c(t)), (2.7) 
andd from induction to k that 
^G(c(t))={T^G(c(t))={TkkG)(c(t)).G)(c(t)). (2.8) 
Thee above relations (2.7) and (2.8) hold for any G defined on S, in particular for the 
identityy I. Inserting I for G and using the Taylor expansion of the true solution, 
wee can write c(t + r ) in terms of the exponentiated Lie operator form or Lie-Taylor 
series, , 
c{tc{t + r)=(erFl) ( c (0 ) . 
Thee same argument concerning this exponentiated Lie operator applies to each of 
thee subproblems Q = F'k (c). When we compose the resulting exponentiated Lie 
operatorss in the same order as the solution operators in the splitting procedure, 
withh which they are associated, we can reveal that the Strang splitting solution 
(2.3)) can be expressed as 
c(tc(t + r)= f e 2 r ^ e 2 r ^ e ^ 3 e 5 T ^ 2 e i r ^ 1 7 \ ^ (*)))  (2-9) 
Att this stage the BCH formula proves to be useful. Let X, Y be linear operators. 
Accordingg to this formula, the product exeY can then be written as the exponential 
ee
zz
 of 
zz = i + y
 + ! [ i T ] + i ( [ i i y ] + [ r T j ] ) + i [ i y . y j ] + . . , (2.10) 
wheree \X, Y] is the commutator [X, Y] — XY — YX and [X, X, Y] is recursively 
definedd by [X, X, Y] = [X, [X.Y]], etc. Note that, if X and Y are Lie operators, Z 
iss also a Lie operator. 
Wee put X — \TT\ etc. and apply (2.10) four times, or Yoshida's formula [66] 
twice,, resulting in an expression for the symmetrical Strang splitting solution (2.9), 
c(tc(t + T) = (erFl\ (c(t)), eTJr = e\T:Fle\T:p2er:FHhT:Fl(hT:F\ 
wheree the new Lie operator T is formally defined by an infinite series expansion 
whichh is even in r. Its leading part reads 
ff = ^  + jr2 + JT3 _ _Lr2 [JTX< JT^ JT2] _ _Lr2 [ ^ j r i t j r 3 ] + 
++ ^ r 2 [ ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ i ] - ^ r 2 [ ^ 2 , J - 2 , > - 3 ] + ^ r 2 [:F3,:F3,.Fi] + (2.11) 
++ ^r2 [T3,^T2] + ^ r 2 [^ 2 ,^ 3 ,^ ] + ^ r 2 [^3,^2,^1] + O (r4) . 
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Iff we are able to recover the operator F corresponding with T. we are led to the 
modifiedd problem. 
associatedd with the symmetrical Strang splitting scheme. 
Wee first derive the operators associated with the commutators (the so-called Lie 
orr Poisson brackets). Direct application of (2.6) to the commutator [ƒ/. JFm] yields 
forr any G and any c <E S. 
[Fi.Fm][Fi.Fm] G (c) = (G' (c) Fm (c))' F, (c) - (G' (c) F{ (c))' Fm (c). 
Repeatingg this for [JFfe, JF/l^rm] and inserting the identity I for G, gives 
[T[Tkk.^.y.^.ymm]I(c)]I(c) = (F^Ft)' Fk-(FlFm)'Fk - {F'kFm)' Ft + (F^)' Fm. 
wheree all operators at the right-hand side are evaluated at c. We rewrite this 
expressionn as 
{F{Fkk,Fi,T,Fi,Tmm}I{c)=F'}I{c)=F'lrnlrnFFkk-F'-F'kkFFlrnlrn,, Flm= F^Ft-F[Fmi (2.12) 
where,, naturally, the new operator F{m is called the commutator for Ft and Fm. To 
findfind F we insert expression (2.12) for all commutators occurring in (2.11), which 
resultss in the modified problem for the Strang splitting (2.3), 
cctt=F(c)=F=F(c)=F (c) + r2EF (c) + Ö (r4) . (2.13) 
wheree T2EF (C) is the counterpart of the r2-term of (2.11). Remember here equa-
tionn (2.7). After rearranging the terms, to make the contribution of splitting Fi 
fromm F2 , Fi from F3 and F2 from F3 to the splitting error more precise, EF is 
writtenn as 
EFEF = ~F[2(F1+2F2 + 2F3) + ^{Fi + 2Fi+2Fi)F12 
~~F[~~F[33 (Fi + 2F2 + 2F3) + 1 {F[ + 2F'2 + 2F'3) Fl3 (2.14) 
- ^ 2 33 (*2 + 2F3) + ^ {Fi + 2 ^ ) F23 . 
Thee solution of the modified problem (2.13), assuming it exists, may be interpreted 
ass the Strang splitting solution (backward analysis interpretation [65]). 
Thee term T2EF (C (t)) represents the leading term of the local error of the Strang 
splittingg scheme evaluated at c (t). Note that the global error, c(t + T) — c(t + r ) , 
cann be directly seen to satisfy 
c(tc(t + r)-c{t + T)= (e^l) (c (t) - c (t)) + (eTp I - erT'ƒ) (c (*)), 
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wheree (eT:FI — eT:FI)c(t)) is the complete local splitting error. The local splitting 
errorr is even in r provided that the Lie operators are independent of r or also even 
inn T. The leading r2-term is of course equal to the r2-term in (2.11). 
AA few important aspects concerning the splitting error should already be men-
tioned.. When the three split operators F\, F2 , F3 commute with one another, F = F, 
noo splitting error occurs. When, for example, only Fi and F2 commute, the first 
andd second term connected with the commutator F12 cancel and no error occurs 
duee to splitting Fi from F2. It is the Lie operator approach that attends to this 
clarity.. The beauty of this approach is that it can be formulated for any autonomous 
operatorr F with its split parts F\, .F2, F3. 
Whatt remains to be done is to identify the local splitting error for the original 
problemm (2.2) that would arise if the substeps would be integrated exactly. For that 
purposee we work the modified problem expression (2.4) into (2.13) and (2.14). A 
straightforwardd computation then leads to 
cctt = f(c) = ƒ (c) + r2Ef (c) + O ( r 2 + P l )) + Ö (r2+P2) + Ö (r2^) + O (r4) , 
(2.15) ) 
where e 
TT22EEff (c) = T2ES (c) + TPlE1 (c) + TP*E2 (c) + rp*E3 (c), 
withh Es defined by 
EsEs = - ^ / j 2 ( / i + 2 / 2 + 2/3) + ^ ( / { + 2 / 5 + 2 / i ) / 1 2 
~~ fis (h + 2/2 + 2/3) + ^ (f[ + 2f'2 + 2ft) f13 (2.16) 
- ^ / 2 3 ( / 22 + 2/3) + ~ ( ^ + 2^ ) / 2 3 . 
Wee see that in (2.15) the leading term consists of the sum of the three local in-
tegrationn errors introduced in (2.4) and the error term r2Es (c). The operator Es 
obviouslyy defines the leading term of the local splitting error for exact integration. 
Thatt is, if all split steps would be integrated exactly, or just very accurately, then 
thiss term will dominate the local splitting error. On the other hand, if ƒ1, ƒ2, ƒ3 
commutee with one another, Es will completely vanish. This means that the success 
off Strang splitting in terms of local accuracy is determined by Es in the first place. 
2.33 Advection-diffusion-reaction problems 
InIn this section we will consider the advection-diffusion-reaction problem (2.1). In 
relationn to (2.2) we associate f\ with advection, f2 with diffusion and / 3 with 
chemistry,, that is 
/ i (c )) = - V - ( u c ) , / 2 ( c ) = V - ( K V c ) , f3(c) = R(c). 
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Observee that the velocity u — (u,v,w), the diffusion matrix coefficient K and the 
reactionn term R (c) do depend on the spatial variable x = (x, y. z). Also note that 
noo component coupling exists in the advection and diffusion parts as opposed to 
thee chemistry part R(c) (R(c) £ IRm). 
2.3.11 Commutativity 
Firstt we will answer the question when true commutativity occurs between the 
advection.. diffusion and chemistry operators. In that case no splitting error exists 
betweenn the commutating processes. To find the answer we have to elaborate the 
commutators. . 
fimfim (c) = f'm (c) h (c) - ƒ/ (c) fm (c). (Lm) = (1,2). (1.3), (2.3). 
andd equate them to zero. In this elaboration the derivatives f[ (c) and f'2 (c) are 
too be interpreted componentwise. They in fact act as diagonal matrix differential 
operatorss having equal entries. More precisely, owing to their linearity we have, for 
anyy element s € S. 
f[f[ (c)s = h (.s) = - V  (us) , fi [c)8 = h (*) = V  (A'V«). 
Trivially,, the derivative ƒ3 (c) is the rax m Jacobian matrix R' (c). Our elaboration 
leadss to the following theorem. 
Theoremm 1 
a)) Advection commutes with diffusion if u and K are independent of x_. 
b)) Advection commutes with chemistry ifV-u = 0 and R is independent of £. 
c)) Diffusion commutes with chemistry if R is linear in c and independent of x_. 
d)) With exact integration no splitting error exists if R is linear in c and u. K and 
RR are independent of x_. 
Resultt d) is based on a), b), c) for which the proof is given below. Results a) and d) 
cann also be concluded from Fourier analysis (the standard constant coefficient case). 
Notee that the requirement R independent of .r does not mean that R is independent 
off c — c(x,t). 
Proof. . 
a)) For commutativity of advection and diffusion we need equality of 
f2f2 (c) fi (c) = - V  (KV (V  (uc))) and f[ (c) f2 (c) = - V  (u (V  (KVc))). 
Recalll that c is a vector but that u and K act componentwise. Further elaborating 
thesee two expressions trivially shows equality, if both u and K are independent of 
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x.x. In general the two expressions are not equal. 
b)) We need to compare 
ƒ33 (c) h (c) = -R' (c) V  (uc) and f[ (c) f3 (c) = - V  (uR (c)). 
Lett Rx (c) denote the partial derivative vector of R (x, c) with respect to x. Intro-
ducee a similar meaning for Ry (c) and Rz (c). An elementary calculation yields 
fsfs (c) h (c) = -R' (c) (u  Vc) - R' (c) (V  u) c, 
and d 
/{ (c ) / 3 (c )) = -(uR(c))x-(vR(c))y-(wR(c))z 
== -R' (c) (u  Vc) - (V  u) R (c) - (u Rx (c) + v Ry (c) + w Rz (c)). 
Thee two expressions are equal if the velocity field is divergence-free and R is inde-
pendentt of x, y and z. This proves part b) of the theorem. Note that in this case 
RR is allowed to depend on c. 
c)) For commutativity of diffusion and chemistry we need equality of 
ƒ33 (c) h (c) = R' (c) (V  {KWc)) and f'2 (c) f3 (c) = (V  (ATV)) fl (c). 
Introducee the vectors. 
XX = Rx{c) + R'(c)cx, Y = Ry(c) + R'(c)cy. Z = Rz (c) + R' (c)cz. 
Thenn we can write 
f2f2 (c) ƒ3 (c) = — (A'„X + A' i 2 r + A'i3Z) + j - (AT21X + AT22y + A'23Z) + 
++ f-z (Kl3X + K23Y + K33Z), 
and d 
d d 
dx dx f3(c)f2(c)=R'(c) f3(c)f2(c)=R'(c) (K(Kuuccxx + ATi2cy + K13cz) + 
++ ~ (AT21cx + AT22c3/ + AT23cz) + — (AT3icx + A'32cy + AT33c^) 
Itt immediately follows that in general the two expressions will differ in value. How-
ever,, in the special case that R is linear in c and explicitly independent of x, we do 
havee equality and hence commutativity. Note that in this case dependence of K on 
x_x_ is permitted.
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Wee have to conclude that in almost every practical situation splitting errors 
arise,, since the case of a space independent velocity field u and diffusion matrix K 
combinedd with a space independent and linear chemistry process R, hardly occurs. 
Onn the other hand, the extended use of Strang splitting in computational air pol-
lutionn modeling leads to the conjecture that in this field splitting errors are kept 
withinn reasonable bounds, something which is confirmed for the examples presented 
inn [81]. The following interpretation of the results of Theorem 1. based on relevant 
practicall properties of u. K and R, is in further support of this conjecture. 
Ann important feature for air pollution models of the state of the atmosphere [21] 
iss the diurnal cycle of sunsets and sunrises. This cycle obviously introduces a space-
timee dependency which manifests itself in two ways relevant to operator splitting 
errors,, viz. through the photochemical reactions and the vertical transport. Let 
uss first consider the photochemistry. After sunset, photochemical reactions are 
switchedd off. This not only simplifies the chemistry, but also strongly diminishes 
thee spatial dependency of R. If also temperature and humidity hardly vary in x, then 
att nightly periods R is often totally independent of x. Hence, if V -u — 0, advection 
willl commute with chemistry according to result b) of Theorem 1. diminishing 
thee splitting error. The vertical transport is modeled by parameterized turbulent 
diffusionn through the coefficient K. Since at night the stability of the atmosphere 
oftenn increases, in many models K decreases to very small values after sunset. 
Thiss means that the commutators ƒ12 and ƒ13 between diffusion and advection and 
diffusionn and chemistry strongly decrease, which will lead to a strong decrease of 
thee splitting error. It also often occurs that the velocity field u and the diffusion 
coefficientt K vary slowly in x, so that even during day time ƒ12 can get small in 
largee parts of the space domain. 
Summarizing,, the diurnal cycle strongly influences the commutators leading to 
aa relatively small local splitting error over nightly periods. During these periods 
thee global splitting error will also decrease owing to stability. In other words, the 
splittingg error will oscillate with the diurnal cycle and not amplify beyond bound 
forr evolving time. Specific circumstances will of course determine actual values. 
2.44 Illustrations 
Wee now proceed with simplified test models from class (2.1) so as to further study 
thee local splitting error, in particular the leading error term r2Es defined in equa-
tionn (2.16). Furthermore, we look at ways to reduce the splitting error in these 
casess and we pay attention to initial boundary value problems. Simplified models 
aree used to avoid error terms too long to handle. 
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2.4.11 Examples of commutators 
First,, consider the 3D problem. 
cctt + ucx + vcy = (KC 2 ) 2 + R(c), u x + v y = 0, (2-17) 
inn which the transport is based on a divergence-free, horizontal velocity field, 
uu = (u,v,0), and on vertical diffusion with diffusion coefficient K. This problem 
iss relevant to many practical studies in the field of atmospheric air quality modeling 
wheree horizontal wind patterns dominate advection by wind and one-dimensional 
parameterizedd turbulent diffusion is used to simulate transport in the vertical di-
rection.. Putting 
fi{c)fi{c) = -ucx-vcy, Ï2{C) = {KCZ)Z, f3(c) =R(C), 
wee derive the commutators, 
/ l 2 ( c )) = - (K{ucx+Vy)z)z+U{KC2)XZ +v(KCz)yz, 
ff 13 (c) = uRx(c) + v Ry (c), 
/23(c)) = -KZRZ(C) - KRZZ(C)-2KR'Z(C)CZ - KR" {c)czcz. 
Despitee the simplifications introduced in (2.17), these commutators still turn out to 
bee rather complicated. The associated splitting error term Es becomes too long to 
providee even little insight. Therefore a further simplification is introduced below. 
Inn passing we note that ƒ12, rewritten as 
/ l 22 ( c ) = - KZUZCX - KzVzCy - 2K UZCXZ - 2n VzCyZ - K UZZCX ~ K VzzCy 
-\--\- KXUCZZ ~\~ KXzUCz -f- tïyV Czz -\- KyzV CZ: 
revealss that when u and v are constant in z and K is constant in x and y, the 
commutatorr /12 vanishes yielding a zero advection-diffusion splitting error. 
Wee now proceed with the 2D problem, 
CtCt + ucx = KCZZ + R{c), u constant, K = K(X), R(C) = R(X,C) , (2.18) 
withh x and z as the independent space variables. Only a constant velocity in the 
x-directionn exists, the diffusion coefficient K is restricted to a ^-dependent function, 
andd the reaction term R may only depend on x, but not on z. For this model the 
splitt functions read 
fi{c)fi{c) = -ucx, / 2 ( C ) = KC 2 2 , f3(c) = R{c). 
Off importance is that all three commutators, 
ƒ122 (c) = u KXCZZ. fi3 (c) = u Rx (c). / 2 3 (c) = -K R" (c) czcz. 
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aree unequal to zero, with the exception of special cases of course. In this sense 
sufficientt generality is maintained compared to (2.17). According to (2.16). after a 
longg calculation. r2Es (c) is found equal to 
rr
22EEss (c) = T 2 (El2 (c) + El3 (c) + E23 (c)), (2.19) 
where e 
11 1 
22 (C) = - — U2KXXCZZ-—UKXR"{C)CZCZ, (2.20) 
£i33 (c) = -^i2RxAc) + ^u(R'(c)Rx(c)-R'x(c)R(c)) + ^UKR';(c)czcz. (2.21) 
E23E23 (c) = ^((R"(c)czcz)'(Kczz+2R ( c ) ) - (K^ + 2R' ( c)) [R" (c) c ^ ) ) . (2.22) 
Evenn for the simplified model problem (2.18) Es is still a rather complicated 
expression,, providing again little insight into the splitting error. We have to reckon 
withh stiff chemistry, in which case R and its derivatives can possess extremely large 
entries.. Whether these large entries will actually diminish the accuracy, depends 
inn part on the size of R" (c) czcz, being present in £"12. -^ 13 and £23. Observe here 
thatt R" (c) is a tensor, R" (c) cz a matrix and cz a vector, so that componentwise 
{R"(c)cc){R"(c)cc){l){l)== V ^-S^c(3)c(k) 
dcWdcW dcWdcW 
j,k=l j,k=l 
Iff the chemistry is based on at most second order reactions, which is normal in 
atmosphericc chemistry, the second derivative operator R" is constant. Further, 
manyy of the entries will be zero since chemistry normally gives rise to very sparse 
Jacobiann matrices (species react with only a few others). However, at least a few 
largee entries will always remain and the coupling between fast (stiff) and slowly 
(non-stiff)) reacting species will determine how these large entries enter the local 
error. . 
Observee also that, in accordance with Theorem 1. £12 vanishes if K is constant 
andd £13 vanishes if R is independent of x. In general, £23 vanishes if and only if 
alll entries of R" are zero. This is the case for linear chemistry, that is for 
R(c)R(c) = Gc+ B(x,z), 
withh G a constant matrix. The source and sink vector B can still be space de-
pendent.. However, in contrast to the diffusion-chemistry error, in this case the 
advection-chemistryy error £13 does not vanish as it is given by 
£133 (c) = - ^ u2Bxx + -^uGBx. (2.23) 
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Thee advection-diffusion error reads 
E12E12 (c) = —^U2KXXCZZ. 
Ass the error (2.23) illustrates, strong spatial variations in the sources and sinks 
contributee to the splitting error. 
2.4.22 Splitting advection and diffusion 
Wee next examine the effect of only Strang splitting advection and diffusion for the 
2DD model problem (2.18). In this case we are able to say more about the splitting 
errorr in relation to spatial and time integration errors. So we consider the model 
problem, , 
cctt + ucx — KCZZ. u constant, K = K, (X) . (2.24) 
Accordingg to (2.20), the modified equation for (2.24) reads 
ctct + u cx = K czz - —T2U2KXXCZZ + Ö ( r 4 ) . 
Thee error — -^T2U2KXXCZZ can be seen as artificial diffusion due to splitting. To keep 
thee local splitting error sufficiently small, it turns out to be necessary tha t in first 
approximation n 
~T~T22UU22\K(X)\K(X)XXXX\«K(X).\«K(X). (2.25) 
Thee explicit quadratic dependence on ru is clarifying as it reveals tha t in an actual 
applicationn the Strang splitting should work well, as long as for the numerical 
advectionn integration a normal CFL-condition holds and the split step size r is 
takenn equal to the advection step size At . 
Lett Ax denote a mesh width in the ^-direction. A normal CFL-condition then 
is s 
A t \ u \ < rr ~ i 
—rr S C'CFL ~ I-
Aa: : 
Insertingg this condition and the equality r = At in (2.25) gives 
—— C2C¥L [Axf \K{X)XX\<&K{X). 
Iff CCFL ~ 1 a n a \K(X)XX I *s °f moderate size compared to K(X). the leading lo-
call splitting error contribution will behave like Ö {Ax) . This order of accuracy 
iss satisfactory in the sense tha t many numerical advection schemes also gener-
atee O (Ax) errors by the spatial discretization of the advection operator and 
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ÖÖ (At) = O (r2) = O (Ax) errors by the temporal integration. On the other 
hand,, if very large values for ru are allowed, as for example made possible by the 
usee of an implicit unconditionally stable advection integrator, or by many succes-
sivee steps within split intervals with a conditionally stable explicit one, then large 
splittingg errors can arise. 
Wouldd we allow K in (2.24) to also depend on z. the modified equation is given 
by y 
cctt + ucx = (K CZ)Z - 1/24 r 2u 2 {KXXCZ)Z + 1/12 T2U{(- (KXKZZ)Z + (KKXZZ)Z) CZ 
++ (~3KXKZZ + 3KKXZZ)CZZ + (-2KXKZ + 2KHXZ)CZZZ} + Ö (r4) . 
Obviously,, with appropriate modifications the above statements also hold for the 
casee K — K (x, Z). 
2.4.33 Reducing splitting errors 
Thee error expressions (2.20) to (2.22) once again show that in general splitting errors 
willl exist, because they depend on very different solution and problem properties. 
However,, in actual applications it is sometimes possible to eliminate at least part 
off the splitting error. In this paragraph we will consider some of these possibilities. 
Forr problem (2.17) one sometimes decides to solve chemistry and vertical diffu-
sionn coupled [22, 78,79] so as to avoid error terms like £"23 resulting from splitting 
diffusionn and chemistry. This coupled solving involves the solution of a ID diffusion-
reactionn system for every vertical column in a 3D grid. Unfortunately, when the 
numberr of chemical species is large [78], in spite of the ID nature, a direct solution 
methodd using a standard band-solver in the linear algebra is costly. An iterative 
tridiagonall Gauss-Seidel type process is a very competitive alternative though, but 
thiss type of solution process only works for gas-phase chemistry [79]. Coupling be-
tweenn diffusion and chemistry yields in some, but not in every case, an acceptable 
possibilityy to reduce the splitting error. 
Partt of the splitting error can be truly eliminated for problems of the form, 
CtCt + ucx = ƒ (x, C) , u constant. (2.26) 
Wee restrict ourselves to the ID case, but the theory can easily be extended to 2D 
andd 3D problems with a non-constant velocity field. Although ƒ can represent any 
arbitraryy nonlinear vector function in IRm, we shall associate with ƒ a chemical pro-
cess.. Note that our following derivation can also be applied to problems like (2.17), 
wheree f(x,y,z,c) stands for vertical diffusion and chemistry. Observe at last, as 
provedd in Theorem 1, that the dependence of ƒ on x in (2.26) is essential, because 
otherwisee no splitting error exists and our derivation is redundant. 
Wee consider a special splitting technique for equation (2.26) similar to a semi-
Lagrangiann method. The underlying idea has been discussed previously in [39] and 
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inn [46,47]. A Lagrangian method solves 
^=f(x(t).c),^=f(x(t).c),  = u. (2.27) 
at at 
alongg the characteristics, using a moving grid to keep track of them. In case of a 
semi-Lagrangiann method one still solves (2.27) along the characteristics, but with 
thiss difference that no moving grid is used and the solutions c(x* — UT< 0), needed 
ass initial values for integration along the characteristics to calculate the solutions 
cc (x*, T) in the gridpoints x*, are found by interpolation between known solutions in 
neighbouringg gridpoints. Hence, within each time step a semi-Lagrangian method 
mapss the Lagrangian solution to an Eulerian grid. 
Ourr splitting variant of this semi-Lagrangian method over an interval [0, r] is 
describedd as 
0,, cx (:r,0) = cfx.0) (a) 
f{x{t),cf{x{t),c22),), x = u, c 2 ( a? -u r ,0 ) = c i (x . r ) (6) (2.28) 
C(X,T)C(X,T) = C2 {X,T) . 
First,, the advection step (2.28a) is carried out on an Eulerian grid. Then the 
secondd equation (2.28b) is integrated on the same grid, but using x = x(t), with as 
initiall value the solution obtained from the proceeding advection step. Note here 
thee resemblance with the semi-Lagrangian method. The initial values needed for 
integrationn along the characteristics are determined in a proceeding step apart from 
thee actual integration. If the advection step is solved exactly on the grid, no splitting 
errorr occurs between advection and chemistry. When no exact advection step is 
achieved,, the errors, which arise in an actual Eulerian advection step, resemble the 
interpolationn errors of the semi-Lagrangian method. 
Thee way in which we obtain the solution to (2.28b) is not prescribed. One can 
thinkk for instance of applying a splitting scheme to split diffusion from chemistry or 
inn case of gas-phase chemistry one can decide to use the earlier mentioned iterative 
tridiagonall Gauss-Seidel solution method. 
2.4.44 Strang splitting in initial boundary value problems. 
Tilll now, we restricted ourselves to pure initial value problems. In practical appli-
cationss though, we mostly encounter initial boundary value problems. When we use 
operatorr splitting in these situations, we have to reckon with boundary errors. We 
willl now focus on the subject of prescribing boundary conditions in the intermedi-
atee steps of the Strang splitting and on the resulting possibility of inconsistencies 
betweenn these boundary conditions and the solutions calculated in the proceeding 
intermediatee steps. These inconsistencies can lead to numerical errors. 
dc\dc\ dc\ 
dtdt dx 
dcdc2 2 
Iff Iff 
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Wee consider once more the 2D autonomous problem (2.17) (t' = 0) now described 
overr a bounded domain {(x.z) | 0 < x < 27T. 0 < z < ZH}-
cctt+uc+ucTT== (KCZ)Z+R(C), (2.29) 
wheree u is constant in x and K and R can depend on x and z. As boundary conditions 
wee prescribe 27r-periodicity in ^-direction, and on 2 = 0 (the earth surface) and 
ZZ — ZH we prescribe 
KCKCZZ = d(x)c + E{x). d{x)<0 at z = 0, (2.30) 
ncnczz = 0. at z = zH. (2.31) 
Thee first condition describes the flux K, CZ at the earth surface in terms of deposition 
dcdc and emission E. The second condition describes a no flux condition at the upper 
boundaryy of our domain. Our boundary conditions are chosen in close relation with 
boundaryy conditions found in practical applications, n. d. E and R are assumed 
27r-periodicc in x, which occurs in true global models if x is associated with the 
longitudinall direction [81]. 
Wee apply Strang splitting to system (2.29) over the interval [0, r] . which yields 
ci(x,z,0)ci(x,z,0) = c(x, 2,0) (a) 
T T 
++ b.c. c2(x,z, 0) = ci(x,z,-) (b) 
cc33(x,z,0)(x,z,0) = c2{x,z^) (c) (2.32) 
T T 
++ b.c. c4{x.z.-) = C3(X.Z,T) (d) 
T T 
c5(.x.z.-)) = C4(X.Z,T) (e). 
wheree the initial value c(x,z.0) in (2.32) satisfies the boundary conditions. Note 
thatt the boundary conditions are prescribed in step (2.32b) and (2.32d), so the 
solutionss C2{x, z, ^) and c^{x. z. r) always satisfy the given conditions. 
Considerr the initial value for step (2.32b) delivered after exact time and space 
integrationn of step (2.32a), 
TT T 
c2(x.. z, 0) = ci{x. z. -) = c(x - U-. z. 0). 
Iff uz ^ 0 for z = 0 and z = zH, then at time t = 0 in step (2.32b) the boundary 
conditionss (2.30) and (2.31) are not met. as can be seen from 
—— {c2(x,z,0)) =cz{x-u-.z,0) -Uz-cx(x-u-,z,Q). (2.33) 
dc,\ dc,\ 
dcdc2 2 
dcdc3 3 
dt dt 
dc4 dc4 
In In 
dt dt 
dci dci 
dx dx 
+ + 
dcdc5 5 
dx dx 
== 0. 
dd fdc2 
dzdz \ dz 
== R{c3) 
dd f dc4 
dzdz \ dz 
== 0, 
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Thee initial value for step (2.32b) is inconsistent with the boundary conditions pre-
scribedd in this step. Numerical errors will exist if we don't choose the time step r 
largee enough to damp out the initial error due to this inconsistency. Note however 
thatt at the end of step (2.32b) the boundary conditions are always met. 
Noww take uz = 0, then c.2z{x, 2,0) = 0 holds when cz(x - u\) = 0 as can be 
concludedd from (2.33). At a large distance from the earth surface uz — 0 is likely 
too occur, thus no boundary condition inconsistency will exist at z = ZH, when ZH 
iss chosen large enough. However, at the earth surface we must satisfy 
K(X,K(X, 0) c2z (x, 0,0) = d{x) c2{x, 0,0) + E{x), (2.34) 
or,, inserting (2.33) into (2.34), where still uz = 0, we must satisfy 
K(X,K(X, 0) cz (x - uT-, 0. o) = d(x) c (x - uT-, 0, o) + E{x). 
InIn general this relation will only hold if K, d and E are independent of x. 
Similarlyy we can show that in general the solution of the chemistry step (2.32c) 
usedd as initial value in step (2.32d) introduces an inconsistency with the prescribed 
boundaryy conditions in this step. If at z = z# 
cczz=0=0 and Rz(x,z,c) = 0, (2.35) 
noo inconsistency is obtained, because the solution of step (2.32c) satisfies 
———— = R {x. z. c3 - ^ - + Rz [x. z.c3). 
atat oz oz 
Forr Z = ZH large enough, the assumptions (2.35) represent the realistic case. On the 
earthh surface, however, we expect an inconsistency, for Rz(x, z, c) =0 and also cz=i) 
mayy be violated there. Further, it is possible that due to the prescribed emission 
andd deposition condition (2.30) in step (2.32b) strong transient exists, which can 
leadd to a disturbance from the chemical equilibrium solution. 
Inn [81] a comparison was made between solving the 3D problem (2.17) with 
aa Rosenbrock method in combination with approximate factorization, and with 
thee Strang splitting method. Approximate factorization can be seen as a form of 
splittingg performed at the numerical algebra level rather than at the operator level 
ass is done in Strang splitting. As boundary conditions were used 
KK cz = 0. at z — 0 and z = ZH-
whilee for the imposed wind field, uz =vz = 0 . In [81] was argued that due to this 
formm of splitting at the numerical algebra level, operator splitting errors as well as 
errors,, arising from inconsistencies between the boundary conditions and the initial 
valuess prescribed in the intermediate steps in Strang splitting, could be avoided. 
Thiss should lead to more accurate solutions in favor of the Rosenbrock method with 
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approximatee factorization. Results proved them right, but the gain in accuracy was 
nott as great as was expected. However, the results in [81] might have been too 
positivee where the Strang splitting method was concerned. The specific choice of 
thee boundary conditions led to no inconsistencies, while also the property uz —vz=Q 
contributedd to reduction of the splitting error between advection and diffusion. In 
otherr words, in a more realistic situation, where boundary conditions such as (2.30) 
andd (2.31) can occur, the Rosenbrock method with approximate factorization might 
bee a good alternative to Strang splitting. Future research has to throw light on this 
aspect. . 
2.55 Conclusions 
Inn this paper we focussed on operator splitting, where we mainly restricted ourselves 
too three-term symmetrical Strang splitting primarily applied to time-dependent 
advection-diffusion-reactionn (ADR) problems. For pure initial value problems the 
Liee operator formalism proves to be very useful to derive the structure of the split-
tingg error. Through the notion of commutativity we are able to state in which cases 
thee usage of Strang splitting leads to no splitting error. Application of a three-term 
symmetricall Strang splitting to pure initial value problems of the ADR-type leads 
too no splitting error between advection, diffusion and chemistry, when, with exact 
integrationn of the intermediate steps in the Strang splitting, the chemistry R(c) 
iss linear in c, and the wind field u. the diffusion coefficient matrix K and R are 
independentt of the spatial variable x. 
However,, in most applications splitting errors will occur. By relating the physics 
off the problem with the commutators, we have conjectured that in air pollution 
modelss the splitting error will oscillate with the diurnal cycle and will not grow 
beyondd bound for evolving time. Unfortunately, the splitting error expression is 
tooo complicated for real insight into its actual magnitude. 
Too avoid or reduce the splitting error several techniques can be applied. One 
concernss problems of the form (2.17). where diffusion and chemistry can be solved 
coupled,, so only a ID diffusion-reaction system has to be solved for every vertical 
columnn in 3D, avoiding an error due to splitting diffusion and chemistry. Secondly, 
forr problems of the form (2.26) an alternative splitting technique exists, similar to 
aa semi-Lagrangian method. A chemistry step is integrated along the characteristics 
proceededd by an advection step on an Eulerian grid, leaving no splitting error if 
thee advection step is solved exactly and else resulting in an error similar to the 
interpolationn errors of the semi-Lagrangian method. 
Severall questions concerning operator splitting remain. A good start for further 
researchh is the analysis of the splitting error in practical situations by using global 
Richardsonn extrapolation to estimate the splitting error for evolving time. 
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Spatiall Discretization of the 
Shalloww Water Equations in 
Sphericall Geometry using Osher 's 
Scheme e 
Summary y 
Thee shallow water equations in spherical geometry provide a first prototype 
forr developing and testing numerical algorithms for atmospheric circulation 
models.. Since the seventies these models have often been solved with spec-
trall methods. Increasing demands on grid resolution combined with massive 
parallelismm and local grid refinement seem to offer significantly better per-
spectivess for gridpoint methods. In this paper we study the use of Osher's 
finitefinite volume scheme for the spatial discretization of the shallow water equa-
tionss on the rotating sphere. This finite volume scheme of upwind type is well 
suitedd for solving a hyperbolic system of equations. Special attention is paid 
too the pole problem. To that end Osher's scheme is applied on the common 
(reduced)) latitude-longitude grid and on a stereographic grid. The latter is 
mostt appropriate in the polar region as in stereographic coordinates the pole 
singularityy does not exist. The latitude-longitude grid is preferred on lower 
latitudes.. Therefore, across the sphere we apply Osher's scheme on a com-
binedd grid connecting the two grids at high latitude. We will show that this 
providess an attractive spatial discretization for explicit integration methods, 
ass it can greatly reduce the time step limitation incurred by the pole singu-
larityy when using a latitude-longitude grid only. When time step limitation 
playss no significant role, the standard (reduced) latitude-longitude grid is ad-
vocatedd provided that the grid is kept sufficiently fine in the polar region to 
resolvee flow over the poles. 
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3.11 Introduction 
Peoplee have long tried to forecast the weather, first by observation of current and 
historicall meteorological data and later by numerical simulation with circulation 
modelss based on atmospheric primitive equations [12.26.32.48]. Today, circulation 
modelss are widespread. In addition to being used in weather forecasting, they are 
appliedd as climate simulation models and provide meteorological input data needed 
inn air pollution descriptions. 
Duringg the sixties the field of frequently used approximation methods in circu-
lationn models consisted mainly of gridpoint methods. When Orszag and Eliasen et 
alal [17.51] introduced the spectral transform method in global atmospheric modeling, 
thiss accent shifted. Because spectral methods proved to be very accurate and cost 
efficient,, they started to dominate the field of approximation methods used in global 
atmosphericc modeling. Recently, the discussion on numerical methods applicable 
inn circulation models has been renewed. Spectral methods are no longer considered 
ideal.. Progression in atmospheric modeling, on the meteorological as wTell as on the 
computationall side, demands higher grid resolutions than in the past. The workload 
off a spectral method grows very fast when the number of grid points is increased. 
Therefore,, the relevant question can be posed whether at high resolutions an im-
provedd gridpoint method can compete with a spectral method. This is also stated 
inn [8, 16]. In addition, the global property of a spectral method has some other 
drawbacks.. Although this property contributes highly to the accuracy of the found 
solution,, it leads to inconveniences when one tries to parallelize spectral codes on 
parallell machines with distributed memory. Furthermore, a spectral method can 
sufferr from Gibbs' phenomenon (spectral ringing) when applied in areas where flow 
patternss with strong gradients are encountered, for example, in front simulation. 
Inn this paper, we develop a new numerical gridpoint method. We apply a finite 
volumee method of upwind type. We decided on this method, because it is con-
servativee and respects the characteristic directions associated with the hyperbolic 
characterr of our equations. In addition, compared to a spectral method, it behaves 
welll in areas where flow patterns with strong gradients are expected. From the 
classs of finite volume methods. Oshers approximate Riemann solver makes a good 
choice.. First, it is robust and second-order accurate when combined with the right 
statee interpolation. Second, from a future perspective, it has a logical extension 
too more realistic primitive equations and it has a consistent boundary treatment, 
whichh makes Oshers solver preferable to, for instance. Roe's solver. Finally, our 
upwindd scheme is a scheme of flux difference splitting type (FDS). Schemes of flux 
vectorr splitting type (FVS) do not provide an alternative in this case, since the 
necessaryy condition for these schemes, i.e.. that the Jacobian of the flux vector is 
homogeneouss of degree one, is not fulfilled. For a detailed description of FDS and 
FVSS methods we refer to [31]. 
Too avoid the well-known pole problem [69], which arises when a gridpoint method 
iss applied on a full uniform latitude-longitude (lat-lon) grid, we study a reduced iat-
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Ionn grid and a combined grid composed of a (reduced) lat-lon grid away from the 
poless and a stereographic grid at the two polar caps. The combined grid consists 
off three computational domains with a rectangular grid almost everywhere. All 
threee mappings used to map the physical domain onto the computational domain 
aree conformal. These qualities yield flux calculations that are simple and straight-
forward.. The use of a stereographic grid has been proposed before by Phillips [56] 
andd Browning et al [7]. 
Too validate our discretization scheme and grid, we consider the 2D shallow 
waterr equations (SWEs) on the rotating sphere, which serve as a first prototype for 
aa circulation model. The SWEs describe the behavior of a shallow homogeneous 
incompressiblee and inviscid fluid layer. Although in comparison to the full set of 
atmosphericc primitive equations, the SWEs are incomplete, they present some of 
thee major difficulties associated with the horizontal dynamical aspects of circulation 
modelss on the Earth. 
Inn Section 3.2, we focus on the formulation of the SWEs in the two different 
coordinatee systems. In Section 3.3.1. we attend to the construction of our combined 
grid.. The spatial discretization of the equations, i.e., a description of our finite 
volumee method, is given in Section 3.3.2. Special attention is paid to the connection 
problem,, which occurs at the grid interface, when coupling the spherical grid part 
withh the stereocaps. Numerical results from calculations on combined grids and on 
fullyy lat-lon grids are given in Section 3.4. Calculations are done on test case 2 of 
thee test set in [88], which is standard for testing new numerical methods for solving 
thee SWEs in spherical geometry. Test case 2 provides us with a good non-linear 
testt to evaluate the scheme's ability to handle the poles. Since the test set consists 
off problems with smooth flow patterns, it does not provide a test to reveal all 
favorablee features of our scheme. Therefore, the objective of this paper can best be 
summarizedd as a first validation of whether Osher's scheme applied on a combined 
gridd yields an appropriate candidate to solve the SWEs in spherical geometry. The 
mainn conclusions of our investigations are formulated in Section 3.5. 
3.22 The shallow water equations 
Sincee they cover important aspects of the horizontal dynamical behavior of the 
atmosphere,, the SWEs on the sphere suffice as a first prototype of a circulation 
model.. Through the laws of conservation of mass and momentum, the SWEs on 
thee sphere can be derived to describe the behavior (velocities and fluid depth) of 
aa shallow homogeneous incompressible and inviscid fluid layer on the Earth. In 
otherr words, we assume that the atmosphere can be regarded as a thin layer of air 
inn which the density is uniform and constant, and viscous effects can be ignored. 
Byy using the SWEs, it is further assumed that the velocity component normal to 
thee earth surface, the vertical component, can be neglected compared to the hor-
izontall velocity component. Furthermore, the vertical component of the Coriolis 
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accelerationn is neglected in comparison with gravity. The acceleration of gravity, 
g,g, is assumed to be constant, containing both the effects related to the centrifugal 
forcee and the gravitational attraction of the Earth. The pressure gradient force is 
consideredd to be hydrostatic. The SWEs then follow from the Navier Stokes equa-
tionss on the rotating sphere by integration over the fluid depth (depth-averaging); 
forr details see [26]. A derivation of more realistic atmospheric primitive equations 
cann be found in [26,32]. 
3.2.11 The shallow water equations in spherical coordinates 
Lett (A, (p.t) denote the independent variables longitude (A € [0. 27r)). latitude (<fr e 
[_f '' + f ])' a nd t i m e (* - 0)- Let u be the velocity in the longitudinal direction, v 
thee velocity in the latitudinal direction, and H the depth of the fluid layer. Let h 
bee the height of the free surface above the sphere at sea level, h = H 4- hs, where hs 
accountss for the orography of the Earth associated with the height of mountains. 
Further,, let u denote the horizontal velocity field (u.v) defined by u — acoscf)^-
andd v = a-£. Let ƒ denote the Coriolis parameter, 2S1 sin 0, with Q the angular 
velocityy of the Earth, a the radius of the Earth, and g the gravitational constant. 
Thee SWEs on the sphere in flux form can then be formulated as 
dHdH ,
 s 
__ + V - ( # u ) = 0, (3.1) 
^^++V.(Huu)V.(Huu) = ( / + U t a n 0 ) i / v - - ^ ^ . (3.2) 
efteft a acosq) o\ 
^^
 + V.(H„a) = - ( / + « t a n ^ ) H u - ^ , (3.3) 
0101 a a ocp 
wheree the divergence operator is defined by 
VV -u = 
aa cos 1 
dudu dv cos 
7TTT + d\d\ d<f> 
Thee right-hand sides in the momentum equations (3.2) and (3.3) represent, respec-
tively,, the Coriolis force, the hydrostatical pressure gradient force, and an additional 
termm due to the relative motion in the rotating coordinate system in longitudinal 
andd latitudinal direction, see [32]. 
3.2.22 The shallow water equations in stereographic coordi-
nates s 
Thee spherical formulation of the SWEs (3.1)-(3.3) has the disadvantage that it is 
singularr at the poles. To circumvent this problem, the SWEs can be formulated in 
thee stereographic coordinate system using a different stereographic projection on 
eachh hemisphere. Since these projections are only singular in opposite poles, no 
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singularityy problem arises. We note that the stereographic projection is conforraal, 
soo the general form of the equations is preserved. 
Thee stereographic projection in terms of the latitude-longitude coordinates is 
definedd by 
wheree m is the map factor 
^st t 
IM IM 
= = 
= = 
aa m cos 0 cos A, 
aa m cos 0 sin A, 
2 2 
11 + a sin < 
(3.4) ) 
(3.5) ) 
(3.6) ) 
withh a distinguishing between the northern (a = 1) and the southern hemisphere 
projectionn (a = — 1). The poles are directly projected onto the origin of the stereo-
graphicc planes. The northern hemisphere is projected from the south pole onto the 
northernn stereographic plane, which is the plane locally tangent to the sphere at 
thee north pole, see Figure 3.1. Likewise, the southern hemisphere is projected from 
thee north pole onto the southern stereographic plane, which is locally tangent to 
thee sphere at the south pole. A description of the construction of the stereographic 
projectionn can be found in Appendix 6.1. Note that the positive stereographic 
xst-axiss for both the northern and the southern hemisphere corresponds with the 
intersectionn of the half-plane S\=0 and the corresponding stereographic plane. Like-
wise,, the positive stereographic yst-axis corresponds, for both hemispheres, with the 
intersectionn of the half-plane S\=n/2 and the corresponding stereographic plane. 
Figuree 3.1: The stereographic planes for the northern (southern) hemisphere projections. 
Beforee we give the SWEs in the stereographic formulation, as found, for instance, 
inn [7,56,87], we need to define the velocity field in the new stereographic coordinate 
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system.. Let U_ = (U. V) be the velocity field in stereographic coordinates with U 
thee velocity in the xst-direction and V the velocity in j/st-direction. We have 
UU = m m 
m m 
-11 dXat 
-11 dywt 
dt t 
wheree ~f 
at at dt dt aree the usual total derivatives and — is a scale factor with m as 
givenn in (3.6). When we now consider the momentum equations in the stereographic 
x-st-- and yst-direction. the stereographic formulation of the SWEs in flux form reads 
dH dH 
~dt ~dt 
dHU dHU 
dt dt 
dHV dHV 
dt dt 
++ V • (HU) = 
++ V • {HUH) = 
++ V • {HVU_) = 
0. . 
«ƒ ƒ [x[xslslV-yV-yststU) U) 
af af 
2a2a2 2 
> s t VV • 
HVHV - mgH dh dh 
V»tU) V»tU) 
wheree the divergence operator is defined by 
dd [AU 
VV -{AU_) =m' d: d: i 8 t t 
2a2 2 
++ m' dydys s 
HU-mgH^-. HU-mgH^-. 
OVst OVst 
AV AV 
m m 
(3-7) ) 
(3.8) ) 
(3.9) ) 
(3.10) ) 
Thiss formulation is derived in Appendix 6.2. To complete the discussion on the two 
differentt coordinate systems, we here give the relations between the stereographic 
andd spherical velocity components. These relations, which of course are valid only 
outsidee the poles, are needed in Section 3.3.2. 
UU = - u s in A — a vcos A, 
VV = u cos A — a v sin A. 
(3.11) ) 
(3.12) ) 
3.33 Spatial discretization 
Inn the past, several types of grids have been proposed to circumvent the problems 
relatedd to solving the SWEs on a global lat-lon grid. Two examples are the compos-
itee cubic grid [62,63] and the icosahedral grid [83]. The first yields a non-conformal 
mappingg of the sphere onto a cube. The latter grid consists of triangles. 
Inn this section we introduce another grid. Our motivation is to provide a grid 
onn which calculations are simple and straightforward. Therefore, we aim at a grid 
distributionn which can be conformally mapped onto a rectangular computational 
domainn without any singular points. 
3.3.11 Using stereographic grids 
Overr the years several suggestions have been made to circumvent the singularity 
problemm which arises at the poles when one tries to solve the SWEs in spherical 
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coordinates.. In 1956. Phillips [56] studied this problem. He suggested covering the 
spheree with three different coordinate systems. On part of the northern as well as on 
thee southern hemisphere he used a stereographic coordinate system centered at the 
poles.. In between those two regions he chose a mercator projection. His distribution 
off the coordinate systems is illustrated in Figure 3.2(b). To couple the different 
coordinatee systems, Phillips had to interpolate from points in neighboring grids 
wheneverr a variable outside the current grid part was needed. In 1975 Stoker [74] 
showedd that these interpolations could contribute to loss of mass. 
(a)) Our combined grid (b) Phillips' combined grid 
Figuree 3.2: Two combined grids and their applied coordinate systems, 
(I)) northern hemisphere stereographic projection, 
(II)) spherical coordinate system, 
(III)) southern hemisphere stereographic projection, 
(IV)) mercator projection. 
Inn 1977 Starius [72] introduced the composite mesh method. Like Phillips, he 
usedd multiple coordinate systems, but he avoided interpolations within neighbor-
ingg grids by letting the grids, corresponding with the different coordinate systems, 
overlap.. To prosper from both methods, Browning et al [7] combined the ideas of 
Stariuss and Phillips. They applied the composite mesh method to the SWEs by 
usingg two stereographic coordinate systems centered respectively at the north and 
southh pole and extended beyond the equator. 
Ourr approach is also based on the ideas of Phillips, that is, we use three different 
non-overlappingg coordinate systems, where stereographic coordinate systems are 
appliedd in the arctic and antarctic regions. In the intermediate region, however, our 
choicee of the coordinate system differs from Phillips'. Since spherical coordinates 
aree natural and easily implemented in regions away from the poles, we prefer a 
sphericall coordinate system in the intermediate region. In addition, lat-lon grids are 
stilll standard in meteorological applications. A further differentiation from Phillips' 
methodd concerns the coupling of the different coordinate systems. Although this 
subjectt is not addressed until Section 3.3.2, we state here that with our choice of 
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aa finite volume method we are able to avoid the interpolation problems found by 
Phillips.. Our distribution of the coordinate systems is shown in Figure 3.2(a). 
Inn this paragraph we discuss the exact distribution of the three different coor-
dinatee systems across the sphere. As mentioned before, we prefer to use a lat-lon 
gridd in a region away from the poles. We define this region as Ru = {(X.(j).a) : 
AA € [0, 27r), 4> G [—</>,(/>] with 4>< f }. From an illustrative point of view we assume 
thatt our lat-lon grid has a uniform distribution. Note that more advanced grid 
distributionss are possible. In Section 3.4, for instance, we apply a reduced lat-lon 
grid.. To find a suitable grid distribution in the stereographic regions, we project the 
uniformm lat-lon grid of region Ru onto the stereographic planes, as illustrated for 
onee hemisphere in Figure 3.3. Note that meridians and parallels correspond with 
respectivelyy dashed and solid lines. 
Figuree 3.3: Northern hemisphere projection from the south pole of a uniform lat-lon 
grid.. Dashed lines correspond with meridians (A constant). Solid lines correspond with 
parallelss (<t> constant). 
Inn the middle of the resulting projection we place a square with bottom left-hand 
cornerr (xst,yst) = (—xr,—xr) and top right-hand corner (xst,yst) = (xr,xr), xr > 
0.. The corresponding regions on the sphere are denoted by region I (northern 
hemisphere)) and III (southern hemisphere). To secure a proper fit between the grids 
onn regions I, III, and Ru, we extend the projected meridians until they intersect 
withh the squares. The resulting cells between these regions are added to region RJJ 
givingg the region II shown in Figure 3.2(a). The solid lines in Figure 3.4(a) and 
Figuree 3.4(b) correspond with the cell edges. We then demand that N\, defined as 
N\N\ = ^ r , is a multiple of eight. Under this condition the intersection points have 
mirrorr images on the opposite edge. After these points are connected, a non-uniform 
rectangularr grid distribution on the square results, see Figure 3.4(a). The total grid 
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distributionn over the sphere is now fully known, see Figure 3.4(b). Finally, we 
remarkk that xr, N\ and <f> are still free parameters. Exact values are given for each 
testt case. These values affect, for instance, the CFL-number, the meshwidth factors, 
andd the accuracy. For visualization purposes we used N\ = 56, xr = 0.32279 a, and 
00 = 57.8°. 
(a)) Northern hemisphere stereographic (b) Side view of the grid over the northern 
projectionn of the grid. hemisphere. 
F i gu r ee 3 . 4 : Details of a combined grid. 
3.3.22 The semi-discrete system in general terms 
Withoutt the Coriolis and additional forces, the SWEs closely resemble the Euler 
equations,, which can be found in, for instance, gas dynamic applications. For the full 
sett of primitive equations this resemblance is even more explicit. Much theory con-
cerningg the space discretization of the Euler equations has already been developed, 
see,, for instance, [31]. In our approximation method we gratefully adopt existing 
ideass from this theory. In this section, we will describe the semi-discrete system for 
thee SWEs (3.1)-(3.3) and (3.7)-(3.9) with special attention to the coupling between 
thee spherical and stereographic grids. 
Mainn outline of the finite volume method 
Wee begin this section with a main outline of our method. To guarantee conser-
vationn of mass and momentum in our semi-discrete system or, in other words, to 
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respectt the underlying physical conservation laws, we use the finite volume method, 
whichh is standard practice for the Euler equations. We focus on the stereographic 
regionn I. Similar results can be derived for the spherical region II and for region III. 
Calculationss are done in the computational domain, which results after projection 
off regions I, II, and III on the regions associated with the corresponding coordinate 
systems.. In the computational domains regular, (non-)uniform rectangular grids 
occur. . 
< < 
- \ t t 
Figuree 3.5: The grid cell fijj in the stereographic coordinate system. 
Lett Qij be a grid cell with boundary SClij. We denote its four neighbors by 
 a nd  The boundary between two neighboring cells, for instance, be-
tweenn fit+i,j a nd £2t,j) is denoted by <$fli+i/2 ,j > Ri+1/2 j = (nx,^nyBt) 'ls the outwardly 
directedd unit normal along this boundary. Axij and Ay,._, are respectively the 
lengthss of 2 and , see Figure 3.5. We associate with each grid cell 
itss cell center x^ = (xsti ., yst, t) with state variable q . . = (Hij, HijUij, HijVij) 
andd we assume that the state variable is constant over each cell. The finite volume 
methodd now gives 
&7, , DIJ DIJ 
+ + dtdt AxijAy. j^yijj^yij Jön 
FTU FTU GG nVst dS 
(Ukij'&ij+Uiiij'&ij))'(Ukij'&ij+Uiiij'&ij))' <3-i3> 
wheree F_ and G are the fluxes in stereographic xst- and yst-direction, 
T T 
F{q)F{q) = (HU.HU2+)-gH2.HUv\ 
G{q)G{q) = HV,HUV,HVHV,HUV,HV22 + -gH2 
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and d 
ƒ„„ (<7^st) 
ƒ„„ (q<Xst) 
—— J/st — 
( x s t ^ - y s t ^ ) l L r T // , „dhs 1 2 0 , - [ a // ^
 ] / f y + m 5 f f _ + _ f l H Xst,0 
0,0,, [a / ^
 ]HU + mgH— + —gHys 
Too respect the characteristic directions associated with the hyperbolic character 
off our equations, we apply an upwind scheme to discretize the integral in (3.13). 
Withinn the group of finite volume upwind methods we distinguish two different 
categories,, concerning flux vector splitting (FVS) and flux difference splitting (FDS) 
methods.. For a detailed description of both methods we refer to [31]. Methods 
fromm the first category do not suffice as discretization schemes for the SWEs. The 
conditionn that the Jacobian of the flux vector F_ with respect to q is homogeneous 
off degree one (see [31]) is not fulfilled. We apply Oshers approximate Riemann 
solverr [52,53], which makes an excellent choice from the group of FDS methods. 
Osher'ss scheme is robust and second-order accurate, when combined with the right 
statee interpolation [76]. Furthermore, from a future perspective, it has a logical 
extensionn to more realistic primitive equations and a consistent boundary treatment. 
Thee last argument made us decide in favor of Osher's approximate Riemann solver 
beforee Roe's, which is often used in gas dynamics applications. 
Thee semi-discrete system reads 
dq.dq. . 
-*,3 -*,3 
dt dt 
m m 
+ + 
i,3 i,3 
AxijAyij AxijAyij r-HojFp,, (r(o)izt
L
+1 rT(o)qf+l ) ^ 
vv
 ' V - ^ + 2 ' J - * + 2 ' J / m , - , i i+iJ i+iJ 
++ T - ( | ) £ ( 0 ) ( T ( | ) ^ + , . T ( | ) 2 H + , ) 'i,3 'i,3 
++ T-Hn)Fio)(TMq_lij.T(n)gli]) 
' J TT 2 
VCl;VCl; 1 
++ r-.( | ,£(0 )(r ( | )^è , .(^ )2«_è)-^ 
(3.14) ) 
wheree T{9) is a rotation matrix defined by 
T{9) T{9) costf f 
-- sin i 
sinn I 
cos s 
(3.15) ) 
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andd F_ ^ is the Osher flux given as 
F(oMF(oMLL-f)-f) = \(F(qL)+F(qR))-1-j^ \A(q)\dq. (3.16) 
AA is here defined as the Jacobian of the fluxvector F_ with respect to q, A = dF_/dq. 
Thee absolute value of this Jacobian is defined by 
\A(q)\\A(q)\ = P(q)\A\p-\g). 
wheree P and A result from diagonalizing the Jacobian matrix as A = PAP" 1 . Note 
thatt the Osher fluxes in (3.14) describe local fluxes, i.e., they point in the direction 
off the outwardly directed unit normal on the corresponding boundary. The Osher 
fluxx (3.16) approximates the local flux across a boundary <5fi, which results when 
att the left and the right of this boundary the constant states qL and qR are found. 
Soo far, we have not mentioned the evaluation of the constant7 states. It is through 
thesee evaluations that we are able to properly couple the different grids. Further-
more,, the state evaluations determine the accuracy of our scheme. On a uniform 
grid,, second-order accuracy can be proven [68]. We attend to this topic in the next 
section.. It remains to say that the Osher scheme is special for its choice of the 
integrationn path in its flux (3.16). Using the Osher flux boils down to a maximum 
off five flux evaluations, P(<?), per cell boundary. In case of the most common atmo-
sphericc flow patterns, i.e., flows where we have \u\ < \/gH. we find that the Osher 
fluxflux requires only one flux evaluation per cell boundary, when we use the P-variant 
Osherr path suggested by Hemker and Spekreijse [30]. Details of the construction of 
thee integration path and the Osher flux can be found in Appendix 6.3. 
Determinationn of the constant states 
Inn this section we define the constant states. We still focus on the stereographic 
regionn zooming in on the state evaluation in the :cst-direction. The states in the 
yystst-direction-direction are defined in a similar way. We apply ID state interpolation, i.e., the 
statee qL,1 . only depends on the states of neighboring cells in the xst-direction. For 
—— 1+ 2 'J 
thee remaining part of this subsection, we suppress the index j in our notation. To 
definee the constant states, we use the (K. = |)-scheme [76]. On a uniform grid it 
reads s 
ï t ii = 4 + ^ - 2 , - : ) + ^ ( 2 * , - 4 ) . 
&i&i = 2i+I + Ü7%,+I-2,+2> + ü?1(2,~2,+I). (3'17) 
Unfortunately,, our grid in the projected stereographic region is non-uniform. When 
thee grid is sufficiently smooth, this discrepancy is often circumvented by simply 
applyingg the existing K-scheme (3.17). Although this condition holds for our grid, 
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wee do not adopt this approach. We wish to avoid any additional errors which 
mightt prevent us from properly identifying the influence of the coupling between 
thee different grids. Therefore, we have applied a modification of the K-scheme (3.17) 
forr non-uniform grids. The general form of this modified K-scheme can be found in 
Appendixx 6.4 for different values of K. The general form is defined as a function, 
IIKK,, with the states and cell widths of neighboring grid cells in the interpolation 
directionn as arguments. The s tandard non-uniform state interpolation is represented 
inn Table 3.1. 
A A 
B B 
C C 
D D 
Left t 
q\q\ — Transformation 
2 2 
1Ï1Ï =h{qvq2,h,h) 
l \\ = / i ( 2 i ' 2 2 - 2 3 ' < 1 ' f 2 ' f 3 ) 
Right t 
aa
RR
 , = Transformation 
i _ II = /è^JV-2'-ïjV-l'-?w ,^-2,^-l,^) 
2^_ii =/i(9 JV ,2 JV_1 .^.^-i) 
22 ^ 
q \ ii =li(qi . , < ? , , ^ , , , ^ - 2 , 4 - 1 , ^+1 , ^+2 ) , 
Tablee 3.1: The different state interpolation methods used near the grid boundary. The 
indicess A, B, C and D here correspond with the different cell boundary situations illustrated 
inn Figure 3.6. 
Nearr the grid interface between the stereographic and spherical region, see Fig-
uree 3.4(a), the stencil of the non-uniform (K = | ) -scheme is too large, demanding 
s ta tee variables from outside the stereographic region. To avoid transformations and 
difficultiess associated with the kink in the grid cells, we regard the grid interface as 
aa real boundary. This means that locally we have to reduce the size of our stencil. 
Too tha t end we have also formulated the non-uniform equivalents of the 2-point 
centrall (« = l)-scheme, the 2-point upwind (K = — 1)-scheme, and the 3-point up-
windd (K= I)-scheme. Figure 3.6 shows which interpolation scheme is applied on 
eachh cell boundary. The associated s tate interpolations are given in Table 3.1. Note 
tha tt although it is a 3-point interpolation scheme, the (K— ^)-scheme, as opposed 
too the (K= ^)-scheme, cannot be applied at the cell boundaries ÖQ5/2 a n d ÖSÏN-3/2-I 
becausee in these cases a cell width from outside the stereographic region is needed. 
Inn the next section, we will discuss the Transformation entry in Table 3.1. 
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N-ll N 
Figuree 3.6: Illustration of the cell boundaries, where another interpolation scheme than 
standardd is needed. 
Thee finite volume method and the constant states on the spherical com-
putationall domain. 
Thee same line of semi-discretization as described in Section 3.3.2 is applied to derive 
thee semi-discrete system for the region II, see Figure 3.2(a). Note that for this region 
calculationss are done on the (A. 0)-plane. The semi-discrete system easily follows 
fromm equations (3.14)-(3.16), when we replace mi:j, Axitj, Ayitj, ƒ , ƒ , and q 
successivelyy by l / (a cos <&,.,•), A\itj, A<j)itj, ƒ x , ƒ and q = (H, Hu"tHv)^wheve 
uu qH dhs 
-- tan 4>)Hv + — 
aa acosó oX ££xx(g,r)(g,r) = (0 , - ( /+ - t an^) J f J t . + - ^ i T ^ i , 0 
T T 
tt i \ fn
 n 11 , u L \rr gH2 sin 4> qH dhs ff Ml) = 0.0. / + - t a n 0 i ï u + 2- ^ + ^ _ _ ^ 
Notee that the form of the flux vectors £ and G_ remains the same, since both 
coordinatee systems are conformal. 
Too evaluate the constant states on region II we again use ID state interpola-
tion.. This time it concerns interpolation in the A- or ^-direction depending on the 
celll boundary under consideration. As standard interpolation scheme the (re = -
schemee is applied. In the A-direction this scheme can be applied everywhere, be-
cause,, in that direction, our grid is uniform and has no grid boundaries. In the 
0-directionn we have to account for the grid interface between the spherical and the 
stereographicc grids. We treat this interface as if it concerns a piecewise constant 
reall boundary approximating the cell boundaries by the lines <f> = ^ . ^ +1 / 2 , see 
Figuree 3.7. The resulting, partially non-uniform grid distribution resembles the one 
inn the stereographic direction. Therefore, the associated state interpolations easily 
followw by applying Table 3.1 in the (/(-direction. 
Interactionn between the different computational domains. 
Itt remains to discuss the Transformation entry in Table 3.1. We again turn to 
thee stereographic computational domain associated with region I and focus on the 
xst-direction,, see Figure 3.6. At the grid interface between region I and II the 
computationall domains of these regions interact. To find the states qL , and qR 
- i l / 22 i N + 1 / 2 
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N
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(0,0) ) (271,0) ) 
Figuree 3.7: Projection of the northern hemisphere part of region II on the (A, 
inn combination with the approximated cell distribution at the grid boundary. 
-plane e 
inn stereographic variables, we transform the states in spherical variables found a t the 
samee cell interface boundary in the computat ional domain associated with region 
II.. The word "transform" here indicates tha t we must convert the velocity field 
uu = (u, v) into its stereographic representation. Note tha t the constant states in 
sphericall variables are calculated by one-sided (/t = - l ) - s t a t e interpolation in the in-
direction.. This way of s tate evaluation yields tha t at every cell interface boundary, 
thee ID state interpolation to obtain qh andd a», , ,„ is performed in a different 
/22 2-N+1/2 r 
direction,, i.e., in the direction of the projected meridians Aj / 2 and AJV+I /2- i n 
i.e... qL1/2 and -direction,, the Transformation entries. casee of interpolations in the 
<7RR , in spherical variables, follow after transformation of the corresponding 
^^ + 1/2 
constantt states in stereographic variables found at the same cell boundaries in the 
computationall domain of region I. Here the word "Transformation" means that 
wee must convert the velocity field U_ = (U, V) into its spherical equivalent. Note 
that ,, depending on the cell's position, the constant s ta te in stereographic variables 
concernss a constant state calculated by one-sided (K = - l ) - s t a t e interpolation in 
xxsst-t- or y s t-direction. 
Wee conclude this section with some remarks on accuracy. In more dimensional 
problemss a finite volume method is at most second-order accurate. To provide an 
orderr estimate we cite Spekreijse [68]. For a uniform grid, he proved, tha t a scheme 
likee (3.14) is second-order accurate for interpolations based on the «-scheme. On 
aa large part of our domain, i.e., almost everywhere on the spherical region, see 
Sectionn 3.3.2, his estimate is valid, because our grid is uniform. However, since we 
combinee different grids, it is difficult to give the exact order of our scheme across the 
wholee sphere. It is obvious tha t we endure some accuracy loss around the interface, 
whichh will be referred to as the connection problem. To be conclusive about its 
impact,, we will give a numerical order estimate in Section 3.4.2. 
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3.44 Numerical tests 
Inn this section we focus on two main objectives. First, we wish to establish to what 
extentt the introduction of the stereographic grid resolves the problems related to 
t hee use of a global spherical coordinate system. Second, we wish to validate our 
spat iall discretization scheme or, in other words, how Oshe r s scheme behaves, when 
appliedd to the SWEs on the sphere, and how accurate its results are. 
Too meet the necessity of a good benchmark to test new numerical methods for 
solvingg the SWEs in spherical geometry. Williamson et al [88] developed a test 
set,, containing seven different test cases of increasing complexity. We concentrate 
onn test case 2 of this test set. i.e.. on the global steady state non-linear zonal 
geostrophicc flow. Test case 2 provides us with a good test to examine the scheme's 
abilityy to handle the poles. Furthermore, it serves as a test for our Osher scheme, 
becausee it includes non-linear aspects of the SWEs. As holds for the whole test 
set.. test case 2 is not entirely appropriate to demonstrate all favorable features of 
ourr scheme, i.e., its behavior around strong gradients. The problems in the test 
sett have solutions with ra ther smooth flow pat terns . Hence it is suitable for a first 
assessmentt of accuracy behavior. Besides test case 2. we also successfully solved test 
casess 1 and 6, i.e., advection of a cosine bell over the pole and the Rossby-Haurwitz 
wave.. To save space we present only results for test case 2. In future work we will 
a t t endd to the other cases. 
3.4.11 Test case 2: Global steady state non-linear zonal geo-
strophicc flow 
Testt case 2 concerns a steady state analytic solution to the non-linear SWEs. It 
consistss of a solid body rotat ion with the corresponding geostrophic height field 
H.H. A parameter a is used to specify the angle between the axis of the solid body 
ro ta t ionn and the polar axis of the spherical coordinate system: a = 0 indicates 
equatoriall flow and a = TT/2 yields flow across the pole. The analytic solution of 
testt case 2 reads 
HH — ho-I + - ^ I ( - c o s A cos 0 sin a + sin 0 cos a ) , (3.18) 
uu — uo (cos 0 cos a + sin 0 cos A sin a ) , (3.19) 
vv = - UQ sin A sin a, (3.20) 
wheree the Coriolis parameter ƒ = 2Q ( - cos A cos 0 sin a + sin 0 cos a ) and u0 = 
38.611 m / s , ho = 3.00 x 103 m. To be consistent with the article of Williamson 
etet al [88]. we tested our code for a = 0. 0.05. 7 r / 2 - 0 . 05 , and ir/2. where the second 
andd third parameter values were added to avoid symmetries. In this article we will 
nott present all the results, as our code produced good results for either value. We 
willl concentrate on tests with parameter value a = TT/2, since for these tests the 
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correspondingg velocity components initiate the strongest flow across the poles. We 
remarkk tha t these kind of flows can indeed be encountered in practical situations. 
Figuree 3.8: Representation of the analytic longitudinal velocity component u (left) and 
latitudinall velocity component v (right) on a global uniform lat-lon grid in case of global 
steady-statee non-linear zonal geostrophic flow across the pole (a = 7r/2). 
Inn addition to the fact tha t we encounter a singularity problem when we apply 
thee spherical formulation of the SWEs in the poles, we have to deal with some 
problemss when approaching the poles. Figure 3.8 clearly illustrates the demand for 
additionall caution near the poles. This figure represents the analytic longitudinal 
andd latitudinal velocity components, u and v, found in the cell centers of an under-
lyingg uniform lat-lon grid in case of flow across the poles (a = ir/2). To emphasize 
ourr point we give the velocity components u and v, which follow from (3.18)-(3.20) 
uu = UQ sine/;cos A. (3-21) 
vv = —uosinA. (3.22) 
Thee figure shows tha t the spherical velocity components strongly vary in the polar 
region,, bringing about difficulties in numerical approximation methods. To properly 
representt these velocity components, a fine grid resolution, especially in the longi-
tudinall direction, is necessary. However, too many grid cells can lead to problems 
forr integration methods related to stability. 
Wee discuss two remedies to these approximation and stability problems. First, 
wee can decide to solve the SWEs on a stereographic grid. On a stereographic grid no 
severee resolution problems arise, as the velocity components U and V vary much less 
thann the spherical ones, see Figure 3.9. Second, we can consider the reduced grid 
approach.. In tha t case, the lat-lon grid is coarsened in the longitudinal direction 
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att given latitudes. For details we direct to [3] and [86]. Both remedies suffer some 
problemss though. On a stereographic grid, we are confronted with a connection 
problemm at the equator when we try to combine the stereographic grids on the 
northernn and southern hemispheres, see Figure 3.9. On a (nearly) global lat-lon 
grid,, we are not allowed to apply the reduced grid approach to its fullest extent. 
Repeatedd reductions to arrive, for instance, at four remaining grid cells next to the 
poles,, are inadmissible, since in that case the grid near the poles is too coarse to 
representt the strongly varying velocity components. With a combination of both 
remedies,, i.e., a combined grid with a reduced lat-lon grid away from the poles and 
aa stereographic grid at the two polar caps, we can avoid these problems and benefit 
fromm either advantages, see Figure 3.10. 
Figuree 3.9: Representation of the analytic stereographic velocity components U (left) and 
VV (right) on a "global" uniform stereographic grid in case of global steady state non-linear 
zonall geostrophic flow across the pole. 
Inn the remaining part of this section we will address the following questions 
concerningg our grid. Do the numerical results confirm the problems suggested when 
calculatingg on a global reduced lat-lon grid? Which factors determine the actual 
formm of a combined grid, or in other words, how large should the stereocap be 
andd how many reductions are allowed? And, how accurate are the results when 
calculatedd on a combined grid with realistic refinement? 
3.4.22 Experiments on global lat-lon grids 
Thee pole singularity 
Forr tests on a global lat-lon grid to make sense, we must account for the non-
existencee of the spherical fluxes F_ and G in the poles. In practice, this problem is 
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Figuree 3.10: Projection of a combined grid consisting of a reduced lat-lon grid away 
fromm the poles and a stereographic grid at the two polar caps onto the cartesian (x,y)-
planee (z=0). Two reductions were applied. 
overcomee by assuming a total zero flux across the boundaries corresponding to the 
poles.. The question is whether the results significantly suffer from this assumption, 
bothh near and away from the poles. In fact, when the results do suffer from this 
assumption,, we should reconsider investigating the global reduced lat-lon grid, since 
thee results would be inadequate without an accurate resolution of the singularity 
problemm in the pole. 
Wee first ran a set of tests on a rectangular global lat-lon grid, where we varied 
thee amount of gridpoints in the ^-direction, thus moving the neighboring cell centers 
closerr to the pole with each test. Let nP define the amount of gridpoints in the 4>-
directionn and let A0 = 7r/nP. In comparison with other tests, our grid distribution 
inn the A-direction is rather coarse (nL = 72). We must only make sure that the 
solutionn can be properly represented in that direction. In this way we are able to 
reducee computing time and avoid problems related to stability. The error measures 
onn H are shown in Table 3.2. For time stepping we used the fourth-order Runge-
Kuttaa method with small steps, such that the error ET(H) represents the spatial 
discretizationn error. Er(H) is defined as a maximum relative error, 
EAH)EAH) = max 
(id) (id) 
H, H, H(XH(Xl l 
H{\H{\uu<t>i) <t>i) 
wheree H(\i, 4>j) gives the analytic solution of H in cell center (i,j). The max-norm 
iss taken over a specified region. Note that since r / > l , the relative error provides 
aa good indication of the accuracy of our results. 
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nPP = 36 
nPP = 72 
nPP = 180 
£r(-tf)polee band £ r ( # )who l e 
2.11 10 " 3 9.8 - 1 0 - 3 
1.11 - 10 " 3 5.7-1CT3 
8.77 • 10" 4 5.3 • I d " 3 
Tablee 3.2: Error measures on H for different values of nP taken over the volumes located 
nextt to the poles and over the whole domain on a rectangular lat-lon grid (nL = 72). 
Tablee 3.2 clearly shows that in the band next to the poles the zero flux assump-
tionn does not lead to an error increase when approaching the poles. We even observe 
aa minor decrease and the (relative) error certainly is sufficiently small for practical 
purposes.. Moreover, the error in the pole band is smaller than the error over the 
wholee domain. Note that since nL is fixed, convergence of the Osher scheme is not 
examinedd in these tests. 
Polee resolution problem 
Ass mentioned before and as discussed by Williamson and Browning in [87], we en-
counterr representation problems when we try to approximate the spherical velocity 
componentss on a too coarse grid around the poles. The following tests have been 
chosenn to show the severity of this problem. We tested four different reduced rectan-
gularr lat-lon grids, all having nL(0)=64 grid cells in the longitudinal direction and 
nPP = 192 cells in latitudinal direction. nL(0) is here defined as the amount of grid 
cellss in the longitudinal direction on the unreduced grid part. When approaching 
thee poles, we halve the amount of grid cells in the longitudinal direction, whenever 
thee cell width in that direction projected onto the sphere, i.e., acosc/>AA, is reduced 
withh a factor of 2 following the last reduction. The specific values for nL(0) = 64 and 
nPP = 192 are chosen so that we can arrive on a coarse grid within a few reductions 
andd for each grid part, containing the same amount of grid cells in longitudinal 
direction,, enough grid cells in latitudinal direction are guaranteed. Successively, we 
applyy 1, 2, 3 or 4 reductions at the latitudes 4>=60o, 75.9375°, 82.5°, and 86.25°. 
Thee errors are displayed in Table 3.3. This time we concentrate on the absolute 
error,, Ea(u), found for the velocity component u instead of for H, since this compo-
nentt suffers the most from the inadequacy to represent the flux on a coarse lat-lon 
grid.. Furthermore, the absolute error is shown, because the velocity component 
mayy vanish in certain points of the globe, see (3.21) and (3.22). E&{u) is defined as 
thee maximum absolute error 
EEaa{u){u) — max \uij — w(A ,^ <pj)\. 
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wheree u(\i,<f>j) represents the analytic velocity component u in cell center (A ,^ <fij). 
Thee maximum is taken over the whole grid, where the second column entry indicates 
onn which grid part m the maximum error is found. The index m denotes the grid 
partt found between the |m|-th and |m| + l-th reduction. We indicate the different 
gridd parts at the northern hemisphere with positive values of m and at the southern 
hemispheree with negative values of m. 
00 reductions, 
11 reduction at 4> = 60° 
22 reductions resp. at </> = 60°, 
33 reductions resp. at <f> = 60°, 
44 reductions resp. at <f> — 60°, 
75.9375° ° 
75.9375°,, 82.5° 
75.9375°,, 82.5°, 86.25° 
EE&&{u) {u) 
0.32 2 
1.03 3 
3.67 7 
15.18 8 
23.99 9 
gridd part m 
0 0 
-1/1 1 
-2/2 2 
-3/3 3 
-4/4 4 
Tablee 3.3: Error measures on u taken over the whole domain on a global reduced lat-lon 
gridd with different levels of reduction (nL(0) = 64, nP = 192). The second column displays 
onn which grid part m the maximum error is located. 
Givingg that the analytic longitudinal velocity component u has a maximum of 
38.611 m/s, the results speak for themselves. It is obvious that a significant number 
off cells next to the poles are needed to properly represent the velocity components. 
Forr example, in this case and starting from nL(0) = 64, two reductions giving 16 
cellss next to the poles, already result in a maximum relative error in the longitudinal 
velocityy component u of about 10%. Note that the maximum errors are found in 
thee grid part closest to the pole. 
Orderr tests 
Inn this part, we provide a numerical order estimate for our spatial discretization 
scheme.. As described in Section 3.3.2, we expect to find second-order accuracy on a 
uniformm grid. To verify this, we ran some tests on a global uniform lat-lon grid. We 
onlyy performed calculations on a band between latitudes <j)=— 60° and 0 = 60° to 
avoidd small steps related to stability. On the other areas of the sphere we prescribed 
thee analytic solution. Note that in this way accuracy losses due to the zero flux 
assumptionn across the poles are circumvented. Successively, we applied a uniform 
lat-lonn grid with nL = 72, 144, 288, and 576. Table 3.4 shows the relative error 
measuress on H. We consider the max-norm over the band. 
Thee order factor between two successive grids is given in the third column of 
Tablee 3.4. In case of second-order accuracy this factor should be 4. For the higher 
orderss observed, we have two possible explanations. First, the theoretical order 
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nLL = 72 
nLL = 144 
nLL = 288 
nLL = 576 
£V(^Obancl l 
2.055 • 1 0 - 3 
2.69-- 10" 4 
3.655 • 1CT5 
7.17-- 10 _ c 
£ r ( H } h a n d i i L / 2 2 
Er(«)l ,«ndnL L 
7.6 6 
7.4 4 
5.1 1 
Tablee 3.4: Error measures on H for different values of nL taken over a band between the 
latitudess <p= —60° and <ö = 60° on a global uniform lat-lon grid, where we prescribed the 
analyticc solution outside the band. 
estimatee holds in the asymptotic case, i.e., when nL approaches infinity. The order 
factorr between the grids with nL = 576 and nL = 288 already approaches four. 
Second,, on the band between the latitudes <fi — —60° and 0 = 60°, the flow has 
aa strongly one-dimensional character which coincides with the meridians. For a 
uniformm grid Spekreijse [68] proved, that a scheme like (3.14) is third-order accurate 
forr interpolations based on the (K— |)-scheine in the ID case. This might explain 
whyy on the coarser grids our order factors are close to eight. Note that the value 5.1 
cann then be attributed to the fact that on finer grids the volumes move closer to the 
boundaryy of the band, where the one-dimensional character of our flow diminishes. 
Inn case of a non-uniform grid we provide a numerical order estimate. We evaluate 
thee results found after calculations on a global reduced lat-lon grid. We ran four 
tests,, each time doubling the value of nL(0) defined as the amount of grid cells in 
thee longitudinal direction on the unreduced grid part. We begin with nL(0) = 72. 
Thee cell distribution in the unreduced grid part is uniform. We again coarsen our 
gridd each time the cell width in the longitudinal direction projected onto the sphere 
iss reduced by a factor of 2 as compared to the preceding reduction. In case of our 
grids,, this rule yields three or four reductions. To make sure that our grid is not too 
coarsee in regions close to the poles, we also ran test on grids with nL(0) = 288 and 
nL(0)) = 576 where three instead of four reductions were applied as was originally 
prescribedd by the reduction rule. The error measures on H, ET(H), are shown in 
Tablee 3.5. This time the max-norm is taken over the whole domain. The entries in 
thee third column yield the order factor. Per grid we give the amount of reductions 
andd their corresponding latitudes. 
First,, the results show that the reduced grid approach leads to first order ac-
curacy.. It should be noted though, that the error estimate is calculated in the 
max-normm over the whole domain. At the interface between the reduced grid parts 
wee suffer from order reduction. Along the rest of our domain nearly second-order 
accuracyy is found. Again, the grid must not be too coarse in the polar region. In 
casee of nL(0) = 288 with four reductions, this condition is obviously not fulfilled 
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nL(O)) = 72, 
nL(O)) = 144, 
nL(O)) = 288, 
nL(O)) = 576, 
nL(O)) = 288, 
nL(O)) = 576, 
33 reductions at 0 = 60°, 70°, 80° 
33 reductions at <*> = 60°, 75°, 82.5° 
44 reductions at <£ = 60°, 75°, 82.5°, 86.25° 
44 reductions at 0 = 60°, 75°, 82.5°, 86.25° 
33 reductions at <f> = 60°, 75°, 82.5° 
33 reductions at <p = 60°, 75°, 82.5° 
£ r ( H ) „ L ( 0 ) ) 
l.ioo - i c r 2 
3.666 10^ 3 3.0 
3.400 - 1 0 - 3 1.1 
1.74-10"33 2.0 
1.777 - 10~3 2.1 
8.811 • 10~4 2.0 
Tablee 3.5: Error measures on H for different values of nL(0) taken over the whole domain 
onn a global reduced lat-lon grid (nP = nL(0)/2), where grid coarsening is performed at the 
givenn latitudes. 
resultingg in almost no error reduction. Compared to unreduced grids, see. for in-
stance,, the entry 9.82 x 10" 3 in Table 3.2 and 1.09 x 10" 2 in Table 3.5, the reduced 
gridd approach results in a small accuracy loss on coarse grids. The accuracy loss on 
finerr grids will be larger since we find first order accuracy on a reduced lat-lon grid. 
However,, its positive influence on the stability restriction for explicit time stepping 
compromisess its use. As long as we take special care to guarantee an acceptable 
amountt of grid cells next to the poles, the errors are sufficiently small for practical 
purposes. . 
Wee here omit an order estimate for calculations on a combined grid. As we will 
laterr show, the results mimic the accuracy behavior found on the reduced lat-lon 
grids.. Investigations related to the connection problem are reported in the next 
section. . 
3.4.33 Experiments on combined grids 
P l a c emen tt of t h e s t e r eocap 
Ass nicely illustrated by Figure 3.9, in stereographic coordinates velocities over the 
poless behave normal and smoothly and hence can be approximated with much 
greaterr accuracy using a stereocap. However, we have also concluded that to cover 
thee whole sphere a stereographic grid must be combined with, for instance, a lat-
lonn grid, creating a connection problem as examined in Section 3.3. In addition 
too the question of how this connection problem influences the accuracy, we wish 
too answer the question of what value we should take for 4>. which we defined in 
Sectionn 3.3.1 as the latitudinal boundary of the uniform lat-lon region Ru. We 
expectt these questions to be related, since the larger 4>, the smaller the cells in the 
connectionn band. We ran four tests on a combined unreduced grid, having nL — 144 
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points,, i.e.. with AA = A 0 = 2.5°. where we gradually changed 0. Figure 3.11 shows 
thee combined grids in case of the extreme values of 0. We coupled xr defined in 
Sectionn 3.3.1 as the x s t-coordinate of the top right-hand corner of the stereocap to 
0,, following <pXr = 0 + A 0 / 2 . 0 T r denotes the latitudinal coordinate corresponding 
too the stereographic coordinates (xst,yst) — (xr.yr). Table 3.6 displays the different 
errorr measures on H, u and U over five different regions, i.e.. over the uniform lat-
lonn grid part , over the cells located at t he equator, over the interface cells connecting 
thee two grids, over the stereographic grid par ts and over the cells next to the poles. 
Notee tha t the interface cells, the cells located at the equator and the cells next 
too the poles are also included in the lat-lon grid part or the stereographic parts , 
seee Section 3.3.1. ET(H) again describes the max-norm of the relative error on H. 
EEaa(u)(u) and EA{U) describe max-norms of the absolute error on u and U, respectively. 
00 = 47.5° 
00 = 57.5° 
00 = 67.5° 
00 = 77.5° 
00 = 87.5° 
00 = 47.5° 
00 = 57.5° 
00 = 67.5° 
00 = 77.5° 
00 = 87.5° 
£ r ( # ) l a t - l o r i i 
1.40-- KT 1 
7.58-- KT 2 
6.53-- 1 0 - 3 
2.48-- 1 0 - 3 
1.29-- 10 3 
£ a ( « ) l a t - l o n n 
43.06 6 
21.31 1 
5.23 3 
0.84 4 
0.14 4 
t^tt^t \H jequator 
1.35-- KT1 
3.64-- 1CT2 
7.6-- 10-5 
2.30-10- 3 3 
1.29-- 1(T3 
^ aa (.^/equator 
17.45 5 
11.00 0 
2.39 9 
0.27 7 
0.02 2 
t^r\tit^r\ti ./interface 
4.56-- 10~2 
3.27-- 10~2 
6.53-- 1 0 - 3 
2.311 • 10~3 
6.67-- 10~4 
^ aa (.^interface 
43.06 6 
21.31 1 
5.23 3 
0.84 4 
0.14 4 
EJT\HEJT\H Jstereo 
5.10-- 10~2 
1.411 • 10" 2 
4.30-- 1 0 - 3 
7.422 • 10~4 
6.333 • 10" 4 
foa.\Ufoa.\U /stereo 
37.38 8 
19.19 9 
3.43 3 
0.58 8 
0.30 0 
£'r(W)p0 ie e 
3.86-- 1 0 - 2 
7.14-- 10" 3 
1.43-- 10~3 
3.000 • 10~4 
6.000 • 10" 4 
Ea{U)Ea{U)popo\\e e 
6.0-- 10 - 2 
3.6-- 10" 2 
1.3-- 10 - 2 
3.8-- 10 - 4 
2.8-- 10" 4 
Tablee 3.6: Error measures on H, u, and U for different values of 0 on four combined 
uniformm lat-lon stereographic grids (nL=144). We give the errors Er(H), E&(u) and Ea{U) 
overr five different regions, i.e., over the uniform lat-lon grid part, over the cells located at 
thee equator, over the interface cells connecting the two grids, over the stereographic grid 
partss and over the cells next to the poles. 
Ass expected. Table 3.6 shows that it is best to make the stereocap as small 
ass possible, restricting accuracy loss due to the connection problem at the grid 
interface.. The influence of reducing t h e size of the interface cells is particularly 
visiblee when concentrat ing on the maximum absolute error of the velocities. We 
encounterr an accuracy reduction at the grid interface. However, on grids with a 
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smalll size stereocap this error is sufficiently small. Furthermore, both the errors 
onn H and U are impressingly small at the poles. Comparing the overall error 
EETT(H)(H) for 0 = 77.5° with the second entry in Table 3.5, we see tha t our calculations 
onn a combined grid with a stereocap result in the same overall accuracy as the 
calculationss on a compatible reduced grid. Note tha t this conclusion is t rue for 
modestt and small sized stereocaps. For large stereocaps the interface cells become 
tooo distorted. 
AA comb ined grid w i t h real ist ic re f inement 
Figuree 3.11 shows tha t our conclusion should be handled with some consideration. 
Whenn performance issues are important , the resolution increase on the stereocap 
duee to size reduction can lead to a cut-back on the time-step caused by stability 
restrictions.. However, this problem is easily resolved when we add the reduced grid 
approachh to our combined grid. To show this, we end our numerical section on 
testt case 2 of [88] by giving the results of a test on a combined reduced grid with 
realisticc refinements. The stereocap is placed such tha t 0 = 85.625°, nL(0) = 5 7 6 
andd nP = 288. We apply three reductions, one at 60°, one at 75°, and one at 82.5°. 
Figuree 3.11: Projection of two combined grids (nL = 144) onto the cartesian (x,y)-plane 
(zz = 0), where the stereocap in the right picture is moved closer to the pole. 0 = 47.5° 
(leftt picture) and 0 = 87.5° (right picture). Along the axes, the x- and y-coordinate are 
givenn as multiples of the earth radius. 
Thee results confirm our expectations. We find a maximum relative error on H 
overr our whole domain of ET(H) = 8.6 • 10~4 and a maximum absolute error on 
u,u, U of i?a(u, U) =0.092. These errors show that a combined grid provides a good 
alternativee to a global reduced lat-lon grid, see Table 3.5 case nL(0) = 576 with three 
reductions.. This conclusion holds in particular, when the CFL-restriction demands 
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aa too coarse lat-lon grid around the poles to maintain an acceptable time-step. This 
followss in comparing the smallest grid sizes found on the two different grid types. 
Notee that in either case the smallest stepsize is found next to the poles. For the 
combinedd grid, the smallest grid size on the globe approximately reads 
\/2.TTa\/2.TTa cos ó 
—— -. (3.23) 
^-'-'interface e 
Onn a reduced lat-lon grid, the smallest grid size reads 
2TTÖÖ COS (90° - Aè) 
IlJ-Jinterface e 
(3.24) ) 
Basedd on (3.23) and (3.24). we give the smallest grid size ratio for Aé — 0.625c 
nLinterfacee = 72 and 0 = 85.625°. The ratio reads 
hh \fï cos 4> 
4.95. . coss (90° - Aé) 
Forr explicit integration methods this ratio suggests a difference in computing time 
off approximately a factor of 5 in favor of the combined grid. Note that the time 
stepp restriction can indeed be encountered in practical situations, since high velocity 
componentss do occur in the polar regions. 
3.55 Concluding remarks 
Spectrall methods currently dominate the field of approximation methods used in 
globall circulation modeling. Since spectral methods become relatively expensive 
onn fine grids, the demand for higher grid resolution and the better prospects for 
parallelizationn and local grid refinement have renewed interest in gridpoint methods. 
Inn this paper we have studied a sophisticated finite volume scheme for the spatial 
discretizationn of the SWEs in spherical geometry, viz. Osher's scheme [53] using 
thee P-variant of Hemker and Spekreijse [30] for the integration path in the flux 
evaluationn and third-order upwinding for the determination of the constant states. 
Thee scheme's second-order accuracy, its robustness, and its apprehension for the 
characteristicc directions associated with the nonlinear equations, makes it a possible 
competitorr to spectral methods for computations on fine grids. Note that in case of 
aa combined grid, our method is second-order accurate in smooth regions away from 
thee grid interface and first-order otherwise. 
Wee have paid special attention to the pole singularity and the associated CFL-
restriction.. We have examined a combined grid to thoroughly alleviate the asso-
ciatedd problems. This combined grid connects a stereographic grid in the polar 
regionss with a lat-lon grid used at low latitudes. We have found that it is best to 
keepp the size of the stereocap rather small to minimize connection errors at the grid 
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interface.. Since a small stereocap involves small grid sizes at and near the cap, grid 
reductionn in the lat-lon part can be used when it is needed to avoid very small grid 
sizes.. In this manner the time step limitation for explicit integration methods ema-
natingg from the pole problem can be significantly reduced. Therefore, the resulting 
combinedd grid is advocated to be used together with an explicit integration scheme. 
Inn case time step stability plays a minor role, or when an implicit type integration 
methodd is used, we advocate using only a lat-lon grid, possibly reduced, because 
thiss approach is simpler. However, on lat-lon grids the singularity remains so that 
inn case of flow over the poles the grid should be sufficiently fine. 
Ourr findings are based on test cases 1, 2, and 6 of the standard test set from [88]. 
Too save space we have shown results for test case 2 only. In the near future we will 
presentt results on time integration aspects using the spatial discretizations described 
inn the current paper. 

Chapterr 4 
Timee Integration of the Shallow 
Waterr Equations in Spherical 
Geometry y 
Summary y 
Thee shallow water equations in spherical geometry provide a prototype for 
developingg and testing numerical algorithms for atmospheric circulation mod-
els.. In a previous paper we have studied a spatial discretization of these 
equationss based on an Osher-type finite-volume method on stereographic and 
latitude-longitudee grids. The current paper is a companion devoted to time 
integration.. Our main aim is to discuss and demonstrate a third-order, A-
stable,, Rosenbrock method. Reducing the costs related to the linear algebra 
operations,, this linearly implicit method is combined with approximate ma-
trixx factorization. Its efficiency is demonstrated by comparison with a classical 
third-orderr explicit Runge-Kutta method. For that purpose we use a known 
testt set from literature. The comparison shows that the Rosenbrock method 
iss by far superior. 
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4.11 Introduction 
Presentt day atmospheric circulation models used in weather forecasting and climate 
researchh are often discretized by spectral transform methods. These methods are 
knownn to provide accurate solutions and to avoid the pole problem, which arises 
whenn grid-point methods are used on a standard latitude-longitude (lat-lon) grid. 
However,, with the trend towards higher grid resolutions some of the main drawbacks 
off the spectral transform method become more apparent. These concern the high 
computationall costs of the Legcndre transform and the communication overhead 
forr parallel distributed memory computers. Our investigations are directed at grid-
pointt methods, which are expected to provide sufficient spatial accuracy for future 
fine-gridd resolutions. 
Thee current paper is devoted to the spherical Shallow Water Equations (SWEs). 
whichh reveal most of the major numerical difficulties associated with the horizontal 
dynamicss found in the full set of primitive equations. The paper is a companion 
too [42]. where we examined spatial discretizations based on an Osher-type finite-
volumee method [53] using the third-order upwind scheme for the constant state 
interpolationn ( («= e [77]). This combination provides a solid spatial dis-
cretizationn for the hyperbolic SWEs. 
Inn [42] we proposed a combined lat-lon and stereographic grid to avoid the pole 
problemm that arises when solving the semi-discrete SWEs on a uniform lat-lon grid. 
Inn this article a different approach is adopted. Enhancing the grid resolution ob-
viouslyy necessitates an efficient time integration method to keep the solution costs 
affordable.. The aim of the current paper is to demonstrate a third-order. A-stable, 
Runge-Kutta-Rosenbrockk integration method. Rosenbrock methods are linearly 
implicitt and hence require expensive linear system solves. We will show that this 
disadvantagee can be overcome by the technique of approximate matrix factorization, 
whichh goes back to the early 1950s with splitting and alternating direction methods, 
seee e.g.. [54], When combined with this technique, the Rosenbrock method does not 
onlyy remain third-order consistent and A-stable, but it also becomes cost-effective. 
Wee will demonstrate its efficiency by a comparison with a classical third-order ex-
plicitt Runge-Kutta method using a known SWEs test set from the literature [88]. 
Thee comparison shows that the Rosenbrock method is by far superior. In this paper 
thee two integration methods are combined with the upwind spatial discretization 
fromm [42]. They can, of course, also be combined with the usual central spatial 
discretizations. . 
Thee paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we briefly recall the system of 
SWEss and its linearization. The linearization is used as starting point to analyze 
stability.. In Section 4.3. the third-order Rosenbrock method and the third-order 
explicitt Runge-Kutta method are discussed. For the explicit method the time step 
restrictionss on the uniform lat-lon and on the combined grid are derived. For the 
Rosenbrockk method with approximate matrix factorization. A-stability is proven. 
Sectionn 4.4 describes our numerical experiments, which will demonstrate the quali-
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tiess of the Rosenbrock method combined with approximate matrix factorization. 
4.22 Preliminaries on the Shallow Water Equations 
Inn this section, we briefly recall the system of SWEs in spherical coordinates and 
itss linearization. Assuming Fourier-Von Neumann analysis, the linearized problem 
iss used for the stability analysis. The spherical SWEs describe a pure initial-value 
problemm on the rotating sphere and are defined as follows. 
Lett A 6 [0, 2-K) denote longitude. 0 e [-•§,+f ] latitude, and t>0 time. Let u be 
thee velocity in the longitudinal direction, v the velocity in the latitudinal direction, 
andd h the height of the free surface above the sphere at sea level, i.e., h = H 4- hs, 
wheree hs describes the height of underlying mountains. Further, let u denote the 
horizontall velocity field (u,v), ƒ the Coriolis parameter 2f2sin0 with Q the angular 
velocityy of the Earth, a the radius of the Earth, and g the gravitational constant. 
Usingg the flux-form, the two-dimensional SWEs, being composed of a continuity 
equationn and two momentum equations, read [32,88] 
^ f + V - ( t f u )) = 0, (4.1) 
at at 
dHu^^dHu^^
 ( ( u gH dhs g d{\H2) 
-——-—— + V -{Huu) = ƒ + - t a n 0 ) H v — ———, (4.2) dtdt a acos4> OX acos0 oX 
-^-^rr + V-{Hvu) - -(ƒ+-tan0)#u -^ — -?r--, (4-3) 
dtdt a a oq> a ocp 
wheree the divergence operator is defined by 
1 1 VV - u 
aa cos i 
gg
 +«!£*), . (4,) 
Thee terms on the right-hand side in (4.2) and (4.3) represent forcing terms. It con-
cernss the Coriolis force, the curvature terms, and the hydrostatic pressure gradient 
force.. Along with the lat-lon coordinate system we apply stereographic coordinates. 
Too save space we here omit the corresponding formulations of the SWEs. In [42] we 
havee studied the spatial discretization of both formulations using the Osher upwind 
scheme. . 
4.2.11 The linearization 
Adoptingg standard practice, we consider the frozen linearized system of (4.1)-(4.4) 
too analyze the stability properties of the integration methods. Let us linearize 
aroundd a constant state vector Q = (H.HU.HV)T, where the upper bar refers to 
frozenn variables. The resulting linearized system then reads 
qqtt+Aq+Aqxx + Bq<t) = Cq, (4.5) 
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vheree q =(H.Hu.Hv)T. 
0 0 11 0 
AA = 
aa cos <p 
-ü-ü22 +gH 2ü 0 
—— UV V Ü 
BB = 
00 0 
—ÜV—ÜV V 
''
22+gH+gH 0 
1 1 
ÏÏ ÏÏ 
2v 2v 
(4.6) ) 
andd the force matrix, 
/ / 
CC = 
0 0 t ann 0 
d/u u 
^ i ^ P P 
aa cos có ÖA 
22 tan </> — 2 tan i ÏÏ+/ ÏÏ+/ 
-c2. . 3 3 c. . 22 2 / / 
Notee that the constant coefficient matrices A, B, and C do not commute, which 
impliess that their eigensystems differ. Consequently, it is not possible to further 
simplifyy equation (4.5) to a scalar equation. For our "analysis, we therefore need the 
eigenvalue-eigenvectorr decompositions of A and B. We have A = XAEAX^1 and 
BB — XB EB XB 
II ° XXAA = 0 
VV VgH 
(( ° 
XXBB== \fgH 
\\ o 
with h 
l l 
üü + \/ gH 
V V 
1 1 
ü ü 
v+v+ \/g~H 
- 1 1 
- ü ++ \fg~H 
—— V 
- 1 1 
—— Ü 
-v+-v+ v 7 ^ 
- - 1 1 
A A x~'x~' = 
x\ x\ 
\ZgH \ZgH 
Vgü Vgü 
oo IN 
hh o 
{{ - è ( v ^ + ü ) i 0 ) 
II -ü 1 0 \ 
l ( ^ H - ü )) 0 I 
and d 
EEA A 
EEB B 
aa cos 0 a cos <# 
(4.7) ) 
(4.8) ) 
Notee that both decompositions exist, because our system is hyperbolic. The eigen-
valuee expressions for A and B are related to well-known physical features. The 
valuess containing the ygH term are connected with the so-called gravity waves, 
whilee the remaining values are connected with the so-called advective waves. The 
correspondingg wave speeds differ significantly, i.e., the gravity waves run much faster 
thann the advective ones. In practice, these gravity waves need not be resolved, be-
causee most meteorologically important motions are close to geostrophic balance 
whichh implies low amplitude gravity waves. In general, unfortunately, these waves 
dictatee the critical time step at which stability can still be guaranteed when using 
explicitt methods. For this reason, we focus on alternative time integration methods. 
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Followingg [42], we spatially discretize our system using Osher's scheme [53] with 
aa higher order state interpolation, which yields a second-order method. Assuming a 
uniformm grid, Osher's scheme applied to the constant linear system (4.5) simplifies 
too the third-order (K— ^)-upwind scheme [77] as given below. Consider the cell-
centeredd grid points, 
AJJ = ( j - i ) A A , A A = ^ , 0 , = - | + ( f c - i )A 0 , A ^ = ^ , (4.9) 
andd let the grid function w3_k{t) denote the semi-discrete approximation to the 
solutionn q(Xj,4>k-1t) of (4.5) on this grid. Denote A+ — XAE^X^1, where EA = 
(\EA\(\EA\ + EA)/2 is obtained from E A by replacing its negative entries by zero. In-
troducee analogously B+ and A~, B", where the positive entries in the eigenvalue 
matrixx are replaced by zero. The semi-discrete (K — ^)-upwind approximation to 
(4.5)) on grid (4.9) can then be written as 
—— wJ)k = Lwjtk, L = LA+ LB +C, (4-10) 
where e 
LLAA = -(A+D+A + A'D-A), LB = -(B+D+B + B-D-B). (4.11) 
Thee operators DA and DA are the upwind and downwind operators in the longitude 
direction,, i.e., 
DDAAWj.Wj.kk = — ^ • (4.12) 
DDAAwwjtkjtk = ^ ^ • (4.13) 
£>££ and D^ denote their counterparts along latitude. A+, B+ etc. are evaluated in 
eachh grid cell. For convenience of notation we omit their spatial dependence. 
Too analyze the semi-discrete system (4.10), we introduce the harmonic wave 
solution. . 
w w irkirk{t)=w{t)e{t)=w{t)eaa^^xxJJ+UJ2(f>k+UJ2(f>k\\ a = yj^\. 
Ann elementary computation yields the ordinary differential equation for the Fourier 
transformm w, 
—— w = Lw, L = LA + LB+C, (4.14) 
at at 
where e 
LLAA = -XAÊAXA\ LB^-XBÊBXB1. (4.15) 
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EE A and EB are diagonal matrices with entries. 
11 le 41 
êêAA = ^ ^ {(cos^-if+sign{eA)(j(4-cos^)mn^). & = ^AA . (4.16) 
and d 
ê öö = 11 kö 3 3 —— ((cos£2 - l )
2
 + sign(e /5)fT(4-cos£2)sin£2) , & = u;2A(p. (4.17) 
ee A denotes an eigenvalue of A. Likewise, es denotes an eigenvalue of B. A clarifying 
discussionn on the eigenvalues of the (K — ^)-upwind scheme, (4.16) and (4.17), can 
bee found in [38]. 
Thee stability behavior of any integration method applied to the linear semi-
discretee system (4.10) is governed by its stability behavior for the three-dimensional 
ODEE system in Fourier space (4.14). By periodicity and symmetry, it suffices to 
considerr £i.£2 in the interval [-7T.0]. Note that in our notation the dependence of 
ww on £i. £2 is suppressed. For an introduction to the theory of Fourier analysis for 
differencee schemes, we refer to [24.61]. 
Too analyze stability in case of calculations on a combined grid, we also need the 
linearizationn and the Fourier decomposition of the SWEs in stereographic formula-
tion.. The derivation is similar to the one above and leads to completely equivalent 
expressionss due to the conformal character of the stereographic and lat-Ion mapping. 
Therefore,, we only list the counterparts of the eigenvalues expressions, 
EEAstAst = diag (mÜ. m(Ü + yfgïï), m{Ü - \fgÜ)).. (4.18) 
EEBsxBsx = di&g(mV.m(V+^S).m(V~y/^)). (4.19) 
where e 
m(<p)m(<p) = 
11 + Q sin <p 
andd U and V denote the 'frozen' stereographic velocity components in xs t- and 
g/st-direction.. respectively. 
4.33 The Runge-Kutta integration methods 
Inn this section, we discuss the third-order Rosenbrock method and the third-order 
explicitt Runge-Kutta method. Both integration methods solve general non-linear 
ODEE systems, w = F(w). Note that the semi-discrete system of SWEs fits into 
thiss framework. We expect the Rosenbrock method to be an efficient candidate to 
solvee this semi-discrete system, since it permits large time steps. The costs per time 
stepp are relatively high. Therefore, the third-order explicit method is included for 
comparison. . 
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4.3.11 The third-order Rosenbrock method 
Thee method is derived from the general two-stage Rosenbrock formula from the stiff 
ODEE field [13,25], 
wwn+ln+l = wn + biki + b2k2, (4.20) 
Sfcii = TF(wn). 
SkSk22 — T F(wn + a2iki)+j2ii~J ki. 
SS = I -
 1TJ, 
wheree &i, b2, «12, 712 and 7 are free parameters which determine the methods 
specificc properties. The numerical solution wn approximates w at time t — tni 
rr = tn+i — tn denotes the step size, and J = F' (wn) is the Jacobian matrix of F(w) 
att w — wn. When low to moderate accuracy is required, methods of the Rosenbrock 
typee have proven efficient for a variety of stiff ODE applications [25]. For method 
(4.20)) the order of consistency p is at most 3. 
Wee analyze the stability properties of our method by applying (4.20) to the 
Fourierr transformed problem (4.14). The general two-stage Rosenbrock method 
withh p > 2 then yields an amplification factor R(TL), i.e., wn+1 = R(TL)WT\ with 
R(z)R(z) defined as the stability function, 
R(z)R(z) = 1 + + -f - . 4.21 
11 — 72 (1 — 72)^ 
Thee stability function R(z) yields A-stability for all 7 > 4. I n c ase of the special 
valuee 7 = 4 + g\/3 a third-order. A-stable function is obtained. A-stability is 
attractivee as it implies unconditional stability in the sense of Fourier-Von Neumann 
forr stable linear problems. However, for multi-dimensional PDE applications as 
ourss solving twice per time step a linear system with the matrix / — jrF'(wn) is 
ratherr expensive. Therefore, we will apply approximate matrix factorization. By 
thiss technique the numerical algebra costs are substantially reduced, while p = 3 
andd A-stability are still possible. 
Approximatee matrix factorization 
Wee rewrite the semi-discrete system w = F(w) as w — F(w) = Fj\{w) + Fg(w). 
wheree F4 denotes the semi-discrete longitudinal operator extended with the force 
termss present in equation (4.2) and FB the semi-discrete latitudinal operator ex-
tendedd with the force terms present in equation (4.3). Hence, FA and FB are 
one-dimensionall operators defined along sets of longitudinal and latitudinal grid 
lines,, respectively. The idea of approximate matrix factorization is to redefine S by 
SS = (I-1TJA)(I-1TJB). JA = FA(wn). JB = F'B(wn). (4.22) 
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or.. equivalently. J by 
JJ = F'{wn) +
 1rJ. J = -JAJB. (4.23) 
Insteadd of solving a huge two-dimensional linear system, we thus solve two one-
dimensionall linear systems, each of which is uncoupled per grid line. The costs 
perr step then amount to two function evaluations for F. one Jacobian evaluation, 
andd one band solve per longitudinal and latitudinal grid line. Since we use Osher's 
schemee on a stencil of five grid points with three solution components, each Jacobian 
matrixx F'A{wn) and F'B(wn) consists of a blockband matrix with five blocks of (3x3). 
Notee that F'A(wn) is slightly more complex as a consequence of the periodicity 
inn longitudinal direction. The costs per time step are still considerably higher as 
comparedd to those of a standard explicit method. However, the Rosenbrock method 
combinedd with approximate matrix factorization yields a far more efficient method, 
ass our numerical results will show, see Section 4.4. 
Approximatee matrix factorization is reminiscent of the splitting technique al-
readyy used in more conventional alternating direction methods during the 1950s, 
seee e.g.. [54]. The technique has been used in various other applications since 
then,, see e.g., [2]. The authors have applied it successfully to large-scale at-
mosphericc transport-chemistry problems, using a second-order method from class 
(4.20),, see [4,81], As an iterative technique, approximate matrix factorization has 
beenn successfully applied to large-scale transport problems in surface water [35]. A 
recentt survey can be found in [34]. In [37] and references therein, interesting theo-
reticall stability results are given revealing some limitations of approximate matrix 
factorizationn in three-dimensional applications. 
Consistencyy and stability properties 
Withh J defined as in (4.23), method (4.20) is third order consistent for arbitrary J 
whenever r 
bi+bbi+b22 = l, b2(a21 +721) = 2 " 7 , ^2^21 = h 72 - 7 + è = 0, 62721 = ~7-
(4.24) ) 
Thee fifth condition &2721 = — 7 results from the matrix factorization. These condi-
tionss yield a unique solution which defines the Rosenbrock method, 
wwnn+\k+\k11 + lk2, (4.25) 
rF{wrF{wnn), ), 
TF{wTF{wnn + lkx)- ^rJh. 
{I-1TJ{I-1TJAA){I-7TJ){I-7TJBB\ \ 
withh 7 = -i 4- ^y/3. For efficiency reasons, the matrix-vector multiplication in the 
secondd stage formula is removed by redefining k2 by k2 — \k\. This gives the 
wwn+1 n+1 
SkSk2 2 
S S 
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followingg third-order Rosenbrock method1 
ww
nn++ll =
 w
n
 + f*! + \k2, (4.26) 
ShSh = rF{wn), 
SkSk22 = TF(wn + §An) - !&!. 
SS = (I-iTjA)(I-yrJB). 
Inn the remainder of this section, we will discuss stability properties of (4.26) by 
meanss of Fourier-Von Neumann analysis. To obtain the linear recurrence relation 
whichh governs stability, we apply method (4.26) to the ODE system (4.14). Using 
thee notation introduced in Section 4.2, we find the recurrence relation wn+l = 
R(ZR(ZAA,Z,ZBB)w)wnn where ZA=r(LA+CA), ZB = r{LB + CB), and 
R(ZR(ZAA,, ZB) = I + S~l{2S + Ï-Z-I) S~XZ, (4.27) 
withh Z = ZA + ZB and S = (I — jZA) (I — "yZB)- Suppose that ZA and ZB are 
diagonalizablee and share well-conditioned eigensystems. We can then proceed with 
thee scalar counterpart of (4.27), which reads 
R(zR(zAA,z,zBB)) = 1 + -^ + ^— ^ , (4.28) 
{l-jz{l-jzAA){l--fz){l--fzBB)) {l-jzA)2{l-^zB)2 
withh z = zA + zB and zA and zB denoting eigenvalues of respectively ZA and ZB • A 
convenientt property of the stability function (4.28) is that it mimics the A-stability 
propertyy of the original stability function (4.21). However, in this case the range 
off acceptable 7-values of method (4.26) for which the A-stability property holds, is 
smaller,, as is shown in the following theorem. 
Theo remm 2 The factorized stability function (4-28) satisfies \R(zA,zB)\ < 1 for 
allall zA, zB with Re(zA) < 0, Re(zB) < 0 if and only if 7 > ^ + è^/3-
Prooff By the maximum modulus theorem, it suffices to consider imaginary values 
zzAA — ibi,zB = ib2 for arbitrary real numbers b\,b2. A simple computation gives 
\R(ibi,ib\R(ibi,ib22)\)\ < 1 if and only if 
ƒ(&!,, 62) = aibi&i + a2(bl + b\) + a36i62 < 0, (4.29) 
wheree a i = 3 7 4 - A-y5,a2 = \ - 2 7 + 572 - 47 3 , a 3 = i - 47 + 872 - 47 s . 
Ann extremum of the function ƒ is either located at a stationary interior point 
orr at a non-interior point, i.e., for b\ —> 0 or b2 —• . We first investigate its 
behaviorr for 61 —> . In that case ƒ yields 
limm lihl^l = (aib2, + a2) , V62 6 ÏÏI. 
oo Of v ' 
1Thiss method is studied independently in [45] for integrating advection-diffusion problems on 
sparsee grids. 
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Thiss function is non-positive for all b2 when Qi < 0 and Q2 < 0. which yields 
00 > | . (4.30) 
Thee same result can be derived for b2 —• . since f{b\.b2) is symmetric in 6i 
andd &2- An extremum can also be found in a stationary point of ƒ. Solving for 
(J£.J£)) = (0.0) yields 
bb11 = b2 = 0. (a) 
bb11=b=b22 = b^0 with b2 = -'2^g^. (b) (4.31) 
622 = c ^ 0 and b2 - - c / 0 with c2 = - 2 t t j ~ " 3 • (c) 
Wee first consider the stationary point (6i. 62) = (0. 0), where f(bi.b2) = Q. Let #ƒ 
denotee the Hessian determinant in a stationary point a. 
dd22ff d2f ( &2f 
Accordingg to. e.g.. [73]. the function ƒ lias a local maximum in 0 if H/(0) > 0 and 
f^£(Q)<0.. Taking into account (4.30). we thus find that ƒ remains non-positive in 
aa neighborhood of {bu b2) ~ (0. 0). when 7 satisfies 
Thiss condition is only sufficient. The theorem does not provide a decisive answer 
whenn Hf(0) — 0. In that case a further investigation of the behavior of ƒ in a 
neighborhoodd of 0 is necessary. For the 7-values at which Hj (0) = 0 only l = \ + \ \/3 
guaranteess non-positivity of ƒ in a neighborhood of 0. So, for ƒ to be non-positive, 
77 should satisfy the following necessary condition, 
"t>l"t>l + l^- (4-32) 
Finally,, we consider the four remaining stationary points of (4.31). These stationary 
pointss only exist when b2 > 0 and c2 > 0. However, these conditions contradict 
withh the conditions (4.30) and (4.32). Therefore, in case that fis non-positive over 
]R2,, these points do not exist. 
Summarizing,, ƒ is non-positive for all (b\, b2) 6 IR2 iff 7 > | + | \ / 3 - • 
Thiss result is of interest in its own, as it shows that for useful values of 7 the 
A-stabilityy property is not lost by the matrix factorization.2 In general, the ma-
tricess ZA and ZB do not commute, so that true unconditional stability for the 
2 Inn [37] it is pointed out that for a three-term splitting such a result does not exist. 
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linearizedd SWEs cannot be concluded from Theorem 2. Note that Theorem 2 does 
providee a necessary condition in this case. The following example will illustrate 
thatt for the SWEs and noncommuting matrices Z& and ZB- Theorem 2 provides a 
reliablee indication for unconditional stability. 
Example e 
Wcc have approximated the maximum value of the amplification operator (4.27) over 
thee interval £1,^2 € [—7r,0]. Calculations are performed at a location near a pole, 
i.e.,, at a location, where the longitudinal grid size AAacos^ on the sphere becomes 
veryy small. Locations near the poles are believed to be most critical in relation to 
stabilityy (the pole problem). The example serves to identify the 7-values at which 
thee Rosenbrock method (4.26) yields an unconditionally stable method when applied 
too the linearized SWEs after been spatially discretized with Osher's scheme. For 
comparison,, the same computation will be carried out for the third-order explicit 
Runge-Kuttaa method in Section 4.3.2. 
Lett w = ?l = 30, gH = l()5, a = 42000000/(27r) (space and time units are meters 
andd seconds). Choose (p — (n — A<p)/2, i.e.. a location close to the north pole. 
Furthermore,, put AA = A<i> = 7r/128. which corresponds approximately to a uniform 
1.4°° x 1.4° grid. Omitting the force matrix C, we have computed accurate estimates 
off the maximum spectral radius of R(ZA, ZB) for r =10\ i — 0,1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 = 
0.25,0.50.0.75.0.8.0.9.1.0.. The maxima are determined for — -K < £1,62 < 0 using 
aa 100 x 100 grid. The following table shows these maxima for 7 = 0.25,0.50,0.75. 
T T 
77 = 0.25 
77 = 0.50 
77 = 0.75 
1 1 
1.0000 0 
1.0000 0 
1.0000 0 
10 0 
1.0000 0 
1.0000 0 
1.0000 0 
102 2 
1.0008 8 
1.0000 0 
1.0000 0 
103 3 
2.2355 5 
1.4014 4 
1.0000 0 
104 4 
3.2207 7 
1.5067 7 
1.0000 0 
Thee table reveals conditional stability for 7 = 0.25 and 7 = 0.5 and indicates un-
conditionall stability for 7 = 0.75. Also for 7 = 0.8.0.9,1.0 maxima equal to 1.0 
aree found. This leads us to conjecture unconditional stability for all 7 > 0.75, in 
linee with the result of Theorem 2. We believe that the slightly larger value for 
11 — \ -\- £ v3 ~ 0.789 in this theorem is due to the fact that the requirement for 
A-stabilityy is more stringent. This property allows eigenvalues to lie in the whole of 
thee left half of the complex plane, which is not the case in practice. Recall that the 
valuee 7 = 0.75 also plays a special role for the stability function (4.28). Inequality 
(4.29)) implies 7 > 0.75 for \bx\, \b2\ -* oc. 
Becavisee the force matrix C can possess eigenvalues with a small positive real 
part,, we have omitted C in the above computation. Note that, since A B and C 
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doo not share the same eigenvectors, adding the matrix C does not simply mean 
thatt the linearized SWEs become unstable. However, maxima slightly larger than 
1.00 can occur, see also the example in Section 4.3.2. We assume that the matrix A 
dictatess the stability behavior of system (4.5). because it grows with the inverse of 
coss 0. Note that the entries of C are comparable in size. However. A multiplies the 
derivativee q\ and C is only a forcing matrix multiplying q. 
4.3.22 Explicit Runge-Kutta time stepping 
Ann explicit s-stage Runge-Kutta method applied to system w = F(w) has the form. 
s s 
u,"+11 = wn + TYtbiF{\Vi). (4.33) 
i = i i 
i - i i 
WiWi = ur + T^aijFiWj). i = L 2 . . . . , s . (4.34) 
Inn combination with central differences for space discretization, the most popular 
explicitt Runge-Kutta method for hyperbolic problems is the classical four-stage 
methodd of order four. This higher order method owes its popularity to its imag-
inaryy stability boundary of y/8. In comparison with other explicit methods this 
boundaryy is satisfactory and in fact close to the optimal value s — 1 = 3 for explicit 
Runge-Kuttaa methods [33]. However, since we employ upwinding in the space dis-
cretization,, a different method is chosen. 
Stabilityy considerations 
Lett us consider methods of order p = s for s = 1. 2, 3. 4. When applied to a Fourier 
transformedd problem like (4.14), such a method yields a polynomial amplification 
operatorr R(Z).Z = TL, with R(z) defined by the truncated Taylor series, 
R{z)=Y^\z\R{z)=Y^\z\ (4.35) 
Assumingg that the most severe time step restriction indeed emerges from the lon-
gitudinall operator in the polar region, it makes sense to first examine stability for 
thee longitudinal operator alone. Hence, we take L — LA- Since our operator is 
diagonalizable,, we are then able to examine stability through the scalar recurrence 
relationn wn+1 =R(z)wn, where 
ZZ = Y ((cos& - l ) 2 + s ign(e j 4 ) fT(4-cos6)s in6) - ° = V^T, (4.36) 
withh — IT < £i < 0 and VA denoting the one-dimensional CFL number, 
, 44 = ZM. (4.37) 
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andd eA denoting an eigenvalue of A see (4.7). To determine the maximal value of 
vvAA at which each method is stable, it suffices to draw the 24-loci which lie inside 
thee stability region of the stability function. Accurate estimates from [38] yield 
s s 
VA/S VA/S 
1 22 3 4 
00 0.87 1.62 1.74 
00 0.43 0.54 0.43 
Thee scaled CFL-number, VA/S, is related to efficiency. Note that explicit Euler 
(ss = 1) is not stable. For the other three cases, the scaled CFL numbers VA/S are 
almostt equal and close to 0.5. Note that the case s — A includes the classical four-
stagee method of order four. At equal costs, third-order methods are slightly more 
stable. . 
Substitutionn of the maximal wave speed (maximal eigenvalue (4.16)) into UA 
yieldss a time step restriction for linear stability. Let ü > 0. then 
vvAA AA _ a cos(4>) vA AA 
__
 maxle^l ü+ yfgH 
Onn a uniform grid (AA = A0) closest to the poles, cos(0) « ^AA, yielding 
rr < av*
 A A2 . (4.39) 
2(üü + VgH) 
Consequently,, we face a quadratic dependence on the spatial grid size instead of the 
usuall linear one. The quadratic dependence leads to uriacceptably small step sizes. 
Example e 
Too illustrate the step size restriction (4.38), we return to the example of Sec-
tionn 4.3.1. For the data used. (4.39) yields T<5.8VA- Hence, we find that r < 9.4 
forr any explicit three-stage, third-order Runge-Kutta method. In our application 
thiss step size restriction is very severe. 
Too check the validity of expression (4.38) we again compute the maximal spectral 
radiuss (see Section 4.3.1) of the amplification operator R(Z) with R(z) defined by 
thee third degree polynomial (4.35). We now distinguish between a zero and nonzero 
forcee matrix C. The table below yields the maxima for a sequence of step sizes r. 
Thee cases ZABC a nd %AB refer to a nonzero and zero force matrix C, respectively. 
Forr ZAB the one-dimensional expression appears to be very precise, predicting linear 
stabilityy for r<9 .4 and error growth for larger time steps. For ZABC w e s e e nearly 
equall error growth for the larger time steps. For the smaller ones, we also see a 
modestt growth. This growth is caused by an eigenvalue of A + B + C with a small 
positivee real part. 
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r r 
ZABC ZABC 
ZAB ZAB 
88 9 9.4 
1.0155 1.015 1.015 
1.0000 1.000 1.000 
100 11 
1.2011 1.728 
1.2099 1.737 
Relaxingg the step size restriction : A different grid distribution 
Ass mentioned before, there are several ways to reduce step size limitations. We here 
recalll the grid modifications as used in [42]. We discussed two possible remedies, 
i.e... longitudinal grid coarsening towards the poles [3.42.86], and the use of a 
differentt grid structure and coordinate system in the polar regions [42,56]. The 
latterr approach concerns the construction of a combined grid consisting of two 
stereocapss on the northern and southern hemisphere, respectively, and a (reduced) 
lat-lonn grid in the intermediate region. Figure 4.1 visualizes such a grid distribution. 
Inn stereographic coordinates the grid distribution on either stereocap is rectangular. 
Thee same holds on the intermediate region in lat-lon coordinates. 
Figuree 4.1: Projection of a combined grid consisting of a reduced lat-lon grid away from 
thee poles and a stereographic grid at the two polar caps onto the cartesian (x, j/)-plane 
(z(z = 0). Two reductions were applied. 
Onn both grid types, we can derive a step size restriction for explicit Runge-
Kuttaa methods similar to (4.38). We first consider a reduced grid. Such a grid is 
constructedd from a uniform lat-lon grid around the equator by halving the amount 
off grid cells in the longitudinal direction when approaching the poles, whenever the 
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celll width in that direction projected onto the sphere is reduced by a factor 2. The 
distance.. acostó>AA. is called the physical cell width. Following (4.38). the step size 
restrictionn on a reduced grid yields 
rr < a C O s ( 0 ) ^ A A ( 0 ) , (4.40) 
ÜÜ + \fg~H 
wheree AA(< )^ depends on the latitude <t>. i.e., on the level of reduction. Assuming 
thatt the spherical variables, H, ü and v, have the same order of magnitude along 
thee whole domain, the step size restriction is most severe in the area, where the 
smallestt physical cell width is found. On a global reduced grid this gives 
2TTT a c o s ( ^ ^ ) vA 2TT 2nRed a c o s ( ^ ^ ) vA 
rr < —
 : T = = — = - ^ = — , (4.41) 
Il^nRedd U + \/gH n L 0 U + \J QH 
wheree nRed denotes the amount of reductions on the northern hemisphere, and 
nLoo and nLnRed denote the amount of cells in the longitudinal direction after 0 and 
nRedd reductions, respectively. 
Onn a stereographic grid, an analysis similar to Section 4.3.2 can be performed. 
Againn assuming that the step size restriction is most severe in the area with the 
smallestt physical cell width, we find on the combined grid, 
rr < Vlna^cosi _ ^ ^
 ( 4 4 2 ) 
nLinterfacee max | | Ï7 + \/g~H\. \V + y/gH\\ 
wheree 0 is the latitudinal boundary of the (reduced) lat-lon intermediate region of 
thee combined grid and nL;Ilterface denotes the amount of longitudinal grid points on 
thatt boundary. The value \j2-Kacos<^/nL;nterface approximates the smallest physical 
celll width over the sphere after projection of the stereocap onto the globe. Ü and V 
representt the linearized velocity component in xst- and yst-direction. respectively. 
Notee that the stability condition (4.42) is composed of the two stability conditions 
foundd in each dimension, i.e.. in the xst- and yst-direction, respectively. Since 
thee matrices Ast — XA^EA^X^ and Bsi — XB^EB^X^1 do not share the same 
eigensystems,, each linearized system has to be analyzed separately. In case of 
atmosphericc applications, we expect the gravity waves to dominate the flow, i.e., 
thee quantity \fgH is large. Therefore, the step size restriction in stereographic 
variabless is more or less direction independent. 
Too quantify the relation between the three step size restrictions (4.39), (4.41) 
andd (4.42). we again focus on the example in Section 4.3.1. On the global uniform 
lat-lonn grid, AA = A0= y|g, we have 
r<Tr<Tuniuni = 5.8 vA. (4.43) 
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Onn the corresponding reduced grid. AA(0) = A0 = ^ . when applying three reduc-
tions,, we have 
r < r r e d - 2 n R e d r u n i = 8 r u n i .. (4.44) 
Notee that the number of reductions is limited by accuracy, i.e.. too much reductions 
resultt in a too low grid resolution around the pole to properly represent the fast 
varyingg unit direction vectors in this area, see [42]. On the combined grid, we 
mustt first position the stereocap, i.e., we have to specify <ƒ>. For comparison. <fi is 
chosenn such that the amount of reductions in the intermediate lat-lon region equals 
thee amount of reductions found on the global reduced lat-lon grid, i.e., nLnReci = 
nLjnterface-- In terms of rlini we find 
4 v /2cos^^ , ~ 61TT , 
TT < rcombi = -. —Y runi « 34 runi with $=——. (4.45) 
Fromm (4.43)-(4.45), we can conclude that the step size restriction for explicit 
Runge-Kuttaa methods is considerably reduced when calculating on a global reduced 
orr combined grid, the latter providing an even better alternative for the uniform lat-
lonn grid. On grids with a realistic resolution, the alleviation is even more apparent. 
Onn a global reduced grid with 3 reductions and AA(0) = A0 = 27r/576. and on a 
correspondingg combined grid, 4>=^ii': w e ^n(^ 
7"redd ° Tnn[, 
and d 
^"combii ^U ^uni-
Thesee are the step size restrictions for the grids on which we will evaluate the time 
integrationn methods in the following section. 
Thee third-order explicit comparison method 
Inn case the step size is limited by stability, a low order method, e.g., order p = 2, will 
providee sufficient temporal accuracy. However, as seen in Section 4.3.2, order p = 3 
iss slightly more efficient. Therefore, we use the following three-stage, third-order 
methodd for the comparison with the Rosenbrock method, 
wwn+ln+l = w nn + k F ( ^ ) + \TF{W2) + $TF(W3), (4.46) 
WWxx=w=wnn,, W2=wn+TF(W1), W3 = wn+ {TF{W1) + \TF{W2). (4.47) 
Too avoid an unacceptable workload, these experiments will be done on a combined 
grid. . 
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4.44 Numerical experiments: A comparison 
Inn the preceding section we described two Runge-Kutta methods, i.e.. the third-
order,, A-stable, Rosenbrock method combined with approximate matrix factoriza-
tionn (4.26), henceforth called Ros3 with AMF, and the third-order, explicit, Runge-
Kuttaa method (4.46), henceforth called RK3. For both methods the stability prop-
ertiess for the semi-discrete linearized system of SWEs (4.10) were investigated. 
Inn this section we intend to show that Ros3 with AMF on a uniform lat-lon grid 
iss far more efficient than RK3 even when this method is applied on a combined grid 
employingg a stereocap to alleviate the step size restriction. We use both methods to 
integratee the system of ODEs resulting from spatially discretizing the SWEs with 
Osher'ss scheme. This finite volume method is discussed in [42]. To analyze whether 
Ros33 with AMF on a uniform lat-lon grid is more efficient than RK3 applied on 
aa combined grid, we consider their relative workload per time step. An estimate 
off this relative workload is provided, which is confirmed by numerical experiments 
monitoringg execution time. 
Bothh methods are applied to three test cases from the widely acknowledged 
SWTEss test set [88], which was especially developed to validate new numerical meth-
odss to be used in circulation models. It concerns Test 2, global steady-state non-
linearr zonal geostrophic flow, Test 5, zonal flow over an isolated mountain, and 
Testt 6, a Rossby-Haurwitz wave. Test 2 is chosen, because it provides a test with 
considerablee activity in the polar region. Furthermore, it has a known analytic solu-
tionn without compromising the non-linearity characteristic to the SWEs. Test 2 is a 
stationaryy test case, though. Therefore, to truly test our time integration method, 
wee also consider two non-stationary problems, Test 5 and Test 6. For both cases, 
noo exact solution is known and we have to rely on a high resolution spectral model 
forr reference. These tests describe more realistic atmospheric flow patterns. For 
examplee Test 5, resolving a flow around a mountain, is challenging for most numer-
icall solution methods. The other four tests from the SWEs test set. i.e., Tests 1, 
3,, 4 and 7, will be omitted, since they do not contribute additional information in 
relationn to our efficiency question. 
Calculationss are performed on two different grids with related resolution. The 
uniformm lat-lon grid has 576 grid points in longitudinal direction and 288 grid points 
inn latitudinal direction, i.e., a 0L625° X 0.625° grid. The combined grid consists of a 
reducedd lat-lon grid for 4> E [—</>, 4>\ with </>=1377r/288 applying three reductions on 
eachh hemisphere and two stereocaps. Around the equator the resolution is equal to 
thee resolution found on the uniform grid. By construction, the stereocap contains 18 
gridd points in xst- and yst-direction. Note that a combined grid has approximately 
20%% fewer grid points than the corresponding uniform lat-lon grid. The influence on 
thee workload is not significant though, since some additional work is needed for the 
spatiall coupling between the stereocap and the intermediate region. As mentioned 
before,, efficiency mainly depends on the maximal step size allowed by the time 
integrationn method and its workload per time step. 
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Inn case of the RK3 method the step size is restricted by stability. We determine 
thiss step size by trial-and-error and denote it by TRK3. Note that the discussion 
onn the step size restriction in Section 4.3 concerned the linearized system of SWEs 
andd thus provides only an estimate for an upperbound for the step size. Analysis of 
thee computational complexity of Ros3 with AMF shows that the workload per time 
stepp of the Ros3 method is approximately six times as large as the workload per 
timee step of the RK3 method. This value is confirmed by numerical experiments 
onn Tests 2. 5. and 6 monitoring execution time. Therefore, the Ros3 tests are run 
withh step size TR.OS3 = 6 X TRK3. Next the step size will be increased to determine 
thee maximal step size at which stability is still obtained and the accuracy is still 
acceptable. . 
Besidess testing on stability, we measure the accuracy of our solution for each 
methodd and step size over a prescribed time period. The accuracy is evaluated 
byy the max-norm of the relative error of the depth of the fluid layer, Rel(if), and 
thee absolute errors of the velocity components in longitudinal and .rst-direction. 
Abs(u.U).Abs(u.U). and latitudinal and t/Kt.-direct ion, Abs(v.V). i.e.. 
Rc\(H)Rc\(H) = max 
i.ji.j H{Xi,Ójl 
Abs(w)) = ma,x\ui_j — u(Xl.(f)j 
EE%%,,33 -H{\i,èj\ 
i-j i-j 
Abs(t')) = ma,x\vij — v(\i.(pj 
*<j *<j 
andd similar expressions for Abs(U) and Abs(V). HU]. uLj etc. denote the approx-
imatee solutions. H{Xl,4>j) etc. are the reference solutions, where the solution is 
exactt in case of Test 2 and given by a high resolution spectral method in case of 
Testt 5 and Test 6. The high resolution spectral solutions are given on a daily basis. 
Besidess accuracy and stability, methods can also be tested on their abilities to 
conservee physical quantities, like energy and enstrophy. which are important for 
atmosphericc flows. We monitored both quantities in the Ros3 runs. The cascade 
iss negligible in all cases, i.e., approximately 0.1 percent over the prescribed time 
periods. . 
4.4.11 Test 2 
Testt 2 represents a solid body rotation, where the height field and the velocity 
componentss in longitudinal and latitudinal direction read 
HH = h0 - (aüu0/g + u^/{2g)) ( -cos A cos 0 sin a -t-sin0cosa)2 , (4.48) 
uu = UQ (cos 0 cos a + sin 0 cos A sin a ) . (4.49) 
vv = — UQ sin A sin a, (4.50) 
wheree h0 and u0 are given. u0 = 38.6 m/s. and gh0 = 2.94 • 104 m2 /s2 . Several 
orientationss are specified, however, we use the one over the poles (a = | ) . The 
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simulationn period is five days. For the RK3 method TRK3 = 108 s. To reach equal 
efficiency,, we use Ros3 with AMF on the uniform grid with step size T = 6 X TRK3 = 
6488 s. The computations remain stable. For Ros3 with AMF, we then increase the 
stepp size to r = 1350 s, which still results in a stable computat ion. Instability is 
foundd for r = 1500 s. So, Ros3 with AMF applied on a uniform lat-lon grid is more 
efficientt t han an explicit method used on a related combined grid. We emphasize, 
t ha tt this grid type already significantly alleviates the step size restriction found on a 
uniformm grid for an explicit method (recall the factor of 40 found by linear analysis). 
Wee also ran this test with the unfactorized Ros3 method. The computat ions with 
thiss method remained stable independent of the chosen step size. 
Inn addition, the results on the uniform grid are more accurate than their coun-
terpar tss on a combined one, as can be seen from Figure 4.3. The difference in 
accuracyy is not caused by the t ime integration method, but can be a t t r ibuted to 
thee higher spatial errors found when calculating on a combined grid, see [42]. Fur-
thermore,, increasing the step size for Ros3 with AMF does not yield significant 
accuracyy changes. Reducing the resolution on our uniform grid shows tha t , also in 
thiss case, the errors represent spatial ones. Note tha t for both methods the accuracy 
iss satisfactory. 
-1.5 5 
- 2 2 
-2.5 5 
~»» -3 
X X 
£t £t a a 
jf-3.5 5 
-4.5 5 
2.22 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 
logg (T) log (x) 
Figuree 4.2: An order estimate applied to H and u respectively for Ros3 with AMF in 
casee of test 2. The marks 'o' denote the log(abs(i7)r) or log(abs(w)r), respectively. The 
solidd lines illustrates the slope for a third order method. 
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AA numer ica l order e s t ima t e for t h e non- l inear SWE equa t i ons 
Testt 2 is also used to illustrate that Ros3 with AMF behaves as a third-order 
method .. Calculations are done on a grid with resolution nL = 288 and nP = 144 for 
varyingg step sizes. As order estimate we use the / ^ - no rm of' the absolute error. 
abs(var)TT = max | va r [ ; t — varie)°f |. 
i.ji.j y" -J~ 
wheree var[^
 t yields the approximate value of a variable var in gridpoint X;^ at 
t imee t calculated with step size r . We plotted this norm against the step size in a 
Ioglog-plott for respectively H and u, see Figure 4.2. The figure confirms that our 
me thodd is third order consistent. 
4.4.22 Test 5 
Testt 5 consists of a zonal flow parallel t o the equator which impinges on a mountain. 
Thee initial solution is given by the solid body rotation provided for Test 2 (4.48)-
(4.50)) with a = 0, u 0 = 2 0m / s . and h0 = 5960 m. The surface or mountain height is 
prescribedd by a cone. 
hs=hshs=hs00(l-^).(l-^). (4.51) 
wheree hS(t = 2000 m. R = TT/9. r 2 =min[R2, (A - Ac)2 + (0 - 0C)2] . Ac = 3TT/2. and 
QQCC = TT/6. The simulated t ime period is 15 days. 
Wi thh regard to efficiency the results lead to conclusions similar to those found 
forr Test 2. The RK3 method is run with a step size r R K 3 — 108 s. The Ros3 
methodd yields computat ional stability for r = 648s = 6 x TRK3 - Since the reference 
solutionn is given on a daily basis, we have to secure tha t a one day time period 
cann be taken in an integer number of t ime steps. The step size for Ros3 with AMF 
cann be further increased. Even a step size of 2 h is possible. The results are less 
accuratee though, see Figure 4.3. When a step size of 1 h is applied, an error in H 
off less than one percent is found. For the 2 h step size, we notice an error growth. 
Fur thermore,, we like to comment on t h e accuracy loss caused by the definition of 
thee mountain height. To prescribe the orography, the test set introduces a cone 
ass given by (4.51). This choice is a little unfortunate. The surface height is not 
continuouslyy differentiable over the whole domain. The derivatives ^ and %& do 
nott exist in the top and on the boundary of the cone. However, to evaluate the 
forcee terms of the SWEs (4.1)-(4.3) on the right-hand side, these derivatives are 
required.. To circumvent this problem, we apply second-order central differences 
too approximate them. Results show an accuracy loss in the cells surrounding the 
areas,, where ^jf and ^ are not defined. The test set does not prescribe how the 
undefinedd derivatives should be handled. Therefore, we can not be conclusive about 
accuracyy in these areas. Figure 4.4 illustrates the relative error of H after 1 day 
computedd with Ros3 with AMF on the uniform lat-lon grid with r = 675 s. The 
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Figuree 4.3: Max-norm of the relative error in H (first column), absolute error in u, U 
(secondd column) and absolute error in v, V (third column) for Test 2 (first row), Test 5 
(secondd row) and Test 6 (third row) found for the two time integration methods (RK3 
andd Ros3 with AMF) with given step sizes. The errors are computed after each time step 
(Testt 2) or on a daily basis (Test 5 and Test 6). 
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maximall errors are indeed located close to the circle (A - Ac)2 + (d> - éc)2 = 0 and 
closee to the top (A, 0) = (Ac, <f>c). Note that the errors remain local over the 1 day 
t imee period. 
Figuree 4.4: Relative error of H on a uniform grid in case of Test 5. Calculations are 
donee with Ros3 with AMF on a uniform grid with T = 675 S. 
Fromm our results for Test 5 we again conclude tha t Ros3 with AMF on a uniform 
lat-lonn grid is far more efficient than RK3 on a corresponding combined grid. We 
addd t ha t for Test 5 we are not really satisfied with the accuracy found in case of 
calculationss on a combined grid. Numerical experiments show tha t the accuracy 
losss on the combined grid is mainly due to the introduction of the stereocaps. When 
calculatingg on a global reduced lat-lon grid the results are much more accurate. We 
assumee tha t the vorticity waves partly intervene with the interface band and can 
nott be represented sufficiently accurate. We could avoid this problem by moving 
thee stereocap closer to the poles, however, this would result in a smaller step size. 
4.4.33 Test 6 
Testt 6 is a Rossby-Haurwitz wave with a simulation period of 14 days. Again, no 
exactt solution is known. Meteorologists consider this test s tandard, since similar 
flowflow pa t te rns occur in practical applications. A reference solution is provided by a 
highh resolution spectral circulation model. 
Thee step size TRK3 = 75 s yields computat ional stability for the explicit RK3 
methodd over the prescribed 14-day period. Ros3 with AMF is run for r = 6 x rRK3 = 
4500 s. Increasing the step size, computational stability is still found for step size 
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rr = 3600 s. We can conclude, that Ros3 with AMF on a uniform lat-!on grid is 
moree efficient than the RK3 method on a corresponding combined grid. Again, the 
resultss on the uniform grid are more accurate. 
4.55 Conclusion 
Whenn solving the semi-discrete SWEs on a global uniform lat-lon grid, an explicit 
timee integration method suffers from severe restrictions on the step size (pole prob-
lem).. This problem can be avoided by applying a suitable spatial grid or by choosing 
aa more stable time integration method, viz. an implicit one. In [42] we proposed 
thee application of a stereographic coordinate system in the polar regions combined 
withh a reduced lat-lon grid in the intermediate region. In this article we consid-
eredd an alternative time integration method, viz. the third-order Ros3 method with 
approximatee matrix factorization. 
Wee showed that the method is unconditionally stable, when applied to the lin-
earizedd semi-discrete SWEs system on a uniform grid, provided that the Jacobian 
matricess of the fluxes in longitudinal and latitudinal direction commute. Further-
more,, we showed that, due to the approximate matrix factorization, the method is 
costt effective. To verify its efficiency, we compared Ros3 with AMF on a uniform 
lat-lonn grid to a third-order explicit RK3 method applied to the system of ODEs 
resultingg from spatially discretizing our SWEs on a combined grid. Based on Test 
2,, Test 5 and Test 6 of the SWEs test set, we found that Ros3 with AMF is far more 
efficientt than RK3 even when the latter is applied to the semi-discrete SWEs system 
onn a combined grid, which already significantly alleviates the step size restriction. 
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AA Comparison of Operator 
Splittingg and Approximate Matr ix 
Factorizationn for the Shallow 
Waterr Equations in Spherical 
Geometry y 
Summary y 
Thee shallow water equations (SWEs) in spherical geometry provide a basic pro-
totypee for developing and testing numerical algorithms for solving the horizontal 
dynamicss in global atmospheric circulation models. When solving the SWEs on a 
globall fine uniform lat-lon grid, an explicit time integration method suffers from a 
severee stability restriction on the admissible step size. In a previous paper, we inves-
tigatedd an A-stable, linearly-implicit, third-order time integration method (Ros3), 
whichh we combined with approximate matrix factorization (AMF) to make it cost-
effective.. In this paper, we further explore this method and we compare it to a 
Strang-typee operator splitting method. Our main focus is on the local error of the 
methods,, their numerical dispersion relation and their accuracy and efficiency when 
appliedd to the well-known SWEs test set. The comparison shows that Ros3 with 
AMFF accurately presents both low and mid frequency waves. Moreover. Ros3 with 
AMFF makes a good candidate for the efficient solution of the SWEs on a global fine 
lat-lonn grid. In contrast, Strang splitting is not advocated, in view of its inaccuracy 
inn the polar regions and the resulting inefficiency. 
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5.11 Introduction 
Inn current weather prediction and climate simulation, circulation models are used 
too simulate the dynamics of the atmosphere. A circulation model contains the 
primitivee equations and a numerical solution method to solve them. Currently, 
theree is much interest in accurate and efficient numerical methods for global cir-
culationn models. Spectral methods, long considered ideal for numerical simula-
tionn on the sphere, proved less efficient on the high resolution grids demanded to 
progresss atmospheric modeling. In [42,43], we therefore investigated a new grid-
pointt method, which produced good results for the well established Shallow Water 
Equationss (SWEs) testset [88]. This testset was developed to guide and stimulate 
thee development of new numerical methods in circulation models and to provide a 
standardd framework to assess them. 
Inn [42], we discussed an Osher-type finite volume method for the spatial dis-
cretizationn of the SWEs on the sphere. Combined with a third-order upwind scheme 
forr the constant state interpolation, this method is second-order accurate on uni-
formm latitudinal-longitudinal (lat-lon) grids. In addition, we proposed an efficient 
timee integration method in [43] for solving the resulting semi-discrete system. We 
appliedd a linearly implicit A-stable third-order Rosenbrock method (Ros3) to avoid 
thee stability restriction associated with the well-known pole problem on uniform lat-
lonn grids and combined this method with approximate matrix factorization (AMF) 
too make it cost efficient. Ros3 with AMF produced good results for all testcases in 
thee SWEs testset. 
Inn this article, we further explore Ros3 with AMF and compare it to a Strang 
splittingg method. Although both methods apply a splitting principle to simplify the 
solutionn process, their underlying techniques are very different. Strang splitting is 
ann operator splitting technique, i.e., the original PDE problem is splitted additively 
inn simpler PDEs which are solved separately. AMF on the other hand, factorizes 
thee linear systems to be solved in the linearly implicit Ros3 method. In this work, 
wee investigate the local error of both techniques, in particular, in the polar regions. 
Furthermore,, we investigate their numerical dispersion relations to analyze their 
influencee on the characteristic waves of the shallow water problem. 
Inn meteorological practice, operator splitting techniques are considered unfit 
too solve the SW7Es when they split the advection and Coriolis terms. Together 
thesee terms generate so called Rossby waves, which describe an important part 
off atmospheric dynamics. The separate treatment of the advection and Coriolis 
termss appears to jeopardize a correct representation of the Rossby waves and there-
fore,, appears to obstruct a correct representation of the atmospheric tendency to 
geostrophicc balance. We will show that Ros3 with AMF solves the Rossby waves 
accurately. . 
Thee theoretical analysis of the local error and the numerical dispersion relations 
servess to demonstrate that Ros3 with AMF is particularly useful to efficiently inte-
gratee the SWEs in time on high resolution grids. In addition, the results are used 
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too illustrate that a certain skepticism with respect to operator splitting methods is 
justified.. The theoretical results will be confirmed by numerical experiments on the 
SWEss testset. 
Thiss paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the SWEs in spherical 
coordinatess and gives a simplified formulation in a local Cartesian frame of reference. 
Inn Section 5.3, we consider the time integration methods, Ros3 with AMF and 
Strangg splitting. Special attention is paid to accuracy and stability. Section 5.4 
too Section 5.6 contain the actual comparisons between Ros3 with AMF and Strang 
splitting.. Section 5.4 focuses on the local error of both methods when applied to the 
linearizedd SWEs in spherical coordinates. In Section 5.5. we analyze their numerical 
dispersionn relations and demonstrate their influence on the characteristic waves 
associatedd with the original shallow water problem. In Section 5.6, we verify our 
theoreticall results with numerical experiments. For that purpose, we concentrate 
onn three test cases of the SWEs testset, i.e., Test 2, global steady-state non-linear 
zonall geostrophic flow, Test 5, zonal flow over an isolated mountain, and Test 6, 
thee Rossby-Haurwitz wave. Finally, we formulate our conclusions in Section 5.7. 
5.22 The SWEs in spherical geometry 
Thee Shallow Water Equations on the sphere describe a flow in a shallow homoge-
neouss incompressible and inviscid fluid layer on a rotating sphere. Since they cover 
importantt aspects of the horizontal dynamical behavior of the atmosphere, these 
equationss serve as a first prototype of a circulation model. More specifically, they 
regardd the atmosphere as a thin layer in which the density is uniform and constant 
andd in which viscous effects can be ignored. In this section, we briefly recall their 
formulation,, see also [42.88]. For a thorough derivation, we refer to [6,26,55,82]. 
Lett (A, 0, t) denote the independent variables longitude, A £ [0. 27r), latitude, 
óó E [—7r/2,7r/2]. and time, t > 0. Let u be the velocity in longitudinal direction 
definedd by u — a/cos(0) dA/di, v the velocity in latitudinal direction defined by 
vv = a d(p/dt and H the depth of the fluid layer. Let h denote the height of the free 
surfacee above the sphere at sea level, i.e., h = H + hs, where hs accounts for the 
orographyy of the Earth and define u as the horizontal velocity field (u.v). Finally, 
lett a denote the radius of the Earth, g the gravitational constant, and ƒ the Coriolis 
parameter,, 2Qsm<p, with Q the angular velocity of the Earth. The shallow water 
equationss on the sphere are then formulated as 
—-—- + V • (Huu) = ƒ + - t an0 Hv - -^— - f ^— '2 ', 5.1 
atat a acos<p oX acosd) o\ 
———— + V • (Hvu) = - ( ƒ + -tm\é)Hu — ——. (5.2 
atat a a oq) a OQ 
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dt dt 
wheree the divergence operator is defined by 
dH dH 
++ V • (Hu) = 0, (5.3) 
VV -u = 
acos0 acos0 
dudu d(v cos 0) 
~d\~d\ + dó :5.4i i 
Thee above equations are given in flux-form, which directly originates from the cor-
respondingg conservation laws. The first and second equation describe conservation 
off momentum in longitudinal and latitudinal direction, respectively. The third 
equationn is known as the continuity equation. The source terms on the right hand 
sidee are connected to the Coriolis force, the curvature terms, and the hydrostatic 
pressuree gradient force. 
5.2.11 The locally Cartesian form of the SWEs 
Too facilitate the analysis of the numerical dispersion relations of our time integra-
tionn methods, see Section 5.5. we also rely on a simpler version of the SWEs. viz. 
thee SWEs in a locally Cartesian frame of reference. These equations are valid in a 
midlatitudee synoptic system, which types of motion are common in dynamic mete-
orologicall practice. Based on midlatitude synoptic scale analysis, we are allowed to 
neglectt the curvature terms in equations (5.1)-(5.3). In addition, we assume that 
thee Earth is an ideal sphere, i.e., hs = 0. Using the flux form, the SWEs in a locally 
Cartesiann frame of reference are then defined as 
dHudHu dHu2 dHuv d(\H2)
 £ u 
++ — — + —— +  L - fHv = 0, (5.5) 
dtdt dx ay dx 
dHvdHv dHuv dHv2 d(\H2)
 £rj 
dtdt dx ay dy 
dHdH dHu dHv _ 
dtdt dx dy 
wheree the x- and y-coordinate are everywhere aligned with the local east- and 
northwardd direction, respectively, u and v denote the velocity components in these 
directions.. Note that the absence of the curvature terms does not affect any analysis 
concerningg the impact of splitting the Coriolis force from the advection terms in 
numericall time integration methods. 
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5.33 The time integration methods 
InIn this section we discuss the third-order Rosenbrock method (Ros3) combined with 
approximatee matrix factorization (AMF) and a Strang splitting method. These 
integrationn methods solve general non-linear ODE systems w — F(w) with w 6 IRm. 
Notee that any semi-discrete system of the SWEs fits into this framework, because 
thee SWEs describe a pure initial value problem. These methods were also discussed 
inn our earlier papers [43] and [44], respectively. 
Bothh integration methods rely on a splitting principle, but on a different level 
inn the solution process. Strang splitting is an operator splitting method, see [75]. 
Itt splits the different operators in the original PDE problem and solves them inde-
pendentlyy in successive substeps. Approximate matrix factorization simplifies the 
integrationn by factorizing the linear systems to be solved in the linearly implicit 
Ros33 method, such that these solves become less expensive. 
Besidess a general description of these methods, we will discuss their stability 
properties,, which are of particular interest for meteorological applications. When 
calculatingg on a high resolution latitudinal-longitudinal grid, most time integration 
methods,, read explicit methods, suffer from a severe restriction on the applicable 
timee step. Since high resolution grids are the future trend, it is important to develop 
timee integration methods which avoid such a limitation, see [86]. 
5.3.11 The third-order Rosenbrock method with approximate 
matrixx factorization 
WTee first concern ourselves with the third-order two-stage Rosenbrock method, see [13, 
25.43], , 
WW
nn + 1
 = «;" + 1 ^ + 1^2, (5.8) 
55 fei = TF(W71). 
SkSk22 = rF(wn + lk1)-^kl, 
SS = ( J - 7 r J ) w i t h 7 = i + i v / 3 , 
wheree T = tn+i—tn denotes the step size, wn denotes the numerical solution which 
approximatess the exact solution w at time tn, and J = F'(wn) denotes the Jacobian 
matrixx dF/dw of F (w) at w = wn. This method is called linearly implicit, since it 
requiress the solution of two linear systems with the matrix (I—^rJ). In this sense, 
thee method is intermediate between explicit and implicit Runge-Kutta methods. 
Thee Rosenbrock method is A-stable with stability function, 
2z2z hz2 - z 
R(z)R(z) = 1 + + -^ 2-
1 - 7 ^^ ( 1 - 7 * ) 
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seee [25]. A-stability is attractive as it implies unconditional stability in the sense of 
Fourier-Vonn Neumann analysis [24.82] for stable linear PDE problems. 
AA drawback of the Ros3 method (5.8) is that for multidimensional applications 
solvingg twice per time step a linear system with the matrix I — ^ rJ is expensive. 
Too reduce computational costs, while preserving A-stability and third-order accu-
racy,, we therefore apply approximate matrix factorization. To demonstrate this 
technique,, we rewrite the original ODE system as 
ww = F(w) = Fx(w) + Fc(w). (5.9) 
wheree Fx and F0 denote semi-discrete operators in longitudinal and latitudinal 
direction,, respectively. In general. F also contains source terms, the distribution 
off which is not immediately evident from the definition of FA and F0. At this 
pointt we only assume that the source terms are distributed over Fx and F0 in some 
appropriatee manner. A detailed discussion on the distribution of the source terms 
iss presented in Section 5.5.3. 
Thee idea of approximate matrix factorization (AMF). see e.g. [2.14.34.54], is to 
redefinee S by 
S={I-S={I-11TJTJXX){I-ITJ){I-ITJ00).). Jx = F'x{wn). J0=Fo(wn). (5.10) 
Thiss significantly reduces the computational costs associated with the linear system 
solution.. Instead of solving two huge two-dimensional linear systems per time step, 
wee only have to solve four one-dimensional linear systems, each of which is uncou-
pledd per grid line. While improving efficiency, Ros3 with AMF does not compromise 
thee favorable properties of the original Ros3 method. First, Ros3 with AMF re-
mainss third-order accurate, see [43]. Second. Ros3 with AMF remains A-stable with 
stabilityy function. 
2z2z 2-z 
R(zR(zxx.. z<t>) = l + — + 2—T- -2 . 
(ii - 72A) ( i - ~fz0) (i _ 1Zxy (i _ 1Z4)y 
wheree z = Z\ + z^, see Theorem 3.1 in [43] (Theorem 2). Theorem 3.1 implies 
thatt for matrices J\ and J0 which have a common complete system of eigenvectors, 
unconditionall stability holds for stable linear problems in the sense of Fourier-Von 
Neumannn analysis. Note that this is the case if these matrices commute. Although 
inn general the matrices J\ and 3$ do not commute, the theorem gives an indication 
forr unconditional stability in practical applications. 
5.3.22 The second-order Strang splitting method 
Strangg splitting belongs to the family of operator splitting methods. Operator 
splittingg is based on the idea that most time-dependent ODE or PDE systems 
cann be splitted additively in ODE or PDE systems which are simpler to solve. 
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Wee can think for instance of the earlier subdivision of F in a longitudinal and a 
latitudinall part, respectively. In each time step of the operator splitting method 
thee subprocesses are treated separately using a certain order of reappearance. We 
adoptt the symmetrical order of reappearance proposed by Strang [75], for which he 
provedd second-order consistency. 
Wee demonstrate this form of symmetrical Strang splitting for system (5.9). Let 
thee numerical solution wn approximate w at time tn and let r = tn+\—tn denote the 
stepp size. Furthermore, let wi(t) denote the solution of the subprocess wi — F\(«,'i) 
etc.. Solving the substeps sequentially, one Strang splitting step from time tn to tn+\ 
iss given by 
wiwi = Fx(wi). wi(tn) = wn. 
ww22 = F,/, {w2). w2{tn) =w1(tn + J ) . 
ww33 = Fx (w3), w3(tn + \) = w2(tn + 
=S>>
 w
n+1
 =w3(tn + r). (5.14) 
Thiss process is second order in time under the assumption that the subprocesses are 
solvedd exactly or numerically with an integration method of at least order two. The 
errorr introduced by the splitting is called the splitting error. In case of commuting 
operators,, i.e., F^F^ - F^F\ = 0, this splitting error is zero, see [44.65,66]. In 
practice,, most systems do not commute, so we always have a splitting error. 
5.44 The local error 
InIn this section, we focus on the structure of the local error for both integration meth-
ods.. Our interest is in these errors in the polar regions. In actual applications, the 
locall error of the Strang splitting method appears to increase significantly towards 
thee poles as opposed to Ros3 with AMF. 
Wee analyze the local error for the 'frozen' linearized system of equations derived 
fromm (5.1)-(5.4). Let us linearize around a constant state vector q — (Hu, Hv. H)T. 
wheree the upper bar refers to 'frozen' variables. Substituting q = q + q' in (5.1) 
(5.4).. the resulting linearized system reads 
QtQt + Aqx + Bq<p = Ccurq + Ccorq. (5.15) 
for£nn <t<tn+i. (5.11) 
foTtfoTtnn <t<tn+1. (5.12) 
f o r i n + ii < t < t n + i , (5.13) 
withh the matrices A and B, 
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andd the force matrices Ccur and Ccor. 
// 2 t a n tf> — 2 t a n <p — 2 t a n t 
t ^cu r r ^ c u r j ^ ^ 
t a nn 0 
tann o /—2 ( ü - ü 2 ) ) t>corr — 
/ / 
/ oo ƒ o ^ 
- ƒ 00 0 
VV o o o / 
(5.17) ) 
wheree we omitted the apostrophes in equation (5.15) and assumed the Earth to 
bee ideal, i.e., hs = 0. Next, we define a uniform lat-lon grid with cell-centered grid 
pointss (Xi,(f)j), 
A, , AA, , AAA = 
2TT T 
nL L 
0jj = - 7 7 + \J i WW A^=AA = -^, 
nL, , 
nP. . 
andd let the grid function qij(t) denote the semi-discrete approximation to the so-
lutionn q(\i,<t>j,t) of (5.15) on this grid. Spatially discretizating system (5.15) then 
yieldss the following ODE system, 
dt dt —— L qij: L — LA + LB + CCUT + Ccor, (5.18) ) 
wheree LA — -AD\ and LB = -BD^. The matrices A and B are evaluated in each 
gridd cell. DA and D 0 are linear difference operators in longitudinal and latitudinal 
direction,, respectively. For instance, for a second order central discretization, they 
read d 
^(t>Qi,j^(t>Qi,j = 
Qi+l.jQi+l.j — Qi-1,3 
AA A 
Qi.jQi.j + 1 ~ Qi,j-l 
withh C, 
Lett L\ and L& denote the linear splitting operators. 
L\L\ qUj = [LA + Ccxlrk + C c o rJ qi,j-, (5.19) 
LLéé qij = [LB + CCUT<p + Ccor0] quj, (5.20) 
== CCOT. System (5.18) can then be •' UTAA "T" L-cur^ — L'cur a n d OCOrA ~r C< 
writtenn as 
dt dt —— L\ qUJ + L(p qij. (5.2i; ; 
Thee distribution of the source terms over L\ and L$ is partly fixed. The linearized 
curvaturee terms CcurA and CCUTiJ> read 
C^curr \ — 
0 0 
22 tan<ft 
a a 
0 0 
Ccu r AA — 
22 t a n 
a a 
0 0 
0 0 
<p <p V V 22 t a n é — 
^^ U 
a a 
22 t a n A — 
-- V 
a a 
t a nn <j> 
uvuv \ 
(5.22) ) 
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Thee first matrix, CcurA, is exclusively connected to the curvature terms in the 
originall SWEs system associated with a change in orientation of the unit vector 
inn longitudinal direction, see [32]. Similarly, the second matrix, CCUÏ0, contains 
matrixx entries related to the linearized curvature terms associated with a change 
inn orientation of the unit vector in latitudinal direction. However, this matrix also 
containss part of the divergence operator. Of course, other splittings are possible, 
butt only splitting (5.22) is natural. With respect to the Coriolis terms, no additional 
assumptionss are made. 
Observee that system (5.21) fits into the framework (5.9) with the additional 
advantagee that F\(w) and F$(w) are linear functions. Therefore, we can analyze 
thee local Strang splitting and Ros3 with AMF error for the general linear ODE 
system, , 
ww = F(w) = F\(w) + F<p(w) with F'x = constant. F^ = constant. (5.23) 
Lett w(tn) denote the exact solution of system (5.23) at time tn and let wn+1 denote 
thee numerical solution after one time step with a particular time integration method 
fromm initial condition wn — w(tn). The local error is then defined as 
wheree || • || denotes a suitable norm, e.g., the L^- or Z/2-norm. Assume that each 
off the substeps in the Strang splitting method is solved exactly in time. Omitting 
higherr order terms, Taylor expansion of w(tn+i) and wn+1 around the exact solution 
w(tw(tnn)) then yields 
sKK
 a« * è I  F*FxF* M*»)) - 2 F ' xK ( F* M'»)) + F* M*«))) + 
Strangg ^ 4 
F^F'F^F'xx(F(Fxx(w(t(w(tnn))+AF))+AF(j)(j)(w(t(w(tnn)))-2F^F)))-2F^Fxx(w(t(w(tnn)))) || r3 . (5.24) 
Similarly,, we obtain the following local error for Ros3 with AMF, 
KZKZ * I  (- + -V2.)F'F'F/F(w(tn)) + 
JocRo ss " \ 2 4 36 / 
( ^^ + ^ ) {FxF^F' + F'FxF^F(w(tn)) || r4 . (5.25) 
Inn the polar regions, the linear splitting operators (5.19) and (5.20) are domi-
natedd by the curvature terms, i.e., L\~CCUTx and L^~Ccur<Ji. The largest matrix 
entriess of CCUTx and CCUTtJ> behave as ü2/(acos4>) or ïï/(acos0), respectively, which 
rapidlyy increases towards the poles. We here assume that ü and v behave similarly. 
Consequently,, the largest entries of F'x and F^ behave as u/(acos0) or u 2 / (acos0) 
inn the polar regions. Given (5.24) and (5.25), we then find 
KtLKtLnene ~ (üirü/iacos]^))3) and E ^ ~ (ïï (rü/(a cos |0|))4) . (5.26) 
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Notee that these estimates are based on a Taylor expansion and the ommittance 
off higher order terms, which is only valid, when the quotient TVL/(CLcos4>np) is 
sufficientlyy small. 
Forr realistic values of r , % and grid resolution Ad>, the expressions in (5.26) 
demonstratee that the local Strang splitting error becomes much larger in the po-
larr regions than the local Ros3 with AMF error. This is exemplified in Fig-
uree 5.1. where we assume a typical fine grid resolution, i.e.. AA = A</> = 7r/nP 
withh L =180. v, = lOm/s, and a step size T = 300S (r < acos0 n P ) . In 
thiss figure, the quotients from equations (5.26) are plotted over a latitudinal range 
èè e [ir/2 - 9TT/(2 * nP). TT/2 - n/{2 * nP)]. viz. the last five latitudinal grid points 
nextt to north pole. For Strang splitting, the local error increases rapidly in a band 
off three grid cells away from the pole. The increase of the local error of Ros3 with 
AMFF on the other hand, is minor, and this error is significantly smaller as opposed 
too Strang splitting. 
x10~' ' 
1-5--
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Figuree 5.1: The quotient U(TU/ (acos0))3 for Strang splitting (dashed) and 
thee quotient ü (rü/ (acos</>))4 for Ros3 with AMF (solid) over a latitudinal range 
066 [TT/2-9 7r/(2 *nP), 7r/2-7r/(2*nP)], (nP = 180, r = 300s). 
5.55 The dispersion relations 
Inn meteorological practice, splitting methods are approached with a certain skepti-
cism.. It is considered unwise to split the process associated with advection waves 
fromm the Coriolis terms. Together, these processes generate so called Rossby waves, 
whichh describe an important part of atmospheric dynamics. Treating these pro-
cessess separately appears to jeopardize a correct representation of these waves and, 
therefore,, apparently obstructs a correct representation of the atmospheric tendency 
too geostrophic balance. To investigate this matter, we focus on the dispersion rela-
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tionss of the time integration methods and compare them to the dispersion relation 
off the original problem. This analysis will show how the time integration method 
affectss the amplitude and propagation velocity of the waves which build up the 
originall solution. 
5.5.11 The exact dispersion relation 
Since,, in this section, we are primarily interested in the effects of different splittings 
off the advection term from the Coriolis term, it is sufficient to consider the SWEs 
inn a local Cartesian frame of reference, (5.5) (5.7). To derive the exact dispersion 
relation,, we first linearize system (5.5)-(5.7) around a constant state vector q — 
(Ü,(Ü, V, H)T, where the upper bar refers to frozen variables. We substitute u = U+u'', 
vv — V + v' and H — H + h' in the equations, which gives 
dudu
 TTdu Tdu dh 
—— + U— + V— + g — - fv = 0, (5.27) 
atat ox ay ox 
dvdv
 TTdv Tdv dh 
^^ + U—+V—+g— + fu = 0, (5.28) 
atat ox ay ay 
otot ox ay ox oy 
wheree we omitted the upper bars and apostrophes for clarity. We then assume the 
harmonicc wave solution, 
qq = {u,v.h)T = q(t)el(klX + k2y) with q{t) = qe^K (5.30) 
wheree k—(k\, k2)T G M, wGC and q — constant denote the wave number, the fre-
quencyy and the amplitude of the wave, respectively. The frequency u) can be broken 
downn into an imaginary part Im(cj), which corresponds to damping or amplification, 
andd a real part Re{w), which corresponds to propagation. With propagation, we 
associatee the phase velocity cp defined by 
Re(u;) ) 
whichh says that any particular phase surface, i.e., a surface with a constant phase 
99 — k\x + k^y — Re(w) t, moves with normal velocity cp in the direction of k. When 
thee phase velocity depends on the wavenumber k, the wave is called dispersive. 
Substitutingg the harmonic wave solution into equations (5.27)-(5.29) yields 
// -iw + Uiki + Vik2 - ƒ gih \ 
ƒƒ -iu) + Uikx + Vik2 gik2 9 = 0. (5.31) 
\\ Hikx Hik2 -iu + Uih + Vik2 I 
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AA non-trivial harmonic wave solution of (5.27)-(5.29) exists when system (5.31) is 
singular.. In that case, the determinant of the matrix should be zero. i.e.. 
dett = Ü3 +j(f2 + gH (kf + k%)) = 0 (5.32) 
withh ÜJ = -iw + Uiki + Vik2. Equation (5.32) relates the frequency LJ to the 
wavenumberr k = {k1.k2)T. This relation is called the dispersion relation. The 
dispersionn relation (5.32) allows three different harmonic wave solutions with fre-
quencies. . 
{{UkUkll+Vk+Vk22.. for j = l. 
Uk,Uk, + Vk2 - V / 2 + 9Ü {k\ + k2). for j = 2, (5.33) 
UkUkYY + Vk2 + ^p + gH (k2 + k22), for j - 3 . 
andd corresponding amplitudes. 
f-gk2\f-gk2\ / igk2f T gki V / 2 + gH (k'{ + fcj) \ 
&& = ^ i • 92,3 = -ighf T gk2y/f2 + gH{k'l + k22) . (5.34) 
\ - ' / // \ gH ) 
Thee first family of waves are known as the vorticity or advection waves, which are 
sloww waves. The second and the third family of waves are called Poincaré waves, 
whichh imply pure gravity waves when f2 <C gH\k\2. These waves are considered to 
bee fast. Note that none of these waves involves damping. 
5.5.22 The numerical dispersion relations 
Inn this section we derive the numerical dispersion relations of our time integration 
methods.. The numerical dispersion relation is obtained in a similar manner as for 
thee exact problem, i.e., by assuming a harmonic wave solution for the numerical 
schemee associated with the time integration method. The resulting frequencies 
differr from the original ones in both the imaginary and real part. The first leads 
too a wave with a different amplitude, which is called dissipation or accumulation. 
Thee second leads to a wave with a different propagation or phase velocity, which is 
calledd dispersion. 
Thee Ros3 method combined with approximate matrix factorization 
Wee first focus on the numerical dispersion relation associated with the third-order 
Rosenbrockk method combined with approximate matrix factorization. Normally, a 
numericall dispersion relation is discussed in connection to a difference scheme, which 
iss the result of a certain discretization in space and integration in time [82]. Below, 
wee analyze the numerical dispersion relation associated with the time integration 
methodd for the continuous form of the linearized SWEs. 
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Wee write the linearized equations (5.27)-(5.29) in matrix form, 
^~~\H^~~\H Ï U ) ^ + \ 0 )~\0 I V )°y \ 0 
Substitutionn of (5.30) into equation (5.35) yields the following ODE system for the 
Fourierr transform q(t), 
dqdq (U 0 g \ / 0 / 0 \ 
- 11 = -iki [ 0 U 0 \q + 0 0 0 \q + 
dtdt
 \ H 0 U ) \ 0 0 0 / 
VV 0 0 \ 
-ik-ik22 I 0 V g )q + | - ƒ 0 0 ] q. (5.36) 
00 II V j 
Next,, we apply Ros3 with AMF to system (5.36), where we divide the right-hand 
sidee of (5.36) into a part depending on the wavenumber k\ and a part depending 
onn the wavenumber &2, i-e., 
^-^- = A{kx)q^B{k2)q. (5.37) 
at at 
Thiss distribution corresponds to a dimensional splitting similar to (5.9). Note that 
withh the specification of A(ki) and B(k2) the distribution of the Coriolis terms over 
thesee matrices is not yet fixed. At this point, we assume that A{k\) contains the first 
Corioliss matrix of equation (5.36) and B(k2) contains the second. In Section 5.5.3, 
otherr distributions will be considered. 
Thee application of Ros3 with AMF to (5.36) yields 
qqn+ln+l=R{r,A{k=R{r,A{kll),B{k),B{k22))q))qnn)) (5.38) 
wheree q n denotes the approximation of the Fourier transform q(t) at time t — tn 
andd the amplification factor R(r,A(ki), B{k2)) is defined by the stability function, 
RRrosros{r,{r, A,B) = I + 2rS~l {A + B) + r 5 " : Q r (A + B) - I] S~1(A + B) 
withh the matrix S = (I — 'yrA) (I — -yrB). For a further discussion on this stability 
function,, we refer to our earlier paper [43]. 
Too derive the numerical dispersion relation, we then substitute the numerical 
harmonicc wave solution, 
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intoo (5.38) to obtain 
MMroro*q*q = e-i"™Tq with Mros= RTOS{r.A{kl).B{k2)). 
Thiss gives the following numerical dispersion relation. 
ln(AA/ros .) ) 
UTOSJUTOSJ = — — i. (5.40) 
T T 
wheree AA/ros denotes the j - t h eigenvalue of the matrix A/ros. Note that these eigen-
valuess can be complex, allowing both dispersion and dissipation or accumulation. A 
thoroughh analysis of the frequencies given by (5.40) will show how the corresponding-
wavess relate to the waves of the original problem, see Section 5.5.3. 
Thee Strang splitting method 
Next,, we derive the numerical dispersion relation associated with the Strang split-
tingg method. For its derivation, we adopt the same approach as above. So. we 
commencee from system (5.37) to which we apply the Strang splitting method. In 
thiss case, the amplification factor R(T, A(ki), B(k2)) is defined by 
7?str(r.. A. B) = exp (jQj exp (BT) exp (A^\ . 
Postulatingg the harmonic wave solution (5.39) for the Fourier transform q(t) and 
followingg the same reasoning as above, we arrive at the following dispersion relation, 
l n (A*w, ) ) 
^«trjj = — ~ I- (5.41) 
wheree Aj\/str denotes the j - t h eigenvalue of the matrix A/Str ~ RSU(T, A(ki), B(k2)). 
5.5.33 An evaluation of the dispersion relations 
Inn this section, we compare the exact and numerical dispersion relations (5.33), (5.40) 
andd (5.41) to examine how well the numerical methods represent the characteristic 
wavess of the original problem. The numerical method can damp or amplify these 
wavess and change their phase velocity. Furthermore, the relations (5.40) and (5.41) 
cann be used to investigate the effects of specific splittings of the advection from the 
Corioliss terms. The question is whether these splittings significantly influence the 
accuracyy and/or stability of the resulting numerical method. We can easily redo 
thee analysis of Section 5.5.2 to provide the correct numerical dispersion relations for 
aa particular redistribution of the forces over the subprocesses in longitudinal and 
latitudinall direction. 
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Inn order to analyze the dispersion relations, we choose a typical setting of the 
parameterss U, V. H. g and ƒ. Since our original system (5.5)-(5.7) is based on 
midlatitudee synoptic scale analysis, we apply synoptic scale values for these quan-
tities,, i.e.. U = V = lOm/s, H = 104m. and ƒ = 2S7sin(7r/4), see [32]. The 
gravitationall constant g is given as g = 9.8 m/s2 . Furthermore, we must spec-
ifyy the range of wave numbers in which we are interested. For convenience, we 
writee the wave number vector k = {k\,k,2)T in terms of its length |fcj and its direc-
tionn 3, so k = (k\, &2)T = (\k\ cos,3. \k\ sin/?)T. We focus on wave number vectors 
withh length jfc| = 1. These wave numbers include the family of advective waves 
withh velocity £7 cos/3 + V sm3 and the two families of gravity waves with velocities 
UU cos 3 + V sin 3  \/gH, where we used ƒ <Si y/gH. Finally, it is important to notice 
thatt we are calculating in a local Cartesian frame of reference. Observe that the 
distancee Ax in the local frame of reference corresponds to a radial change of the 
longitude,, AA. The corresponding distance on the sphere then reads acos0AA. 
Therefore,, the stepsizes for mid-latitudinal motion in the local and global frame of 
reference,, riocai and Tgi0bai- are related as 
Tgiobaii = acos(7r/4) riocai « 4.5 • 106 r ] ocai . 
Wee elaborate the numerical dispersion relations for increasing step sizes. The 
minimumm and maximum value of the imaginary parts of the corresponding frequen-
ciess are given in Table 5.1. The minimum and maximum values are calculated over 
33 € [0. 27T). Observe that the corresponding frequencies of the original waves have 
noo imaginary part. The positive imaginary parts of the frequencies in Table 5.1 
thenn illustrate that a Strang splitting method tends to amplify both advection and 
gravityy waves. 
Inn case of Ros3 with AMF no such behavior is found. Each wave is either damped 
byy the numerical method or propagates with a constant amplitude. Note that this 
behaviorr characterizes the A-stability property. Furthermore, the results indicate 
thatt Ros3 with AMF damps the various waves more rigorously than Strang splitting. 
Forr all step sizes considered, the minimum values of the imaginary parts are smaller 
forr Ros3 with AMF than for Strang splitting. In addition, for Ros3 with AMF, the 
fastt gravity waves are more strongly damped than the slow advective wave. The 
dampingg of Strang splitting does not distinguish between slow and fast waves. 
Finally,, we focus on the imaginary parts of the frequencies for a common step 
sizee T]ocai. Assume Ax = 27r/360. which corresponds to a fine uniform lat-lon grid 
withh AA = A0 = 27r/360. For the given synoptic values, we can then derive a 
maximall step size riocai prescribed by the CFL-restriction. when solving the SWEs 
byy means of a third-order Runge-Kutta method, see [43], 
r loca,, = Ax/{U + yfg~H) = 5.4 • l (T 5s . 
Forr this step size, both methods behave excellently. In particular, their influence 
onn the important advective wave is negligible. 
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^"local l 
1 0 - 5 5 
10" 4 4 
100 - 3 
10"" 2 
Strang g 
min n max x 
- 0 . 7 8 - 10 - 1 °° 0.67-
- 0 . 8 9 - 1 0 - 1 00 0.11 
-0 .122 • IO" 9 0.13 
-0 .211 • 10~8 0.21 
-0 .111 • I O - 8 0.11 
-0 .111 • i o - 8 0.11 
- 0 . 2 1 - 1 0 " 66 0.21 
- 0 . 1 1 - IO* 66 0.11 
- 0 . 1 1 - IO " 66 0.11 
-0 .266 • I O - 4 0.26 
-0 .133 • 10~4 0.13 
-0 .133 • 10^ 4 0.13 
io- i° ° 
i o - 9 9 
i o - 9 9 
IO"8 8 
IO"8 8 
IO" 8 8 
IO"6 6 
IO"6 6 
ioo - 6 
IO - 4 4 
IO"4 4 
IO"4 4 
Ros33 with AMF 
min n max x 
- 0 . 1 8 - IO " 88 0 
- 0 . 98 -- IO - 6 - 0 .39 - 10~6 
-0 .988 • I O - 6 -0 .39 • IO" 6 
- 0 . 1 8 - IO " 55 0 
-0 .988 • IO" 3 -0 .39 • IO - 3 
-0 .988 • IO" 3 -0 .39 • IO" 3 
- 0 . 1 7 - I O - 22 -0 .90 • IO - 6 
-0 .866 - 10° -0 .37 • 10° 
-0 .866 • 10° -0 .37 • 10° 
- 0 . 6 0 - I O ' 11 - 0 . 1 2 - IO " 1 
-0 .244 • IO2 -0 .20 • IO2 
-0 .244 .IO2 -0 .21 • IO2 
Tablee 5.1: Minimum and maximum values of the imaginary part of the frequencies for 
Strangg splitting and Ros3 with AMF. The results are presented for splitting (5.42). The 
maximaa are calculated for wave numbers k — (sin(/3), cos(/5)), with 3 € [0,2ir). For 
eachh step size Tiocai, the extrema associated with the numerical advection (jf = 1) and the 
numericall gravity waves (j = 2,3) are listed. 
Thee relative errors in the phase velocities are displayed in Table 5.2. The relative 
errorr is defined as follows. 
EE _ R e ( ^ num) - Re(Uexact) 
Re(u; e x a c t ) ) 
Tablee 5.2 illustrates t ha t the Strang splitting method does not affect the phase 
velocityy of the advection wave. The gravity waves are changed by this method. 
Ros33 with AMF on the other hand, affects both phase velocities, although its effect 
onn the gravity waves is minor compared to Strang splitting for r i o c a i < I O - 3 s. In 
meteorologicall practice, however, numerical methods are assessed by their capability 
too represent the advective wave. At large step sizes, r io c a i = I O - 3 and r io c a i = 10~2 , 
Ros33 with AMF poorly represents the advective wave phase velocities as opposed 
too S t rang splitting. For common step sizes though, Tiocai = IO - 4 and T]ocai = IO - 5 , 
Ross 3 with AMF has almost no effect on the advective wave phase velocity. 
Thee effect of a specific split t ing of the Coriolis and advection term on the stability 
propert iess is studied by a comparison of the imaginary parts of the frequencies for 
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7"local l 
10"5 5 
10-4 4 
10-3 3 
10-2 2 
max x 
Strang g 
0 0 
0.111 • 10-6 
0.111 • 10 - 6 
0 0 
0.111 • 10"4 
0.111 • 10~4 
0 0 
0.111 • 10 - 2 
0.111 • 10"2 
0 0 
0.13 3 
0.13 3 
(Ec(Ecpp) ) 
Ros33 with AMF 
0.58-- 10"13 
0.111 • 10-10 
0.111 • 10 - 1 0 
3.09-- 10-10 
0.111 • 10~6 
0.111 • 10-6 
0.26-- lO-4 
0.10-- lO - 3 
0.10-- 10"3 
0.35 5 
0.33 3 
0.33 3 
Tablee 5.2: Maximum value of the relative errors in the phase velocities for Strang splitting 
andd Ros3 with AMF. The maxima are calculated for wave numbers k = (sin(/?), cos(/3)), 
withh f3 6 [0, 2TT). For each step size riocai , the extrema associated with the numerical 
advectionn (j — 1) and the numerical gravity waves (j = 2,3) are listed. 
threee different splittings. These are 
A(ki)A(ki) — -iki 
A(kA(k11)) = -
UU 0 g 
A(kA(k11)) = -ik1 ( 0 U 0 
H O U U 
B{kB{k22)) = -ik2 
,, B{k2) = -ik2 
B{kB{k22)) = -ik2 
V V 
-if -if 
0 0 
VV 0 
00 V 
00 H 
V V 
llkk2 2 
0 0 
0 0 
V V 
H H 
0 0 
9 9 
V V 
llkk2 2 
V V 
H H 
0 0 
9 9 
V V 
\ \ 
)
0 0 
9 9 
V V 
(5.42) ) 
(5.43) ) 
.. (5.44) 
Thee first splitting is already examined above. The second and third splitting involve 
noo directional separation of the Coriolis terms. In Table 5.1, the minimum and 
maximumm value of the imaginary parts of the numerical frequencies are given for 
thee first splitting for Strang splitting and Ros3 with AMF, respectively. For Strang 
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splitting,, the minimal and maximal values for the second and third splitting (5.43)-
(5.44)) are close to zero, so only very small machine representation errors were visible. 
Thee difference of these values as opposed to the values for splitting (5.42) indicate 
thatt amplification or damping by Strang splitting indeed depends on the specific 
splitting.. The method behaves significantly better in case of the second and third 
splitting,, because they involve almost no damping or amplification. Ros3 with AMF 
onn the other hand, is almost indifferent to the details of the splitting. The entries 
off the minimum and maximum value for the second and third splitting were almost 
identicall to the entries of splitting (5.42). 
5.66 Numerical experiments 
Inn this section, we continue our comparison between Ros3 with AMF and Strang 
splittingg by an assessment of these methods when applied to test cases of the well-
establishedd SWEs test set [88]. In addition, the numerical experiments serve to 
verifyy the theoretical results found in Section 5.4 and 5.5. 
Bothh methods are used to integrate the system of ODEs resulting from spatially 
discretizingg the full non-linear system of SWEs on the rotating sphere (5.1) (5.4). 
Calculationss are done on a uniform lat-lon grid. As spatial discretization scheme, 
wee apply a finite volume method, viz. an Osher scheme combined with the (K— h)-
schemee for the constant state interpolation, which proved to be well suited for 
solvingg the SWEs in spherical geometry, see [42], Since the resulting ODE system 
iss too difficult to be solved exactly, we have to specify the integration methods 
whichh are used to solve the substeps in the Strang splitting method. In our earlier 
paper.. Ros3 with AMF proved far more efficient than the RK3 explicit method. 
Consequently.. Strang splitting can only be cost effective when it is combined with 
ann implicit time integration method. We therefore apply the Ros3 method (5.8). In 
addition,, this method is third-order accurate, which ensures that the splitting error 
dominatess the total error, and it is A-stable. 
WeWe concentrate on three different test cases from the well-known SWEs test 
sett [88], viz. Test 2, global steady-state non-linear zonal geostrophic flow, Test 5, 
zonall flow over an isolated mountain, and Test 6. a Rossby-Haurwitz wave. All three 
testt cases were discussed in earlier work [43]. Test 2 is used to provide an order 
estimatee for the Strang splitting method similar to the one for Ros3 with AMF found 
inn [43]. Test 5 and 6 are chosen, because they describe 'realistic' instationary flow 
patterns,, and are therefore suitable to truly assess our time integration methods. 
Inn addition, they form an excellent framework to investigate the influence of the 
integrationn methods on various wave-like solutions. Test 5 involves high-amplitude 
gravityy waves. Test 6 describes a slow Rossby-Haurwitz wave, whose flow pattern 
iss very common in practical applications. A correct representation of this last wrave 
iss therefore of great importance. 
Thee presentation of the numerical experiments is divided in two parts. 
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•• First, we investigate the accuracy and efficiency of both methods for a specific 
splitting.. As reference splitting, we use the splitting suggested in our previous 
paper.. The results are used to identify the extent of the errors and their 
locationn on the sphere. The calculations are performed on a high resolution 
grid,, viz. a uniform lat-lon grid with 180 grid points in latitudinal direction 
(nPP = 180) and 360 grid points in longitudinal direction (nL = 360). The step 
sizess of each method are determined by trial and error. For Strang splitting, 
theyy will be the maximal step sizes at which stability is obtained and accuracy 
iss still acceptable. For Ros3 with AMF. the step sizes are chosen such that 
itss results are equally accurate as these of Strang splitting. 
•• Second, we investigate the effects of various splittings on the accuracy and 
efficiencyy of both methods. Calculations are done on a uniform lat-lon grid 
off 90 x 180 grid points in case of Test 5 and on a uniform lat-lon grid of 
1444 x 288 grid points in case of Test 6. These grids are coarser than the 
previouss to confine the error in the polar regions, see Section 5.4. The step 
sizee is fixed for all splittings. 
Inn both parts, the accuracy is expressed by the 1-2- or f^-norm of the relative error 
off the depth of the fluid layer and the absolute errors of the velocity components in 
longitudinal-- and latitudinal direction. In spherical geometry the discrete l^-novm 
andd eno rms are defined as follows, 
U(H) U(H) 
^cc(w)) — 
max x 
max x 
i-3 i-3 
HHitjitj-H{\i.<f>j -H{\i.<f>j 
>M.j>M.j - u{Xi,4>j) 
(5.45) ) 
(5.46) ) 
and d 
12(H) 12(H) Y^iHij-HiXi^j))Y^iHij-HiXi^j))22 cos <j>j / JYiH(Xt^j))2 cos<pj, (5 
i.ji.j I V i.j 
h(u)h(u) = —- Y(Ul-3: ~u(Xi-(i)j)f COS (p j 
1-J 1-J 
47) ) 
(5.48) ) 
wheree Hij etc. denote the approximated solution H etc. at gridpoint (Xi,(f>j) and 
H(Xi,<f)j)H(Xi,<f)j) etc. denote the reference solution H etc. at gridpoint (Aj.<£j). which is 
exactt in case of Test 2 and given by a high resolution spectral method in case of 
Testt 5 and Test 6. Note that hiH) and h{u) are the high-resolution finite volume 
equivalentss of the continuous ^2-no rm defined by Williamson et al in [88]. 
5.6.11 The three test cases from the SWEs test set 
First,, we summarize the three considered test cases from the SWE test set, viz. 
Testt 2. Test 5. and Test 6. Test 2 represents a solid body rotation of which the 
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heightt field and the velocity components in longitudinal and latitudinal direction 
aree defined as follows 
(aQiio(aQiio u\ 
HH = ho — I — (-—)(—cos A cos 0sin o: + sin </> cos a) . (5.49) 
uu — UQ (cos 0 cos a -f sin 0 cos A sin a), (5.50) 
t'' = —«o sin A sin a. (5.51) 
withh ho and UQ given. UQ = 38.6 m/s and gho = 2.94 • 104 m 2 /s 2 . a denotes the 
anglee between the axis of the solid body rotation and the polar axis of the spherical 
coordinatee system. We consider flow over the poles, i.e.. a = IT/2. Test 2 extends 
overr a 5-days interval. 
Testt 5 represents a zonal flow which impinges on a mountain. The mountain 
heightt is prescribed by a cone. 
hshs = hS0 (l - £ ) , (5.52) 
wheree h8(i = 2000 m, R = TT/9, r2 = min[H2, (A - Ac)2 + (0 - 0C)2], Ac = 3TT/2, and 
<p<pcc = 7r/6. The initial zonal flow is given by a solid body rotation parallel to the 
equator.. The initial height and velocity components result from equation (5.49)-
(5.51)) with a = 0, uo = 20 m/s, and ho = 5960 m. The reference solution is 
determinedd by a high resolution spectral method. The simulated time period is 15 
days. . 
Testt 6 consists of a Rossby-Haurwitz wave with a simulation period of 14 days. 
Thee initial condition is provided in [88]. Meteorologists consider this test as stan-
dard,, since similar flow patterns occur in practical applications. A reference solu-
tionn over a fourteen-day interval is provided by a high resolution spectral circulation 
model. . 
5.6.22 Experiments with the reference splitting 
Thee reference splitting 
Inn this section, we specify the reference splitting for which we assess Strang splitting 
andd Ros3 with AMF on a high-resolution grid. Similar to Section 5.4, this splitting 
iss defined by 
^^ = fx(q) + U(q) (5.53) 
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with h 
,,
 a ( Hu* + \gH* \ ( - ^ f f + fHv 
A ( 9 ) = — - T ^ TT Huv + - ^ t a n t f , I- (5-54) 
aa cos ó d\ \ Tj 0 0 
_ 11 / Huvcos<j> \ ( -M^taiL<f> \ 
™™ ^MHv2+H^H2]™*y(^+fT^Hi(5M) 
^^ ^ \ Hvcoscp ) \ 0 / 
Thee curvature terms are distributed over /A and /^ respecting their association with 
aa change of orientation of the corresponding unit vector. This distribution is nat-
ural.. The Coriolis forces are assigned according to the direction of the momentum 
equationss from which they originate. With a minor difference in the distribution 
off the curvature terms, this splitting was successfully applied in [43] for Ros3 with 
AMF. . 
Ann order estimate for Strang splitting 
First,, we illustrate the order behavior of the Strang splitting method. Similar to 
thee order estimate for Ros3 with AMF given in [43], calculations are done on a 
uniformm lat-lon grid with resolution nL = 288 and nP = 144 for varying step sizes. 
Wee concentrate on Test 2. As order estimate, we use the /^-norm of the absolute 
errorr of H and u, defined as 
abs(var)rr = max |var[, t - varp-fJ with rref = 80s, 
i jj u '
wheree var[^ t yields the approximate value of a variable var in gridpoint (Xl7(p3) 
att time t calculated with step size r. Figure 5.2 pictures these norms against 
thee step size r in a log-log plot. Note that we march to the steady-state of the 
semi-discretee problem. The figure illustrates that the order of the Strang splitting 
methodd is slightly higher than two in this case. By theory, second-order consistency 
iss expected as is visualized by the slope of the solid line, which is two. 
Resultss on Test 5 and Test 6 
Inn this section, Ros3 with AMF and Strang splitting are applied to Test 5 and Test 6 
off the SWEs test set. Our interest is in their accuracy and efficiency when used on 
aa high resolution grid. 
Calculationss are done on a uniform lat-lon grid with nL —360 and nP = 180. The 
stepp size is found by trial and error depending on the test case and the integration 
method.. For Strang splitting we apply the following step sizes, r = 216s in case of 
Testt 5, and r — 450 s in case of Test 6. These step sizes are chosen such that the 
resultss are sufficiently accurate and the computation is stable. For Ros3 with AMF, 
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Figuree 5.2: An order estimate for H and u: log(abs(.f/)T) and log(abs(u)T) versus log(r) 
forr the Strang splitting method for Test 2 (markers). The solid lines illustrate formal 
second-orderr accuracy. 
thee step sizes are chosen such that its results are equally accurate as these of Strang 
splitting.. This yields r = 900 s in case of Test 5, and r = 1200 s in case of Test 6. 
Consequently,, Ros3 with AMF is far more efficient than Strang splitting. Strang 
splittingg involves three linear system solves and three flux evaluations per time step, 
wheree we accounted the flux evaluations of F\ and F$ as two flux evaluations. Ros3 
withh AMF involves four linear system solves and four flux evaluations per time step. 
Therefore,, if the step size for Ros3 with AMF is more than 4/3 times as large as 
thee step size of Strang splitting its workload is lower. For r = 900s in case of Test 5 
andd T= 1200 s in case of Test 6, these ratios are 4.17 and 2.67, respectively. Finally, 
wee comment that for Ros3 with AMF, results can be obtained for much larger step 
sizes.. In contrast to Strang splitting. Ros3 with AMF does not suffer from a severe 
stepp size restriction. Note that, eventually, the step size for Ros3 with AMF is 
limitedd by accuracy. For very large step sizes, viz. several hours, Ros3 with AMF 
involvess too much damping to correctly represent the solution, see Table 5.1 with 
Tlocall > 10~3s. 
Figuree 5.3 represents the errors (5.45)-(5.48) for Test 5. The errors are suf-
ficientlyy small, although the sudden increase of the ^ (w ) and loo(v) for Strang 
splittingg is remarkable. This increase is caused by an interaction of the propagated 
spatiall error, initially caused at the foot of the mountain, and the mountain it-
self.. The spatial error is rotated over the sphere in approximately 10 days before it 
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againn impinges on the mountain. As a result, in case of Strang splitting, a sudden 
increasee of the local error is observed. For Ros3 with AMF. this increase is not 
thatt apparent. The spatial errors involve high-frequency waves, which are strongly 
dampedd by Ros3 with AMF. Observe that this explanation agrees with the results 
fromm Section 5.5. The considered step sizes r = 216s and r = 900s in case of Strang 
splittingg and Ros3 with AMF, respectively, correspond to riocai = 4.8 • 10~5 s and 
rr
 local = 2.0 • 10~4 s, respectively. The fact that we do not observe a sudden increase 
off the h{u) and l2(v)-n.ovm f°r Strang splitting, shows that the error increase is 
locall in space. 
Figuree 5.4 represents the errors (5.45)-(5.48) for Strang splitting and Ros3 with 
AMFF in case of Test 6. Again, similar accuracy is obtained, but for different step 
sizess in favor of Ros3 with AMF. The step size applied for Ros3 with AMF is 
againn larger than 4/3 times the stepsize applied for Strang splitting. The Rossby-
Haurwitzz wave represents a low frequency wave and is therefore of particular interest 
too meteorologists. According to Section 5.5, both methods do not significantly affect 
thee advective wave phase velocity. 
Finally.. Figure 5.5 visualizes the relative error of H on the northern hemisphere 
projectedd onto the equatorial plane. This picture clearly demonstrates that the 
Strangg splitting error is large in the polar region as opposed to Ros3 with AMF. 
Thiss result confirms the results of Section 5.4. where we found that on current high 
resolutionn grids Strang splitting suffers more strongly from the pole singularity in 
thee spherical SWEs, observable by large local errors in the polar region. 
5.6.33 Experiments with several other splittings 
Inn this section, we consider several splittings of the SWEs in spherical geometry. 
Thee splittings differ in their distribution of the Coriolis forces over the flux functions 
fxfx and ftp. Since the advection- and curvature terms are strongly connected to a 
specificc direction, their distribution is fixed. So, we have 
dd ( Hu2 + \gH2 \ 
h{q)h{q) = 7 ^7 Huv - I ^ t a n ö > I + fxCot (q) • (5.56) 
aa cos 4> d\ \ TT 
11 d HuvHuv cos (f) \ 
U(q)U(q) = - ^ ^ I ( t f r 2+ ^ # 2 ) c o s 4 > + 
aa cos 0 dp \
 HVCQB4> \ 
aa
~^°+^sH~^°+^sH22 + UCm{q), (5.57) 
00 / 
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Figuree 5.3: The Zoo-norm (fig(a)) and Z2-norm (fig(b)) of the relative error in H (first 
column),, and absolute errors in u and v (second and third column) for Test 5 for Strang 
splittingg (solid) and Ros3 with AMF (dotted) in case of the reference splitting. 
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Figuree 5.4: The Zoo-norm (fig(a)) and /2-norm (fig(b)) of the relative error in H (first 
column),, and absolute errors in u and v (second and third column) for Test 6 for Strang 
splittingg (solid) and Ros3 with AMF (dotted) in case of the reference splitting. 
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(a)) Strang splitting (r = 216s) (b)) Ros3 with AMF (T = 900S) 
Figuree 5.5: Polar view of the relative error in H for Test 5 for Strang splitting (fig(a)) 
andd Ros3 with AMF (fig(b)), in case of the reference splitting. <p £ [g7r, \-K] 
wheree /Acor (q) + foCm (q) = (fHv. -fHu. 0)T. The different splittings are 
/Acorr (q) = (fHv, -fHu, Of, UCor (q) = (0, 0, 0)T . 
hhCoCoAi)Ai) = (o,o,o)J, 
fxfxCoCoAi)Ai) = (fHv,o,o)T, 
fxfxCoCoAq)Aq) = (o,-fHu,of, 
fxfxCaCaAq)Aq) = \(fHv,-fHu.Q)T. 
UUCorCor(q)(q) = (fHv.-fHu.Q)T. 
UcUcoror(q)(q) = (0--fHu.Q)T. 
UUCoCoAq)Aq) = (fHv.0.0)T, 
UUCoCoAq)Aq) = UfHv.-fHu.0)T. 
(fl2f) ) 
(ffl2) ) 
(flf2) ) 
(f2fl) ) 
(fhalf) ) 
wheree the first two splittings involve the complete assignment of the Coriolis forces 
too one direction. The third splitting is the reference splitting investigated in Sec-
tionn 5.6.2. Splitting four and five. (f2fl) and (fhalf). are artificial. Note that the 
firstfirst three splittings were considered before in Section 5.5.3 for the linearized local 
Cartesiann SWEs. 
Wee focus on Test 5 and Test 6 of the SWEs test set. Calculations are done 
onn a 90 x 180 uniform lat-lon grid over a fifteen days time period for Test 5, and 
onn 144 x 288 uniform latdon grid over a fourteen days time period for Test 6, 
respectively.. For Test 5, the Strang splitting method uses a fixed step size r = 900s 
forr all splittings, Ros3 with AMF uses a step size r = 1800 s. The results of Test 6 
aree computed with a step size r = 150s for Strang splitting and r = 450s for Ros3 
withh AMF. The step sizes are chosen such that the results satisfy a given accuracy 
requirementt for the reference splitting. 
Sincee we are mainly interested in the qualitative difference between the results 
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forr the various splittings and in the impact of these splittings on the two integration 
methods,, we introduce the following monitor. 
reld.ff (t. E. S ( .p ) (t)) = £ ( H ( r r f 8 p ) W ) • 
wheree E (H) denotes the 1^- or /2-norm defined in (5.45) and (5.47), t denotes 
thee time at which the solution #( sp) is approximated and (refsp) denotes the ref-
erencee splitting (flf2). Similar expressions can be derived for the longitudinal and 
latitudinall velocity components. 
Figuree 5.6-5.7 represent the relative differences, reldif(t, /2. H), reldif(£ J 2 - u)-
andd reldif(£,h,v) for the several splittings when applied to Test 5 and Test 6. 
Thesee figures demonstrate that it is difficult to identify a best splitting, because 
suchh a splitting depends on the specific test case. For instance, for Strang splitting, 
thee reference splitting (flf2) is not a good choice in case of Test 5. After 15-days, 
thee /2-norms of the relative error in H, and absolute errors in u and v are smaller for 
almostt all other splittings, viz. reldif(i,i2, H) < 0 etc., see Figure 5.6(a). Splitting 
(f2fl)) appears better suited. For Test 6 on the other hand, the reference splitting is 
lesss accurate over the first seven days, but performs better than the other splittings 
onn the seven days remaining, see Figure 5.7(a). 
Comparedd to Ros3 with AMF, Strang splitting is more sensitive to the chosen 
splitting.. For this method, the relative differences vary over a range of [-0.16.0.10] 
inn case of Test 5 and over a range of [-0.18,0.11] in case of Test 6, see Figure 5.6(a) 
andd 5.7(a). For Ros3 with AMF on the other hand, these differences vary over a 
rangee of [-0.003.0.03] in case of Test 5 and over a range of [-2.5 • 10 3. 3.6 • 10"3] 
inn case of Test 6, see Figure 5.6(b) and Figure 5.7(b), respectively. Ros3 with 
AMFF is almost indifferent to the applied splitting, which agrees with our results in 
Sectionn 5.5.3. For Ros3 with AMF. the reference splitting is sufficiently accurate 
forr both test cases, although splitting (f2fl) is slightly better. 
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(b)) Ros3 with AMF (T = 1800 s) 
F i gu r ee 5.6: The relative differences, reldif(£, l2, H), reldif(t, l2, u) and reldif(t, l2, v), in 
casee of Test 5 for the splittings (ffl2), (flf2) etc. Splitting (flf2) is used as the reference 
splitting.. Results are presented for Strang splitting (fig(a)) and Ros3 with AMF (fig(b)). 
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(b)) Ros3 with AMF (r = 450s) 
Figuree 5.7: The relative differences, reldif(t, I2, H), reldif(i, Z2, u) and reldif(t, h, v), in 
casee of Test 6 for the splittings (ffl2), (flf2) etc. Splitting (flf2) is used as the reference 
splitting.. Results are presented for Strang splitting (fig(a)) and Ros3 with AMF (fig(b)). 
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5.77 Conclusion 
Whenn solving the semi-discrete SWEs on a global uniform lat-lon grid, an explicit 
timee integration method suffers from a severe restriction on the step size (the pole 
problem).. This problem can be avoided by the application of an implicit time 
integrationn method. In [43], we therefore investigated an A-stable linearly implicit 
third-orderr time integration method, which we combined with approximate matrix 
factorizationn to make it cost effective, viz.. Ros3 with AMF. 
Inn this article, we further explored this method and compared it to a Strang-
typee splitting method. First, we focused on the local error of both methods for the 
linearizedd SWEs in spherical geometry. Strang splitting is showed to suffer from a 
largee local error in the polar region as opposed to Ros3 with AMF. Second, we inves-
tigatedd the numerical dispersion relations for the local Cartesian SWEs to analyze 
theirr influence on the characteristic waves of the shallow water problem. Our main 
focuss was on the advective wave, which is most important in meteorological appli-
cations.. For characteristic step sizes, both methods did not significantly affect the 
advectivee wave phase velocities. Their influence on the gravity waves, however, was 
veryy different. Ros3 with AMF damped these waves more rigorously than Strang 
splitting,, but better represented their phase velocities. In addition, Strang splitting 
couldd lead to amplification of these waves, which makes it unsuitable for long time 
integrationn periods. Third, we applied both methods to Test 2. Test 5 and Test 6 of 
thee SW7Es test set. The numerical results agreed with the theoretical results for the 
locall error and the numerical dispersion relations. Furthermore, they showed that 
Ros33 with AMF is unaffected by the chosen splitting and. most important. Ros3 
withh AMF is far more efficient than Strang splitting. 
Inn conclusion. Ros3 with AMF makes a good candidate to efficiently solve the 
semi-discretee SW7Es on a global fine resolution lat-lon grid. Strang splitting on the 
otherr hand, is not advocated in view of its inefficiency and large local error in the 
polarr regions. 
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Appendix x 
6.11 The construction of the stereographic projec-
tionn for the northern hemisphere 
Inn this appendix we construct the transformation relations between the stereo-
graphicc (xst. j/st) and spherical coordinates (A, <t>). Consider a point r = (A. <t>, a) on 
thee northern hemisphere, and define the half-plane S\ as the plane A = constant and 
thee stereographic plane as the plane located at and locally tangent to the sphere at 
thee pole. Then, project the point r = (A. (j>. a) from the south pole onto the inter-
sectionn of the plane S\ and the stereographic plane, see figure 6.1. This projection 
pointt is denoted as r s t = (xst,yst), see Figure 6.1. 
Figuree 6.1: The projection of the northern hemisphere onto the stereographic plane. 
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Fromm figure 6.2(a) it can then be derived that |rs t | = amcos0 with m = 2/(l + 
sin0).. Next, let the positive stereographic xst-axis correspond with the intersection 
off the stereographic plane and the half-plane S\=o and let the stereographic yst-
axiss correspond with the intersection of the stereographic plane and the half-plane 
S\=TT/2-S\=TT/2- From figure 6.2(b) then follows that r8 t = ( |rstJcosA. | r s t | s inA). 
Thee transformation relations between the stereographic and spherical coordinates 
thenn yield 
xstt = a m cos 0 cos A. -7r/2 < 0 < 7r/2, 0 < A < 2TT, 
yystst = a m cos 0 sin A. -7r/2 < 0 < 7r/2, 0 < A < 2TT, 
wheree m is the map factor 
2 2 
mm = ~ , 
11 + Qsin0 
withh a distinguishing between the northern (a = 1) and the southern (a = -1 ) 
hemispheree projection. A thorough description of the stereographic projection can 
bee found in [85]. 
6.22 Construction of the stereographic formulation 
off the SWEs from the spherical formulation of 
thee SWEs 
Inn this appendix we construct the SWEs in stereographic coordinates from the SWEs 
inn spherical coordinates. Note that this construction is valid on the whole sphere 
withh exception of the poles. To derive the stereographic formulation of the SWEs 
onn the whole sphere, tensor analysis is required. The SWEs are then derived from 
theirr description in general coordinates. For an introduction to tensor analysis, we 
referr to [1]. Wesseling [82] provides an excellent summary of the necessary principles 
forr formulating the physical conservation laws in general coordinates. 
Lett (A,0) and {xst,y3t) denote the spherical and stereographic coordinates, re-
spectively.. We first derive a few useful relations between these coordinates. 
xxstst - a m cos 0 cos A, (6.1) 
ystt = a m cos 0 sin A (6.2) 
withh m =
 1+a
2
sin^,. For the velocity fields in spherical components, u = (u,v), and 
stereographicc components, U_ = (U.V), we have 
UU — -u sin A — a v cos A, (6.3) 
VV = ucosX — avs'mX. (6.4) 
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(a)) Cross-section of the sphere with radius a and the surfaces S\ and S\+ly 
(b)) The stereographic plane for the northern hemisphere projection in the polar case. 
F i gu r ee 6 .2: The geometry of t he s tereographic mapping (nor thern hemisphere) 
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Wee derive the inverses of the relations (6.1)-(6.4). 
'4a22 - 4 - yl 
XX = arctan 
?// = 
4a2+x2 tt + y2_ • 
xxat at 
[/sinn A + I7 cos A. 
vv — — a ( /cos A — aV r s in A. 
Rememberr tha t the spherical velocity held components (u. v) are defined as 
v.v. — a cos o A. 
(6.5) ) 
(6.6) ) 
(6.7) ) 
(6.8) ) 
(6.9) ) 
v v a<£. . 
wheree A. 0 denote the substantial or total t ime derivatives ^ j , ^f- For the stereo-
graphicc velocity field components (U. V) defined as (m~l x s , . r n _ 1 ,</st). we have 
UU = -a-a A cos 0 sin A — a a ó cos A. 
andd their inverses. 
VV = a X cos 0 cos A - a a 0 sin A. 
AA = (-Us'mX + VcosA) 
aa cos (p 
4>4> = - ( -£ /cosA - V s i nA ) . 
a a 
(6.10) ) 
Inn combination with relations (6.1)-(6.10). we are able to derive the SWEs in 
stereographicc coordinates from their counterpart, in spherical coordinates. In this 
lastt coordinate system the SWEs in advective form are given by 
dH dH 
~dT ~dT 
du du 
~dt ~dt 
++ H V • u = 
dh dh UU Q 
-(f+-tMlé)v+-^—-(f+-tMlé)v+-^— — 
aa a cos 0 oX 
dvdv , , u . g dh 
—— + (f+-tmi0)u+- — 
dtdt a a ö(p == 0. 
diere e 
dHdH dH 
dt dt dt dt 
++ u  VH. 
V -ww = 
1 1 
O.COS0 0 
dudu d(vcos0) 
dXdX d(p andd WH = 
11 dH ldH\ 
aa cos 0 dX a d(p J 
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Wee are interested in the stereographic formulation of the SWEs in flux form. The 
derivationn steps are described below. We start with the equation of motion in 
x s t-direction. . 
VV " H ' ( ( / + H t a n ^ ) t . _ _ ^ _ g * ) . _ s i n A + 
++ ( ( /
 + ï t a n < » U + f f £ ) . « c o S A - V A 
stepp 2a/2b
 r , . , • at 
H
== afV + {asmcft- 1) XV - m g ^ 
--
 a J V 2a 2 mSdxst-
Stepp 1 From (6.3), (6.4), (6.7) and (6.8) we can derive that 
UU — —ii sin A — a v cos X — u cos XX + av sin A A 
== —w sin X — av cos A — V^ A, 
VV = it cos A — a v sin A — u sin A A — a v cos A A 
== ii cos X — a?) sin A + UX. • 
Stepp 2a Using (6.4) and (6.9). we first rewrite par t of the resulting equation from 
stepp 1 in terms of the stereographic coordinates, 
((ƒƒ H— tan <ft) v  — sin A + ( ƒ H— tan è J u  a cos A 
== f ƒ H— tan è J (—v sin A + a u cos A) = a ƒ V + a sin (ft X V. 
S t epp 2b Using (6.1)-(6.2). we then rewrite ^— sin A | ^ •+- ^ cos A § | in terms 
off the stereographic coordinates, 
gg sin A dh ag cos A dh 
aa cos (ft dX a deft 
gg f sin A ( dh dxst dh dyst \ ( dh dxst dh dyst \ \ 
++ 77 ^r - + a cos A I -^  ^~ + T, KT ) } (6.11) 
(6.12) ) 
aa \ c o s 0 \dxst dX dyst dX J \dxst deft dysXi d(ft 
with h 
((~d\"~d\" ~d^ \ ( — a m cos 0 sin A a ^ cos (ft cos A — a m sin 0 cos A 
dy.stt cfyHt J l a m cos <p cos A a 4 x cos 0 sin A — a m sin 0 sin A 
d\d\ dó / \ ÓÓ ^ v 
and d 
dmdm 2a cos (ft ma cos < 
ci00 (1 + Qs ino) ( l + a s i n 0 ) (6.13) ) 
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Combiningg (6.11)-(6.13). we find 
dh dh 
'90 0 
gg dh ag dh 
sinn A —— H cos A-
acos<p acos<p dX dX 
gg I —TTi sin A — a m sin <t>cos A + 
—mm cos2 ó cos2 A \ dh 
(11 + as in0) J dx + + 
ii t \  \  A. \  \ mcos2(f) . \ dh 
++ g \ 77i cos A sin A — a m sin <p cos A sin A — —— sin A cos A —— 
11 + a sin cp J dyHt 
-mg -mg 
dh dh 
dx*t dx*t 
Stepp 3 We focus on the total derivative A. Multiply A with a sin </>— 1. From (6.1). 
(6.2)) and (6.10) then follows 
[a[a sine — 1) A (11 — Qsin0) 
aa
22
 m cos2 <p 
(11 — Qsin0) (1 + as in0) 
2a2 2 
2a22 cos2 <p 
(x(xststVV - ystU). 
xxststVV -ystU) 
(x(xBtBtV-yV-yststU) U) 
Inn a similar way we can derive the equation of motion in the yst-direction. This 
equationn reads 
VV = -afU+ —^{xstV-ystU)-mg-—. 
Thee continuity equation in terms of the stereographic coordinates is described as 
HH + HV-H = 0 
with h 
 U_ = m 
wheree we applied Step 4. 
oxoxstst \mj dyst \m 
Stepp 4 By definition, we have 
(Vsphere-:u)) - (V 8 fC0 , (6.14) 
wheree (Vsphere • u) is defined as the divergence operator in spherical coordinates, 
1 1 
Vsphe r ee ' UL CCOS0 0 
dudu dv COS (j) 
!)X!)X + d<f> 
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Wee need to derive the divergence operator in terms of the stereographic coordinates, 
1 1 
Vsphe ree " \Au) — 
ÖÖ COS i 7Tx7Tx{Au){Au) + lk{Avcos*\ 
Inn combination with equations (6.7), (6.8), (6.12) and (6.13), this yields 
VSpheree ' (Au) = 171-— (AU) + TTI-— {AV) + 
dxdxstst dyst 
aa sin c/> — 1 (coss A A U + sin A A V). (6.15) 
acos(f> acos(f> 
Too further explore the last term in this equation, observe that 
dédé a cos A . d(p a sin A 
- —— = and -— = . 
oxoxstst am dyst am 
wheree we applied equation (6.5). Together with (6.13), we then find 
dmdm cos A (1 — asincfr) dm sin A (1 — asmcfr) 
dxdxstst a cos <f> dyst a cos (f> 
So,, the last term in equation (6.15) yields 
( l - a s i n 0 ) .. . ,
 TT . . . ... f . TT dm .,rdm 
- -- — (cosXAU + smXAV) = - [All-— + AV-— 
acos00 \ ^ s t dyst 
Combiningg this equation with the equations (6.14) and (6.15), we find 
rrr , , r n 2 <? (AU\
 2 d (AV 
dxdxstst V rn J dyst \ m 
Summarizing,, the advective form of the SWEs in stereographic coordinates reads 
HH = -HV-U. 
JJJJ
 f T / (xstV-ystU)V dh 
UU = afV
 n o -mg 2a2a2 2 dxdxst st 
TT T r^V\ 
VV = _afU+ (XstV-ystU)-mg 
2a2a22 dyst 
where,, by definition, the total derivative is given by 
H H dHdH dU . dH dH TTdH „dH 
dtdt dxst dyst dt dxst dyst 
andd the divergence operator is 
VV • U = in' dd fU_\ d (V 
dxdxstst \mj dyst \rn 
(6.16) ) 
(6.17) ) 
(6.18) ) 
(6.19) ) 
(6.20) ) 
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Finally,, we combine the equations (6.16)-(6.20) to find the SWEs in flux form, 
dH dH 
dt dt 
dHU dHU 
++ V • (HU) = 0. 
dt dt 
dHV dHV 
dt dt 
++ V • {HUH) 
++ V • (HVU) 
«ƒ ƒ (x(xststVV - yBtU) 
aa f 
2a2a2 2 
{x{xststVV - ystU) 
2a2a2 2 
HV-mgH HV-mgH 
HU-mgH HU-mgH 
dh dh 
dxdxstst' ' 
dh dh 
dydys s 
Rememberr that this derivation is valid on the whole sphere with exception of the 
poles. . 
6.33 Construction of the Osher flux 
Inn this appendix we describe the construction of the Osher flux. First, we investigate 
thee Osher flux for a general hyperbolic system of equations in IR3. Second, we zoom 
inn on the shallow water equations. The first part of this appendix is based on the 
articlee of Osher and Solomon [53]. 
Considerr a general hyperbolic system of conservation laws in one dimension. 
dqdq
 | d[_(g) = Q 
dtdt dx (6.21) ) 
wheree q defines the state variable q = (qi, <?2-93)T £ IR3 and ƒ defines the flux in 
x-direction.. The system (6.21) is called hyperbolic, when the eigenvalues Afc of the 
Jacobiann matrix A of the flux ƒ with respect to q, A = df /dq, are real and the 
correspondingg eigenvectors rk span the state space M3. Note that the Jacobian 
matrixx A can depend on the state variable q. 
Inn a finite volume discretization of system (6.21), an approximation of the flux 
f(q)f(q) across each cell boundary is required. 
qL,qR R 
8Q. 8Q. 
Figuree 6.3: Situation at a cell boundary 5Q. 
Lett ÓQ be such a cell boundary (x=constant) and assume that at the left and right 
off this boundary, constant states qL and qR are defined, respectively, see Figure 6.3. 
Wee then approximate the resulting flux ƒ across this boundary with Osher's flux 
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definedd as 
ii i n* 
£ < o ) ( ^ 2 R )) = 2 ^ ) + /(£*)) " j / ' 1 ^ ) 1 ^ . (6.22) 
Thee absolute value of the Jacobian matrix A is here defined by \A\ = P |A |P _ 1 , 
wheree P and A result from diagonalizing the Jacobian matrix as A = PAP - 1 . 
Notee that, because of the system's hyperbolic character, the matrices P and P ^ 1 
exist. . 
Thee structure of the Osher flux (6.22) originates from a generalization of the 
Engquistt and Osher flux [18,19], which was developed for non-linear scalar conserva-
tionn laws. In contrast to this flux, the Osher flux (6.22) is not uniquely determined. 
Thee path of integration between qL and qR in the state space H 3 can be chosen 
inn different ways, significantly influencing the properties of the resulting scheme. 
Osherr made a natural choice for his path of integration, leading to his famous both 
elegantt and well-applicable flux. 
Osher'ss path T is composed of subcurves Tk which are based on the eigenvectors 
rrhh of the Jacobian matrix A, i.e.. 
r=U r ' ' 
k=l k=l 
wheree Tk is parameterized as 
rrkk = I qk(s) :^7=Zk with 0 < 8 < sk I . (6.23) 
andd qk(0) and qk(sk) denote respectively the begin and end point of this subcurve. 
Subcurvess defined in this way correspond to rarefaction or compression wave solu-
tionss of system (6.21). The subcurves Tk are passed in order of increasing corre-
spondingg eigenvalues A .^ following the P(hysical)-variant proposed by Hemker and 
Spekreijsee [30] to improve efficiency. Originally, Osher proposed to move along the 
subcurvess Tk in order of decreasing corresponding eigenvalues A^  (O(sher)-variant). 
Usingg hyperbolicity and the implicit function theorem, it can be shown that exactly 
onee Osher path exists [53] for both the P- and O-variant. A schematic representa-
tionn of the P-variant Osher path is given in Figure 6.4. The states g1 /3 and q2j/3 
denotee the unique intersection points between the different subcurves Tk. At the 
endd of this section their exact value is given. 
Alongg a subcurve Tfc the evaluation of the integral in (6.22) turns out to be very 
simple.. First, we rewrite equation (6.22). For that purpose, let us introduce the 
eigenvaluess AjJ" and AjT, 
++ _ i Afc if A f c>0 , ._ _ ƒ 0 if A f c>0 
XkXk
 ~ i 0 if \k < 0 a n d Xk ~ 1 Afc if \k < 0 
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Figuree 6.4: A schematic representation of the Osher path T in case of the P-variant. 
togetherr with the diagonal matrices A+ = diag{A^}, A~ = diag{A^}, which give 
|A|| = A+ - A" and A = A+ + A - . In relation to these diagonal matrices we define 
A+A+ = PA+P-1 and A' = PA~p-1, which yields \A\ = P\A\p-\ By constructing 
thee Osher flux from its scalar Engquist and Osher equivalent [53], it can be written 
as s 
£(0)(9L-9R)) = l(qL)+ A-dq (6.24) 
V V 
== l(qR) - / A+dq. (6.25) 
<r r 
Thesee representations reveal the upwind character of the Osher flux. More pre-
cisely,, expression (6.24) states that the flux f_{qL), corrected with the characteristic 
informationn moving in from the right side of the boundary, approximates the flux 
att this boundary. Note that this characteristic information corresponds with the 
matrixx A~. Conversely, the flux [{qR) corrected with the characteristic informa-
tionn moving in from the left side of the boundary, also approximates the flux at this 
boundary.. In that case the characteristic information corresponds with the matrix 
,4+.. Henceforth, we will work with representation (6.25) instead of (6.22), which 
amountss to evaluation of the following integral along each subcurve Tk, 
JvJvk k 
AA++dq.dq. (6.26) 
Lett us simplify the integral (6.26) by using the parameterization of subcurve IV 
Thiss yields 
// A+dq= Pk+P~1rkds= / A+ 
JTJTkk JO Jo 
r_r_kk ds. 
Throughh this formulation we can show that calculation of the Osher flux requires 
noo more than a few flux evaluations. However, we first need to identify on which 
partss of the subcurves Tk the corresponding eigenvalues A*, are positive. For that 
purpose,, we make some assumptions about the eigenvalues Afc. These assumptions 
aree valid for most physical systems of equations. They also hold for the shallow 
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waterr equations, as we will prove in subsection 6.3.1. The eigenvalue A^  is supposed 
too be either linearly degenerate, which means that along subcurve I \ 
^-\k^-\k = V\k-rk=0. (6.27) 
as as 
orr genuinely non-linear, which means that along subcurve Tk 
^A f cc = VA f c - r , / 0 . (6.28) 
as as 
Thee first case indicates that the eigenvalue Afc is constant on Tfc, i.e., A^ is either 
zeroo or Afc on Tfc. In the second case the eigenvalue is strictly monotone on Tfc, which 
indicatess that Afc changes sign at most once on I \ . We will call the point, qk, where 
thiss possible change occurs, a sonic point. Note that under the assumptions (6.27) 
andd (6.28), Afc is positive on at most one part of the subcurve IV When gk and 
qqkk denote the begin and end points of this part, we find in terms of our Osher 
pathh that these points are either qh, qR, <?1//3, <72/'3, or gk. 
Sofarr we have not defined the exact values of thee intersection states, q1/3, q2^3, 
andd possible qk. We will now attend to this topic. Therefore, we need the concept 
off Riemann invariants. For each k, these invariants ipk, v ^ k, are defined as the 
twoo independent solutions of the equation, 
.. dip dtp dip 
dqidqi ' dq2 ' dqs 
rrkk = 0, (6.29) 
Thiss definition implies that the invariants tpk are constant on IV It is this property 
thatt provides us with just enough equations to determine the 6 unknown state 
variabless of g1//3 and q2/3. On subcurve Ti we have 
^ ( 9 1 / 3 )) = ^ ( ? L ) ,
 f f i o m 
^(?/3)) = ^(?). ( j 
onn subcurve IV 
andd on subcurve IV 
tf(qtf(q1/31/3)) = ^(q2/3 
v>§(?/3)) = rt(g KnV^KnV^ = ,/,2r„2/3\ (6 '31^ 
PU~QPU~Q2/32/3)) = vl(QR)- [ } 
Whenn a sonic point occurs, we also need the aid of the Riemann invariants. 
Assumee that the eigenvalue Afc is genuinely non-linear and remember that qk and 
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qqkkee denote respectively the begin and end point of subcurve Tk. Note that along 
ourr Osher path, the begin and end points of each subcurve I \ are known. Further, 
assumee that for subcurve F^ the following inequality holds 
^(q^(qkkbb)-X)-Xkk(q(qkkee)<0. )<0. 
Inn other words, on Tk, a sonic point gk will be found. To determine the state 
variablee g*. we need at least three equations. The first two equations are provided 
byy the Riemann invariants. We have 
*i{g*i{ghh)) = *!£(£). 
wheree v / k. The third equation follows through the definition of a sonic point. 
A*(£As)) = 0. 
Now.. we have enough information to calculate integral (6.26) for each subcurve 
TTkk.. When our system fulfills the conditions on the eigenvalues Xk, the begin and 
endd state of the part of each subcurve Tk along which the corresponding eigen-
valuee Xk remains positive, i.e., <?^+(sb+) a n c i 9 ^ + ^ + ) ' a r e k n o w n - I n t n a t c a s e -
thee evaluation of the integral (6.26) reduces to at most two flux evaluations per 
subcurve. . 
ff A+dq= f A+ rk ds = f '* Xkrk ds 
 JO Jskh4. 
f<+f<+ fl",+ df 
2.h+' 2.h+' 
(6.33) ) 
6.3.11 The Osher flux for the Shallow Water Equations. 
Wee have constructed the Osher flux and its P-variant Osher path for a general 
hyperbolicc system of equations in one dimension. We now concentrate on the 2D 
Shalloww Water Equations in spherical coordinates. Observe that, though with dif-
ferentt variables, the construction of the Osher flux in case of the stereographic 
formulationn runs along the same lines. 
Itt suffices to approximate the flux ƒ on a boundary in the (local) longitudinal 
direction,, i.e., 
// <72 \ / Hu \ 
f(q) f(q) Q2/Q1Q2/Q1 + \m\ 
\\ {q2(te)/qi j 
++ \9H 
\\ Huv ) 
wheree q = (H, Hu, Hv) denotes the state variable. We apply the Osher flux (6.25) in 
combinationn with its P-variant Osher path, see Figure 6.4. Following the foregoing, 
wee thus use the steps described below for the construction of the Osher flux, 
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1.. Check whether or not the system of equations is hyperbolic. If so. determine 
thee Riemann invariants and construct the P-variant Osher path. i.e.. find q1'3 
andd g2 /3 . 
2.. Check whether or not the eigenvalues are linearly degenerate or genuinely 
non-linear.. If so, relate these properties to their corresponding subcurves on 
thee Osher path. 
3.. Check whether or not a sonic point is located on the subcurves corresponding 
too the genuinely non-linear eigenvalues. If so, calculate the corresponding 
states. . 
4.. Determine along which parts of the subcurves the corresponding eigenvalues 
remainn positive. 
5.. The Osher flux can then be found by combining equation (6.25). the P-variant 
Osherr path and the parts found in step 4. 
Stepp 1 The Jacobian matrix A of the flux ƒ with respect to q= (H. Hu. Hv) reads 
df df 
AA — -= — 
(( ° 
-  . - 9 2 9 3 
valuess are given by 
Ai i 
A2 2 
A3 3 
1 1 
2<J2 2 
91 1 
93 3 
9 i i 
= = 
= = 
= = 
0 0 
211 1 
911 / 
uu — 
u. u. 
uu + 
- ( ( 
V V 
VgH-VgH-
VgH-VgH-
0 0 
-u-u22 + gH 
—uv —uv 
1 1 
2u u 
V V 
0 0 
0 0 
u u 
withh corresponding eigenvectors. 
£ii = ( l , u -
i22 = ( M , I ; 
fgRX fgRX 
rr33 = (l,u + y/gH,v)T. 
establishingg that our system of equations is hyperbolic. Note that the eigenvalues 
aree numbered in increasing order. 
Thee Riemann invariants follow after solving equation (6.29) for each subcurve Tjt, 
V'J J 
ifi ifi 
== V. 
== H. 
== v. 
4>l 4>l 
1>l 1>l 
^ 2 2 
== U + 2y 
== Hu, 
== u - 2 , 
JgH. JgH. 
/gH-/gH-
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Thee P-variant Osher path is then illustrated in Figure 6.5. The eigenvalues indicate 
thee propagation speeds along the corresponding characteristic directions, i.e., along 
thee corresponding eigenvectors rk. 
qql/3l/3 and q2/3 result after solving system (6.30)-(6.32), 
where e 
Hi Hi èè i ((«L - «R) + 2 (V5Ï?E + V f f ^ ) ) 2 • 
55 (UL + MR) + VgTh - \JgHR. 
q , / 33 „ q2/3 
uu - VgH/ 
qL' ' 
Figuree 6.5: A schematic representation of the P-variant Osher path I\ 
Stepp 2 Elaborating the expressions (6.27) and (6.28), we then find that the eigen-
valuee A2 is linearly degenerate and the eigenvalues Ai and A3 are genuinely non-
linear.. We have 
~ - 0 + - | - 00 = 0, VqtS. Vgg A2 • r2 
wheree 5 defines the state space S = {q:q1 e IR+, q2 € Hl, q-s e 11} and 
V ,, Aj • rx = ( - £ - i y/%)  1 + jj  (u - ^H) = -1 y f ? 0, Vg e S, 
V9A33 • r 3 ## + 5V^) - i+è- (« + VsïO £7^0,, v £es . 
Stepp 3 A sonic point can occur on subcurve i \ or on subcurve T3. When a sonic 
pointt is located on subcurve Ti, or in other words, when the inequality 
Ai(£L)) • \i(q1//3)<0 holds, the sonic point is given as 
21. . withh H« 9fl l uuLL + 2y/gïhl 
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AL L 
A I I 
3 3 
Ai i 
2 2 
A2 2 
3 3 
AR R 
== «L - \ZgHh, 
== u.-^JgH, 
== Ml = U i , 
22 3 
== U2+^gH2_ 
== uR + y/gHR. 
Whenn a sonic point is located on subcurve T3, i.e., when the inequality 
A3(g2//3)) • A3(^R)<0 holds, the sonic point reads 
g3aa = -Hsy/girs with Hs = ^-(uR-2y/glï^j2. 
\\ HsvR ) 9 
Stepp 4 The parts on the subcurves I \ along which the corresponding eigenvalues 
aree positive can be found by the signs of the eigenvalues, 
(6.34) ) 
UiUi + 
Givenn that Xi/s < Aj/2 < A2/3, we can write down all 16 possible sign combinations 
off the eigenvalues (6.34) along the Osher path, see Figure 6.6. The plus and minus 
signss along the Osher path in clockwise direction indicate the signs of respectively 
thee eigenvalues AL, X1/3, \\/2-> A2/37 and AR. A crossbar on I \ or T3 indicates the 
existencee of a sonic point. Note that these points are also related to the sign of the 
eigenvaluess (6.34). For each different sign combination, the required parts along the 
Osherr path are known, respecting the properties of the eigenvalues Ai, A2, and A3. 
Stepp 5 We demonstrate the evaluation of the Osher flux for sign combination 
(2,1),, i.e., AL < 0, A1/3 < 0, A1/2 > 0, A2/3 > 0, AR < 0. The eigenvalues AL < 0 
andd Ai/3 < 0 indicate that Ai(<?) < 0 along subcurve T\. On T2 we have A2(<?) > 0, 
becausee Ax/2 = u i /2 > 0 a nd A2 is a linearly degenerate eigenvalue, thus constant 
alongg T2. On T3 a sonic point occurs. In combination with the fact that A3 is 
linearlyy degenerate and A2/3 > 0, this indicates that along r 3 , between the states 
g2 /33 and q3, A3(g)>0. Consequently, the Osher flux reads 
F(qF(qLL,q,qRR)) = l(£R)-(friA+dq + fr2A+dq + fr3A+dq) 
== l(qR)~ [ 0 + ( / ( g i ) - / ( ^ ) ) + ( / (g 3 ) - / (g i ) ) 
== 1(QR) - Hoi) + Kr)-
Elaborationn of the Osher flux for the remaining sign combinations yields Table 6.1. 
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Ai i 
—l? * : : 
K i i 
11 Oi 
" " 
-V*. -V*. 
^ - v v 
O-l l 
"* -» ! ! 
~^i-~^i-
"*~.\ "*~.\ 
++ Xp 
—-- O-l 
-JJ "—', 
o-ll ^ 1 
=*-,!! + 
—— X 
O-l l 
^ 1 1 
+ + 
«« » 
O-l O-l 
" - .11 ^ 
11 - » 
J -- ^ CC ^ f 
11 O. 
-^-^ ^ ^ 
V V 
- I K K 
s s 
V V 
"of f 
=* -> l l | | 
-|-- - l « 
J-,, 3"1 
~o-ii ^ 1 
-.11 + 
++ _^^  
G-|| ^ — ' 
—"" <-,! 
^ 11 1 
1 1 
++ ^ ^ 
—.. o-l -OJ , 
"o-ll "--.1 ^ 1 
^11 + + 
—\r: —\r: 
O-l O-l 
^ 1 1 
+ + 
MM ï 
o-l l 
^ 11 ^ s 
J-.. 1 
cc ^ — 
O-ll ^ 1 
K\K\ + 
V V 
3 3 
V V 
T --
11 o 
1 1 
"o-l' ' 
^ 1 1 
4-- nB 
.—.. ^ 
"b-ii I 
^11 + 
++ ,—. 
'' o,f ' 
'' **-,l 
^ 11 1 
11 ^
 s 
4-- '  7»y. 
-- O-l -
"o-ll ^ 1 «->! 
**-.!! + + 
Ml— — 
O-l O-l 
" - .1 1 
+ + 
C-33 £ 
o-l l 
' - « II S N 
11 MM 
,-L.. l 
a;; " ' 
o-ll ' - . I 
^11 + 
VI I 
11 —i^*. 
r » » H---11 Ö! 
^
> > 
+ + 
-\y. -\y. 
"o-ï ï 
"~.l l 
1 1 
++ 'Vjf 
_____ O-l 
"o-ll - . 1 
**-,!! + 
"o-l' ' 
^ 1 1 
1 1 
—— O-l 
-JJ i - ' i 
o ii "*->l 
^11 + 
~~~
 r O-l' ' 
! ! 
"o-l l 
"->l l 
o o 
A l l 
H H 
k.' ' 
> > 
_; ; 
Af f 
11 -c 
II oi 
> > 
l l 
^ ^ 
,_, , 
V V 
k k fe fe 
> > 
i i 
0 0 
V V 
11 ^ h h 
[Oi i s. . 1 > > 
3" " 
A A 
[^ ^ 
fo i i 
vT T 
> > 
+ + 
^ ^ 
o o 
VI I 
11 ^ 
1 1 > > 
+ + ï ï 
o o 
A A 
II -w 
-^-P P 
^ ^ 
> > 
+ + 
o o 
V I I 
S S 
1 1 \ \ i * * 
+ + 
3 3 
Tablee 6.1: The Osher flux depending on the signs of the eigenvalues (6.34). 
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u L -V gH L<00 u , - . g H L < 0 u L - . g H L ? 0 u L - . g H , > 0 
u R + . gH R < 00 u R+ . gHR>0 u R + g H R < : 0 u R + g H R > 0 
Figuree 6.6: The different sign combinations of the eigenvalues along the Osher path F. 
Inn relation to Table 6.1. we remark the following. Implementation of the Osher 
fluxx leads to a succession of different conditional statement evaluations, which is 
nott very efficient. In practice though, we can discard most of the possible sign 
combinations.. In practical flow patterns, |u| < \JgH', where H represents the depth 
off the atmosphere, which is always close to 104 m. In that case, Table 6.1 reduces 
too Table 6.2. 
6.44 General formulation of the modified «-scheme 
forr non-uniform grids 
Inn this appendix we give the general formulation of the non-uniform K-scherne for 
differentt values of K. It concerns the non-uniform equivalents of the 3-point (K = | ) -
scheme,, the 2-point central (K = l)-scheme, the 2-point upwind (K = —l)-scheme, 
andd the 3-point upwind (K= ^)-scheme. Let q9 be the unknown state variable to be 
foundd by ID state interpolation in a certain direction, say x. Let £; denote the cell 
widthh of a cell i in x-direction and let q . denote the state variable in its cell center. 
—— i 
seee Figure 6.7, where we vise l\, £2 etc. for convenience of notation. 
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z(ï') ) 
URUR + VgHR > o 
00 < ui < JgHi 
33 V 3 
-JgHi-JgHi < in < 0 
VV 3 3 
Tablee 6.2: Reduction of Table 6.1 under the assumption \u\ < \/gH. 
Thee modified «-scheme is now given as a function IK with arguments q , t\. q . £2 
etc.. based on Figure 6.7. The modified («=^ ) - s cheme then reads 
755 ( ? 1 - 9 2 - g 3 ^ o ^ i ^ 2 . ^ - 4 ) = « ? ! + / ?9 2 + 7 l 
with h 
/33 = 1 — a — 7, 
77 = 2 * ( l o+2 l i+2 l 2+l 3 ) ( l i l 2+ i i l 33 + 2 ^+3 l 2 l 3+^ ) 
Thee modified 2-point central (K = l)-scheme, the 2-point upwind («; = — l)-scheme. 
andd the 3-point upwind ( K = | ) -scheme are 
Ii(qIi(qrrgg33J2>h) J2>h) Ja. Ja. Q,+ Q,+ QT QT I2+I33 22 ' I2+I3 ^ 3 
~*22 q
 + ^ l+2l2 
<l+l22 Ï 1 ^ I1+I2 Ï 2 ' / - II (2 , , £ 2 , ^ 2 ) 
Ii(aIi(a a a ^ to t-A = ^ a 1 ( ^+ 2 ^ ) ^ -
J èè ^ i ' Ï 2 ^ 3 - t l , t 2 ' ^ ( l i + 2 l 2+ l 3 ) ( l 1+ l 2 ) £ l + (l2 + l 3 ) ( l i + l 2 ) ^ 2 
II <2(ll+2la) 
T
^ i l 2 + l i l 3 + 2 ^ + 3 l 2 l 3 + l ii Ï 3 -
q, , 
Figuree 6.7: General situation around a cell boundary. q7 is the unknown state variable 
too be found by interpolation. 
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Summary y 
Forr a multitude of reasons, the ability to predict the weather and climate has fasci-
natedd people for centuries. Today, weather and climate prediction rely on so-called 
globall circulation models which describe the evolution of the atmospheric circula-
tion,, i.e., the evolution of field variables like wind velocity, humidity, temperature, 
etc.. A circulation model consists of a set of mathematical equations representing 
thiss evolution. It contains three main interacting parts, viz., a data assimilation, 
aa numerical dynamics, and a physical parameterization part. We concentrate on 
thee second part, which is concerned with the numerical solution of the so-called 
primitivee equations of hydrodynamics in the atmosphere. 
Circulationn models are rather complex and their numerical solution requires 
muchh computational effort. In addition, a prediction demands accurate results cal-
culatedd within a reasonable amount of time. The accuracy of the prediction depends 
onn the specific model in use, the applied numerical method, the resolution of the 
consideredd space-time grid, the incorporated data and the physical parameterization 
scheme.. Since the computations are known to be very time-consuming, much inter-
estt is directed at the development of efficient numerical methods on high-resolution 
grids.. In this thesis, we therefore investigate numerical methods to efficiently solve 
thee shallow water equations (SWEs) in spherical geometry on fine-resolution grids. 
Thesee equations serve as a first prototype of the horizontal dynamics in a global 
circulationn model. 
Wee study a finite volume method for the spatial discretization of the SWEs in 
sphericall geometry, viz., Osher's finite volume method using the P-variant integra-
tionn path in the flux evaluation and third-order upwind for the determination of 
thee constant states. This scheme is preferred, because it is second-order accurate, 
robustt and apprehensive for the characteristic directions associated with the non-
linearr equations. In addition, it has an excellent boundary treatment, its compact 
stencill facilitates computational speed up by domain decomposition, and the re-
sultingg semi-discrete system respects the physical conservation laws underlying the 
originall shallow water problem. Moreover, this method combined with a so-called 
limiterr ensures a smooth capturing of field variables with large gradients as opposed 
too the often applied spectral transform method. 
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AA common prejudice against a finite volume method concerns its inefficiency 
duee to a severe stability step size restriction when combined with an explicit time 
integrationn method for solving the resulting semi-discrete system on a uniform 
latitudinal-longitudinall (lat-lon) grid. This grid is standard in atmospheric appli-
cationss and uses the lines of constant longitude (meridians) and latitude (parallels). 
Thiss inefficiency has to do with the pole problem which includes all problems related 
too the non-existence of the longitudinal unit vector in the poles and the convergence 
off the meridians when approaching them. 
Wee discuss two ways to resolve this pole-problem: (1) a combined lat-lon reduced 
gridd with two stereocaps in the polar region, and (2) a linearly-implicit Rosenbrock 
timee integration method (Ros3) combined with approximate matrix factorization 
(AMF)) applied to the full Eulerian form of the SWEs on a uniform lat-lon grid. 
Thee combined grid has no singular points. Furthermore, it, alleviates the step size 
restrictionn by redistributing the grid cells over the sphere to obtain a more uniform 
celll distribution. This grid is advocated in combination with Osher's scheme and 
ann explicit time integration method. Osher's scheme is used, because its boundary 
treatmentt facilitates the information transfer necessary at the grid interface between 
thee different grid parts. Locally, the resulting scheme becomes first-order accurate 
inn space. 
Thee linearly-implicit method removes the stability step size restriction. Ros3 
iss A-stable and third-order accurate. A-stability is attractive, as it implies uncon-
ditionall stability in the sense of Fourier-Von Neumann for stable linear problems. 
Inn practice, this indicates that much larger step sizes can be taken than with an 
explicitt time integration method. However. Ros3 involves several expensive linear 
systemm solves per time step. To reduce these computational costs, we combine this 
methodd with approximate matrix factorization. This combination is also proven 
unconditionallyy stable when applied to the linearized SWEs on a uniform lat-lon 
grid.. In addition, it remains third-order accurate. 
Bothh remedies are validated by numerical experiments on a well-established test 
sett from the literature. These results show that Ros3 with AMF is far more efficient 
thann an explicit time integration method, viz., a third-order explicit Runge-Kutta 
method,, even when the latter is applied to the semi-discrete SWTEs on a combined 
grid. . 
Anotherr important group of global atmospheric models consists of air quality 
models,, which are used to describe the chemical composition of the atmosphere. 
Thesee models are used to study the effects of air pollution. The chemical com-
positionn of the atmosphere is altered by chemical reactions, advection, diffusion, 
emissionss and depositions, which are all included in the model. A numerical tech-
niquee often applied in circulation and air quality models is operator splitting. This 
techniquee subdivides the full problem in a number of subprocesses. which can then 
bee solved with different numerical techniques and step sizes suitable to the specific 
subprocess. . 
Unfortunately,, the separate treatment of the subprocesses creates a splitting er-
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ror.. The magnitude of this error must be controlled and may not lead to an unstable 
solutionn process. To investigate these matters, an error expression is derived for a 
Strangg splitting method which adopts a symmetrical order of reappearance to solve 
thee different subprocesses. We focus on pure initial value problems. The analysis of 
thee splitting error for coupled non-linear systems of partial differential equations is 
facilitatedd by the application of the Lie operator formalism. The error expressions 
aree investigated in more detail for advect ion-diffusion-react ion (ADR) equations as 
usedd in air quality modeling. A theorem is derived which states under which circum-
stancess the application of operator splitting to the ADR equations leads to a zero 
splittingg error between advection, diffusion and chemistry. In practice, a splitting 
errorr is likely to occur. 
Finally,, a comparison is made between operator splitting and Ros3 with AMF. 
Bothh techniques simplify a numerical solution process to make it cost-effective. For 
thee SWEs in spherical geometry, we investigate Ros3 with AMF and Strang split-
tingg combined with a third-order Rosenbrock method to integrate the subprocesses 
inn time. We are interested in the local error and the numerical dispersion relations. 
Thee latter demonstrate the influence of the numerical method on the character-
isticc waves of the shallow water problem. In meteorological practice, the correct 
representationn of the advective (Rossby) waves is valued, because they describe an 
importantt part of the atmospheric dynamics. For characteristic step sizes, both 
methodss do not significantly affect these waves. However, these results concern the 
locall Cartesian form of the SWEs which is only valid in mid-latitude analysis. In 
aa full spherical geometry, numerical results show that Ros3 with AMF is far more 
efficientt than Strang splitting. The inefficiency of the latter method is caused by a 
severee accuracy step size restriction in the polar region. 

Samenvatting g 
Sindss jaar en dag is de mens geïnteresseerd in weer en klimaat. Tegenwoordig 
geschiedenn weers- en klimaatvoorspellingen met behulp van circulatiemodellen. At-
mosferischee circulatie betreft de stroming van lucht in de atmosfeer gegeven via 
toestandsvariabelenn zoals windsnelheid, luchtvochtigheid, temperatuur, etc. Een 
circulatiemodell bestaat uit een set van wiskundige vergelijkingen, die dit circu-
latieprocess beschrijven. Naast data-assimilatie en fysische parametrisering vormt 
dee numerieke dynamica een belangrijk onderdeel van dit soort modellen. Dit on-
derdeell houdt zich bezig met het numeriek oplossen van de primitieve vergelijkingen 
uitt de hydrodynamica van de atmosfeer. De eisen aan een circulatiemodel zijn hoog. 
Zoo vereist weersvoorspelling zo nauwkeurig mogelijke resultaten over een vaste tijds-
periodee berekend binnen een zo kort mogelijk tijdsbestek. De nauwkeurigheid van 
eenn voorspelling hangt af van het specifieke model, de numerieke oplosmethode, de 
resolutiee van het plaats-tijd rooster, de opgenomen data en het fysische parametri-
seringsschema.. Circulatiemodellen zijn bovendien zeer complex en rekenintensief. 
Dee belangstelling voor efficiënte numerieke methoden op fijne roosters is dan ook 
groot.. In dit proefschrift richt ik mij op de ontwikkeling van efficiënte numerieke 
methodenn voor het oplossen van de ondiepwatervergelijkingen (SWEs) in een bol-
geometriee op fijne roosters. Deze SWEs voldoen als een eerste beschrijving van de 
horizontalee dynamica in een globaal circulatiemodel. 
Voorr de plaatsdiscretisatie van de SWEs maak ik gebruik van een eindige-volume 
methode.. Op deze wijze voldoet het resulterende semi-discrete systeem aan de fy-
sischee behoudswetten die ten grondslag liggen aan de SWEs. Voor de fluxevalu-
atiee pas ik Oshers upwindschema toe gecombineerd met een P-variant Osherpad 
enn een derde-orde lD-toestandsinterpolatie ((K = i)-schema). De resulterende 
methodee heeft een aantal voordelen. Oshers upwindschema is een flux-difference-
splittingg schema implicerend dat lokaal een correcte informatieverspreiding langs 
dee karakteristieken van het probleem plaatsvindt. Het schema is tweede-orde con-
sistentt en robuust. Het heeft een nette randbehandeling en een compact stencil, 
datt bijvoorbeeld de toepassing van een rekent ij dbeper kende techniek zoals domein-
decompositiee toelaat. Bovendien, garandeert een combinatie van dit schema met 
eenn limiter een gladde representatie van variabelen met sterke gradiënten in tegen-
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stellingg tot de veelvuldig toegepaste spectrale transformatiemethode. 
Eenn veelgenoemd nadeel van een eindige-volume methode betreft zijn verwachte 
inefficiëntiee indien toegepast op een uniform breedtegraad-lengtegraad (lat-lon) roos-
terr in combinatie met een expliciete tijdsintegratiemethode. In dat geval beperkt 
stabiliteitt de toelaatbare tijdstap. Een uniform lat-lon rooster is standaard in at-
mosferischee toepassingen en berust op roosterlijnen van constante breedte- (breedte-
cirkel)) en lengtegraad (meridiaan). Deze inefficiëntie valt onder het poolprobleem. 
Dezee verzamelnaam omvat alle problemen gerelateerd aan de singulariteit van de 
longitudinalee eenheids vector in de pool en de convergentie van de meridianen in de 
richtingg van de pool. Twee mogelijke oplossingen van het poolprobleem zijn onder-
zocht:: (1) Een gecombineerd lat-lon gereduceerd rooster met twee stereokappen in 
dee poolstreek. (2) Een lineair-impliciete Rosenbrock tijdsintegratiemethode (Ros3) 
gecombineerdd met benaderende matrixfactorisatie (AMF) toegepast op een uniform 
lat-lonn rooster. 
Hett gecombineerde rooster bevat geen singuliere punten. De roosterverdeling 
iss zodanig dat een opeenhoping van cellen in de poolstreek wordt voorkomen. De 
tijdstaprestrictiee is zo aanzienlijk gereduceerd. Dit rooster wordt gecombineerd met 
Osherss schema en een expliciete tijdsintegratiemethode. De nette randbehandeling 
vann Oshers schema waarborgt het behoud van massa en impuls aan de interface 
tussenn de verschillende roosterdelen. De impliciete Ros3-methode is A-stabiel en 
derde-ordee nairwkeurig. A-stabiliteit is aantrekkelijk, omdat deze eigenschap on-
voorwaardelijkee stabiliteit impliceert in de zin van Fourier-Von Neumann voor sta-
bielee lineaire problemen. In de praktijk impliceert deze eigenschap veelal dat de toe-
laatbaree tijdstap aanzienlijk groter is dan met een expliciete tijdsintegratiemethode. 
Dee combinatie met AMF is essentieel voor efficiëntie. Deze techniek reduceert de 
rekenkostenn geassocieerd met de oplossing van de lineaire systemen per tijdstap. 
Ros33 met AMF behoudt derde-orde nauwkeurigheid en A-stabiliteit. Beide reme-
diess zijn beoordeeld op basis van numerieke experimenten op een gerenommeerde 
testsett uit de literatuur. Deze resultaten tonen aan dat Ros3 met AMF vele malen 
efficiënterr is dan een expliciete tijdsintegratiemethode zoals bijvoorbeeld een derde-
ordee expliciete Runge-Kutta methode, zelfs wanneer deze methode wordt toegepast 
opp een gecombineerd rooster. 
Circulatiemodellenn vormen veelal de motor achter luchtkwaliteitsmodellen. Deze 
modellenn beschrijven de chemische samenstelling van de atmosfeer. Deze is onderhe-
vigg aan chemische reacties, transport door wind. diffusie, emissies en deposities. Een 
veelvuldigg toegepaste numerieke techniek in circulatie- en luchtkwaliteitsmodellen 
iss operator splitting. Operator splitting vereenvoudigt het numerieke oplosproces 
doorr het op te splitsen in subproblemen en die vervolgens in een voorgeschreven 
volgordee op te lossen met een numerieke techniek toegespitst op het specifieke deel-
probleem.. De aparte behandeling van de subproblemen creëert echter een splitfout. 
Dee grootte van deze fout moet beperkt blijven en mag geen aanleiding geven tot een 
instabiell oplosproces. Een foutuitdrukking is afgeleid voor Strang-splitting, dat een 
symmetrischh oplospatroon voor de deelproblemen geeft. De analyse betreft gekop-
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peldee niet-lineaire pure beginwaardeproblemen. Lie-operatoren vereenvoudigen de 
afleidingg aanzienlijk. De foutuitdrukkingen zijn nader beschouwd voor de advectie-
diffusie-- react ie vergelijkingen kenmerkend voor luchtkwaliteitsmodellen. Een the-
oremaa is afgeleid, dat voorschrijft onder welke omstandigheden de toepassing van 
operatorr splitting op de advectie-diffusie-reactie vergelijkingen geen aanleiding geeft 
tott een splitfout. 
Alss laatste, vergelijk ik operator splitting met Ros3 met AMF. Beide tech-
niekenn simplificeren het numerieke oplosproces. Als operator splitting beschouw 
ikk Strang-splitting gecombineerd met Ros3 voor de tijdsintegratie van de subpro-
cessen.. De vergelijking betreft de SWEs in bolgeometrie, waarvoor de lokale fout 
enn de numerieke dispersierelatie zijn afgeleid. Deze relatie beschrijft de invloed van 
dee numerieke methode op de representatie van de karakteristieke golven van het 
ondiepwaterprobleem.. In de meteorologie is een correcte weergave van de advec-
tievee (Rossby) golf vereist. Deze golf is kenmerkend voor de atmosferische dynami-
ca.. Voor karakteristieke tijdstappen is de fout van de numerieke technieken op deze 
golvenn nihil. Deze resultaten gelden echter in een midden-breedtegraad synoptische 
analyse.. In een volledige bolgeometrie is Ros3 met AMF veel efficiënter dan Strang-
splitting.. De onnauwkeurigheid van Strang-splitting in de poolstreek noodzaakt tot 
kleinee tijdstappen. 
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